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ABSTRACT
The Formative Evaluation and Heuristic Research

(FEHR) liRACTICUM, a computerized game, gives practical experience in
such program evaluation tasks as problem definition, operationalizing
objectives, field study, budgeting, proposal writing,data analysis,
and interpretation--without the expense and time commitments required
by most research. The players, graduate students or practicing
professionals," design and conduct an experiment comparing the
effectiveness of available educational programs on students in a
mythical school district. As a "research assistant," the computer can
identify individuals or groups of students by category (test score,
grade, sex), apply educational programs, and administer and score
tests, which determine the effects of a program over time. There is
no predetermined decision; rather, the results of each team are
critically evaluated and methodological implications are discussed.
The Game Manager's Manual is a comprehensive guide to FEHR. The
introduction describes experiences which-FEHR can provide, and the
author's perspective on the program evaluation process. Three
detailed descriptions are presented: (1) Players' Introduction--an
overview of the game, its physical components, and descriptions of
the problems available, (2) Fair City U.S.A.--a chamber of commerce
description of the mythical community, and (3) players' step-by-step
instructions for completing taws assigned by the Game M4nager.
General guidelines for setting up and vali3ating the computer
program, training instructional staff, and adapting FEHR to local
needs and purposes are included. (CP)
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SECTION I:

INTRODUCTION

FEHR-PRACTICUM is a computerized simulation which provides practical

experience in decision- oriented educational research and evaluation. It

is intended as a pedagogical tool to facilitate instruction in such program -

evaluation tasks as defining the problem, operationalizing objectives, de-

signing a valid field study, budgeting, writing proposals.enalyzing data,

and interpreting outcomes with respect to an imp^nding decision. The acro-

nym,FEHR (pronounced "fair") steads for Formative Evaluation and Heuristic

Reseaoch. ForMative evaluation refers to an assessment during the develop-

ment of a,program which performs the functions of feedback, diagnosis, and

guidance. Heuristic research is meant to)uggest a decision-oriented pro-

cess that seeks practical solutions to educational problems. The name FEHR-

PRACTICUM was intended to emphasize our focus on a practical problem-solving

experience which features the use of research/evaluation technology in making

decisions aoout educational programs-.

Purpose

This manual is intended as a comprehensive guide for the implementation

and use of the FEHR-PRACTICUM system. In addition to a comprehensive descrip-

tion, it provides detailed instructions for planning and administering a prac-

ticum session. To facilitate instructional planning, a discussicn of the con-,

ceptual foundations of the FEHR approach is provided, together with a brief

list of instructional guidelines for each choice point in the flexible FEHR

format. A variety of practical examples are given to illustrate the purposes

which can oe served.

Organization

In general, this manual is organized sequentially on a need-t4=know

oasis. The broad outlines of the model are presented first, followed by a

aetailea description of each task as it arises. A complete front to back

reading of the manual is recommended prior to the first practicum session.

The manual contains four major sections. A brief oescription of the

general nature and purpose of the materials in each section is provided

below.

-7-
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Section I. Introduction.

The remainder of this introductory section provides an overview of the

entire FEHR-PRACTICUM system; Itsipinime is to acquaini poteatial

userswith'the author's perspective on the program-evaluation process

and to describe th part which FEHR-PRACTICUM.mtght play try research/

evaluation training -- both pre-servtce and tn-sirvtce.

Section II. Detailed Description.

The second section contains a detailed description of FEHR-PRACTI9M,

summary description of the eight problems available in the sysiemlia

list of the tasks involved in a typical practicum, and step-by-step in-

structions for completing each task. (

Section III. Planning and Mcnettn9 a Septon.

The third sectiun provides.detailed instructions for
planning and manag-

ing the first FEHR-PRACTICUN session at a new location. The ftrst half

of the section contains general guidelines for setting up'and validat-

ing thetomputer program, familiarizing instructional staff with the

system, and adapting FEHR to the local needs and purposes. Practical

examples of various uses of FEHR-PRACTICUM sere provided fellowtng the

general guidelings. In the interests of clarity, all examples and Illus-

trations n this section are based on a standard problem to remedial

arithmetic.

*Problem 5 has been deleted from these materials becau4 Qf intractable

problems in simulating data at discrete time periods.

-8-
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Need

In late 1969, education entered an era in which its sources of revenue

beganto dry up while its costs contined to clime at an acce7e-ating rate.

The combination produced an inexorable demanu for euccators to provide evi-

dence that their programs were, in fact, producing the results for which they

wee intended. Simultaneously, educators themselves, faced,with austerity

budgets, began to clamor for information which would help them decide which

programs were most effective and efficient and, alternatively, which could be

most easily sacrificed. Many were surprised to discover that personnel who

could supply 'relevant, convincing information were largely unavailable --

despite the intensive national research training effort of the sixties.

The reasons for this apparent failure are discussed in a comprehensive

report by the Phi Delta Kappa National Study ComW.tteeonqvaluation (Stuffle-

beam et al., 1971, pp. 302-307). Collecting'valid information for this kind

of educational accountability, they say, req64* personnel who are skilled

in adapting and integrating the ideas an., methods classical educational/

psychological research, economics, political science, administration, decision

theory, and general systems theory to meet the specific needs of an impeliding

educational decision. Persons with'these skills are hard to find -- even

among the graduates of doctoral programs'in educational research/evaluation

at our most prestigious institutions. Although they identify certain con-

cepts and techniques which need further development, the PDK Committee points

out (pp.., 307-308) that most major universities currently offer courses which

could develop most of the required conceptual skills. What is missing, they

say is a carefully - planned sequence of apprenticeship or
practicum experien=---

ces which can be completely integrated with the instructional activities of

the regular curriculum.

Instructional Role

The traditional apprenticeship or practicum experience is unsuited to

the training task described above for two reasons: (1) it is usually too far

removed from the classroom in both time and distance to permit either direct

application of the principles st _Lied of planned reinforcement activities,

and (2) the sequence of activities dictated by the needs of the project sel-

dom coincide with the instructional objectives of the training program. How-

-9-
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ever, FEHR-PRACTICUM permits students or practicing professional who wish to

upgtade their skips -to get pr'ictical experience in a variety of ealistic,

decision-oriente field studies ranging from the validation of a q stionnaire

for student e iti* of teaching at the college level to the asses nt of

an elementaq reading program or the evaluation of a Headstart pri,jeCt. Each

of the above examples is based on a FEHR-PRACTICUM problem. There are eight

major pr(;blems avoilable, each set in a different content area and involves

subjects at a different educational level.

It it important to understand at the outset that FEHR-PRACTICUM is not

intended to provide ihstruction in research/evaluation techniques. Rather, it

provides an opportunity 'to apply theoretical principles to pracCcal educational

problems, tto practice and develop research /evaluation skills A ,.a complex en

virorunent1tich requires constant extension, generalization, and adaptation

of those principles. Pedagogically, FEHR-PRACTICUM is a manageable field

,
experience which is always accessible. It provides asafe vehicle for practicing

complicated research strategies, and it provides immediate.feodback on the

effects of long-term treatments, When carefully articulated with an appropriate

training p °grim, the practicum can provide a thread of continuity about which

disparate, dens coalesce, thbs promoting integration and synthesis.

4owover, FEHR-PRACTI,CUM, like other field expertences is not particularly

fruitful In isolation. If the practicum is not accompanied by planned instruc-

tion, it 'is imperative that the player-trainees have access to expert consult-.

ants and/or ample reference materials designed for independent use. A discus-

sion of the instructional implications of integrating tEHR-PRACTICUM into an

existing training program is provided in a subsequent section.

;'`' Practicum environment

An important advantage ofa FEHR-PRACTICUM.is that it allows participants

to try out new approaches to'planning, budgeting, and evaluation without sub-

jecting real student - subjects to the uncertainties of experimental conditions.

Instead, the subjects for FEHR-PRACTICUM experiments are drawn from the simula-

ted school system of Fair City, which is located in the mythical state of Uto-

pia, U.S,A. The instructional effectiveness of the practicum is direct" re-

la d to the quality and depth of this simulated environment. ),,
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Populations Served

The format of the FEHR-PRACTICUM problems wai specifically designed for

4 '

-flexibility: dasically, this was accompliShea by providing a checklist of

optional Utgriments which allow the' game manager to adjust both the scope

of the practicum as a whole ino Cie complexity of each of the tasks involved.

P '

Guidelines for choosing the options nest suited to the instructional purposes

of a particular practicum session are provided in Section III of this manual.

Thig extremely flexib)e structure of the FEHR problems makes it diffi-
A

cult to anticipate all the potential clientele. However, the authors hve

successfully used FEHR-PRACtfCUM as'the core experience, in each of the follow-

in(training ittivities:

1. A twelve-session Saturday morning extension course workshop) designed

to acquaint educational administrators (p, rincipils) with

the basic principles of empirical program evaluation. The courses

emphasized problem conceptualization skills ano, the ability to commun-

icate with'statistical consultants.

2. A one-semester laboratory practicum designee to acquaint first-year

graduate students in Special Education with the strengths and weak-

nesses of various standardized tests commonly used to diagnuse learn-

ing disabilities, the principles of differential diagnosis, and the

basic ideas of research design and statistical analysis.

3. A two-semester sequence of research design and data analysis cour-

ses required of all Ph.u. students in education. Most of these stu-

dents had no previous research experience, and mahy had previously-

'established negative attitudes towards mathematics and were openly

anxious at the prospect of learning statistics.

Experiences Provided by the Game

FEHR-PRACTICUM is intended tr provide a wide range of practical exper-,

fence fn educational research and evaluation witiibut the expenses and time

commitments involved in reel research. The practicum provides plaiers with di-,

rest experience in gathering and analyzing empirical data in order to arrive

at a practical educational decision, and provides feedback respecting the.ade-

. quacy of their decisions.

Given tne goal -of simulating the entire research/evaluation experience,

common sense would'dtctate that the closer the simulation is to reality, the

more valuable will be 'its' 'contribution to practice. Consequently, a con-

-11-



scious attempt is made to provide many of the complex interactions (are fus

traticms) which are eaaracteristic of field research as opposed to laboratory

research. A partial list of the experiences which can be provided appears be-

low. However, the user has this option to emphasize one experience and de-em-

phasize (or omit) another: Instructors. may choose the combination best suited

to their needs. FENR-PRACTICUM has'the capacity to provide practical experience

in each of the following areas:

1. Identifying and making explicit the basic or "real" emblem.' Cln-
teptually, a "real" problem may be.defined as the dtscrepency between

what is happening and what should be happening. However, it is a

cartoon occerrence in real-l11717.4TUition work to be presented with

a "problem" which is: in fact, a request fcr an implementation
decision about one of a series of alternate solutions. -For example,

"Should we implement program X?" is'is solution masquerading as a

problem. Identification of the basic problem facilitates the ident-

ifiCation of relevant dependent (or criterton) variables. Note:

This is perhaps .ae *lost difficult task (conceptually) in thVintire

practicum. Questiot of relative vr.lue and whose value system must

be dealt with. i

2. Stating a problem in operational terms. The practicum provides con-

siderable practice in this area since t4e computer requires all re-

quests for information to be made in taints of the values of particu-

lar variables.

3. Preparing a budget and working within its constraints. In all except

a few restricted versions of problems, the players are given a fin-

ite research grant and must pay for each bit of information they

collect. In aadition, players must pay themselves a daily salary.

Thus, careful planning of expenditures of both time and money is

necessary.

Uevelopihg and following a samplihg plan. The average FEHR-PRACTI-

CUM problem contains literally thousands of potential research sub-

jects, each with a wide variety of individual characteristics (sex, .

intelligence, socio-economic status, etc.). Almost any sampling plan

which can be use.; in real research can be duplicated in the game- -

including plans which are invalid because of some type of selectiop

bias.

5. Selecting dependent and independent (moderator) variables whichkaie

relevant to a given problem and choosing the instruments (tests)

which will be used.to measure them. Although the players cannot

devise their own tests, they may choose from a large pool of tests

which are made available in the practicum. To help them in assessing

-12-
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tne utility of the various tests, players have access, via,the In-

formation Lank, to test descriptions of the sort provided by Buros

(1965). Depending on the problem area, the game provides scores on

from 50 to 160 separate tests. Each test may be used with any subject,

ana may be administered repeatedly across time.

6. Using survey techniques to identify the important dependent and in-

dependent variables in a given educational problem. In the praCticuM,

surveys are frequently rcquired to determine the r-ter,t and severity

of a problem and/or to clarify the relationshi variables.

7. Designing research plans Which isolate the effects of specific educa-

tional treatments and treatment combinations. The practicum allows

players to collect data according to almost any research design which

can be used in a real-life situation--incluaing biased or invalid

designs. The possible designs include both the univariate and multi-

variate forms of latin squares, incomplete blocks, longitudinal

studies (panel data), and case studies based on oriable scores (ra-

ther than verbal descriptions). Because of the capacity to produce

longitudinal data,,it is possible to simulate formative evaluation

studies involving se9uences of treatments and repeated observation

periods.

8. Analyzing data collectedlrom complex designs. The capacity to pro-

vide sv:h analytic experience is ensured by the complex designs men-

tioned in 17) above. In addition, the game has a number of built-in

biases which encourage players to use designs involVing multiple cri-

teria (dependent variables). Thus, multivariate analyses are us-

ually appropriate. (Of course, the capacity d,..tually to conduct

such analyses depends on the resources of the local computer install-

ation.)

9.- Modifying research plans to accommodate unforeseen events in the en-

, vironment. For example, a teacher strike could modify student atti-

tudes as well as cause an expensive delay in a project. Such simu-

lated events can be used with sophisticated trainees, but are not

re,Jmmended for beginners.
A

10. Selecting con.iultants and preparing plans to optimize effective-

ness. The practicum provides an opportunity for players to explore

their, own limitations, and to 'find the conditions under which a con-

sultant is "Worth the money."

11. Welating the results of an evaluation to the time at which the eval-

uation is taken. -The game permits program evaluations to be made

at different points in time and to compare the results.

i2. Working with education problems in a variety of content areas and

at numerous educations levels. The topics of the eight problems

available run from the traditional subjects (e.g., mathematics and

reading) to the specialized difficulties of handicapped children.

-13-
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The educational levels represented include both pre-school children,
and college students.

13. Assessing the quality of research procedures (in the comparative phase)
by examining the results obtained from "operating" a ecision based
on the research results. To aid in this task, the computer supplies
two bits of information which'are not obtainable in real-life re-
search: the "decision effectiveness index" and a statistical summary
of the characteristics of the students best suited to each treatment.
These are not intended as absolute indices of quality, but rather as

. springboards for discussion.
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PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION: Page 1

PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION TO THE FEHR-PRAC1'1C1M ,;'011

Program research and evaluation have always been important .Ictiltles in

education, but they have recently become even more important because of a

growing public emphasis on the twin themes of innovation and accountability.

On the one hand, there is mounting pressure for hold new educational programs

to meet the chanFing needs of an increasingly urbanized society, anal on the

other, an accelerating demand for educators to pr6wide evidence that their

programs are in fact producing the results for which they were intended.

You are about to play the FEHR-PRACTICUM game, wh.:.ch was designed to

familiarize you with the problems and complexities of conducting program re-

search and evaluation studies in educational systems, such as the public

schools, and to provide an opportunity for you to practice your research/

evaluation skills. The name FEHR was chosen because the game emphasizes

formative evaduation and heuristic research; that is, evaluation conducted

to provide feedllack and guidance during program development, and research

projects intended to provide information to facilitate specific decisions.

Playing the game will give you direct laboratory experience with planning

and budgeting a research / evaluation

project and with analyzing and in-

terpreting the results. However,

FEHR-PRACTICUM projects are simu-

lated rather than real research

because they are conducted in a

simulated educational system which

exists in the mythical community

of lair City, U.S.A.

-17-



PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION: Page 2

What Are the Advanta es of Simulated Research?

If indeed, "experience is the best teacher" and "we learn by doinC,

it would seem that a sound educational course is to allow people to be directly

involved in thu situations in which they express interest. Thus, we would have

aspiring plumbers plumb, surgeons operate, and educational researchers research.

However, learning research and evaluation skills by doing real field studies

presents some serious practical problems:

(1) Frequently, a trainee's initial efforts will be failures.

In education, this might involve an unacceptable risk to

the welfare of the students and, perhaps, the trainee's

welfare as well. Often, even the accomplished researcher

does not have the latitude to work out or develop high

risk strategies to completion. Using a simulation, how-

ever, allows one to make mistakes in a safe environment.

(2) The time period to run an educational experiment, complete

with data collection and analysis, is frequently a year or

more. This large time lag makes the real world an ineffi-

cient environment for learning research principles. The

most important advantage of simulation is its capability

for rapid feedback. In a simulate4 school system, the

results ef-E-NUtilitriment" are available in a few minutes.

(3) In field research, it is difficult to compare strategies

empirically because even small changes in the research

environment may spuriously affect the results. In a

simulated environment, researchers can conduct either

simultaneous or sequential experiments on the same po-

pulation without confounding the experimental results.

Thus, imulation enables us to assess the effectiveness

of vat.aus research strategies by direct comparison of

the results obtained.

(4) Funding for competent ret--,arch/evaluators is difficult

to obtain. It is likely to be impossible for the be-

ginner. In a simulation, we can practice handling

budgets without risking the loss of real TrI, -y.



PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION: Page 3

OVERVIEW OF THE GAME

In the FEHR-PRACTICUM game, you are a member of a team which has been

hired to "solve" a research/evaluation problem which requires you to make a

decision among several specified educational alternatives. The team collects

information on which to base its decision by conducting a research project.

However, in FEHR-PRACTICUM both the research environment (Fair City) and the

behavior of the research subjects (i.e., the students and teachers) are simu-

lated by a computer program. Therefore, /our team cannot visit the research

site in the usual manner. Instead, you must collect all your information via
o-

a special information line which connects you to the simulated school system.

FEHR-PRACTICUM is best viewed in two dimensions, the resource dimension

and the process dimension, as illustrated in Figure 2. On the right the pro-

cess by which a team "solves" an evaluation problem is defined. On the left

are the physical components from which the players obtain the information

required for their problem - solving activities.
Typically, the solution process

can be divided into two parts: the descriptive phase and the comparative phase.

In the descriptive phase, each team is concerned with obtaining an ade-

quate definition of the problem--its nature, severity, and extent--and in

,determining what other4people (i.e., past researchers) have done to remediate

the problem. To accomplish this task, players must review the past research.

in the field '(the Information Bank is a simulated library), relate the research

findings to their knowledge of the community in which the problem is set (Fair

Lity), and conduct surveys (via the Data Generator) using appropriate tests

to determine how many students are affected and how severe the problem is.

During the comparative phase, each team is required to design and conduct

an "experiment" to,compare the effectiveness of th) available treatments with
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PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION: Page 5

students of various characteristics. The teams then analyze the iesults, and

decide which treatment the schools should use with each type of student. Each

team's decision is submitted to the game manager who "operates" the system with

that decision in the computer simulator. The computer has the capacity to try

one treatment with a student, then set him back where he started and try another

treatment. It is therefore possible to compute each team's "decision effective-

,.

ness index," which is the ratio of die total growth (learning) obtained under

the team's decision to the total growth possible if each student wer: assigned

to the treatment which maximized his growth. In addition, the computer prints,

for each available treatment, a set of summary statistics which describe the

characteristics of the students whose growth was maximized by that treatment.

At the end of the game, the game manager, consultant(s), and players meet together

in a consolidation session at which the decision results of each team are

critically evaluated and the methodological implications discussed.

Players can best comprehend the nature and scope of the research projects

possible in the Faik-PRACTICUM system by imagining that a real school system

exists at the other end of the information line, and that the computer program

is a "research assistant" who will do exactly what they ask--no more, no, less
,

Although it is not able to converse with players, the program can perform the

following tasks:

(1) Search the school files and return information such as the grade

and past or present achievement scores for an individual student,

or for all students in a particular school or class.

(2) Administer tests, attitude scales, or questionnaires to individuals

or to a group of students and return the resulting scores. However,

in any one FEHR-PRACTICUM problem, the only tests which can be ad-

ministered are those listed in the variable catalog which is pro-

vided at the beginning of the game.

(3) Find and print out the names (ID numbers) of subjects who have

patterns of variable scores of a pre-specified type. For example,

it could print out the ID's of all students in grade ./ who are

malogiand had IQ scores less than 100.

o



PLAYERS' INTROUUCTIOA: Page 6

(4) Administer any specified treatment (educational program) to stu-

dohs identificd by individual ID's or to groups of students

identified by school, class or a pre-specified pattern of variaole

scores. Since tests can be administered at any time, they can 1)e

used to determine the effects of a treatment over time.

In FEHR-PRACTICUN research, as

in real life, the type of research

design chosen is frequently dependent

on the amount of money available for

research. At various points in the

game, your team must apply for re-

search grants. Throughout the game,

each team member is paid a salary.

Each test administered and each

treatment applied also has a cost
0

attached. These services are paid

for out of a special FEHR-PRACTICUg
1

checkbook, which is set up to help

you keep track of the monies spent.

(In locations which have a com-

puterized FEHR bookkeeping program,

the checkbook will not be used.) Thus, one of a team's majOr tasks is to plan

its research so as to ensure that it obtains sufficient information to permit a

valid decision without exceeding its grant funds.

FEHR-FRACTICUM is a game in that several teams normally attack the same

problem and compete for the "besc." solution. However, the competition is parallel

rather than direct, since the actions a team takes cannot affect another team's

solution in any way. It should be pointed out that there is no "right" experi-

ment to perform and no predetermined "correct" decision. In addition, a team need

not decide to use the :Aim treatment for all subjects; it is entirely reasonable

-22-
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PLAYERS' INTRODUCTION: Page 7

to assess the relative merits of the teams' resea:ch procedures by compaling

the sets of variable scores which are obtained after "operating" their

decisions in the simulated system. This capacity for feedback on the quality

of a researcher's work is considered the most valuable aspect of the FEHR-

PRACTICUM model.

Operating Staff

The FEHR-PRACTICUM game requires

the services of a game manager

and at least one research con-

sultant. The function of

each of these staff mem-

bers is explained

below:

The Game Manager

is a senior research

specialist who has been trained

to supervise the game. His major

task is to act as a liaison between the players (or teams) and the simulated

school system. All request's for information and all replies to these requests

must pass through his hands.

The research consultants in the FEHR-PRACTICUM game serve the same function

that they would in real-life research. Whenever a player (team) is uncertain

about any aspect of their research methodology, they may hire a consultant to

help them. If a number of.teams are competing -11 a particular game, several

research consultants may be provided. The game manager will announce at the

beginning of each game the number of consultants available. In addition, he

will provide the teams with a vita on each consultant to help them decide which

44,



PLAYERS? INTRODUCTION: Page 8

person to hire for any one task. You may hire a consultant at any point during

ar'

the tame, providing one is available--at any point in time it is possible for

all the consultants to be engaged by other teams. The cost of consultant

service will vary according to the qualifications of the person concerned. In

general, consultants charge for half-hour units at a rate approximately equal

to their per diem rate in real life.

Physical Components of the Game

Physically,
the.FEHR-PRACTICUM game consists of four interacting components:

an information bank, a data generator, a message generator, and an in-service

training (IST) unit. The function of each of these components is described below:

(1) Information Bank. The Information Bank is actually a cross-referenced

file. Historical information Spout the Fair City system, statistical data

about the tests used in the problems and abstracts of the real-world studies

-24-
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TUNE Itr,TURN CI-MK OUT
0, 5$ 40 t,

referred to in the problem booklets are boUnd together by problem (R.F.P.). The

Bank may be used as the only reference source in a fast version of the game

(but in a slower version,4here textual information is important, it should be

c9nsidered a mere collection of abstracts), or it. may be augmented,by further

research into the original sources and/or other materials. The choice depends

on relevance of the problem content to the educational goals of the players in-
.

volved Information Banks may be obtained from the game manager at any point in
Oft

the ggme.

(2) Data Generator. The data generator is a computer prograM whiCh simu-

lates the behavior of the individual subjects within our educational system.'

Each sub4eci is described by a unique set of scores for a large number of

variables such as sex, age, number of siblings, sibling position, intelligence

and various attitude scales and achievement tests. However,, an individual's

scores for many tests --especially attitudes and
achievement- -will change over

time. The direction and rate of these changes represent the "behavior" of the

individual.

Within the'data generator, three types of information gathering processes

maybe used:

24
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: (a) File Search. A file search will retrieve the infoxmation

which exists in the files of the school system. This may

be considered fixed information in that you will get pre-

cisely the sane scores for each individual each tine you

search.

(b) Survey. Data which can be obtained by administering a

test at the present time is available through a survey.

Since measurement error is involved, a survey will return

a slightly different test score for each student eiCh time

it.is used.

(c) Treatment. The treatment process enables the player to
iairrair any available test to subjects at various points

in time. Since players may also control which treateents

are given to,any individual (or group), this process enahles

you to assess the effects of various treatments experimentally,

(3) Message Interrupts. It frequently happens that a research project

is radically changed by external events'Which t he

experimenter cannot anticipate or control. For

example, a teacher vaike which interrupts an experi-

went may Change pupil attitudes ai wekl ai introducing

costly delays. Such "acts of God" may be introduced

into the FEHR-PRACTICUM game by message interrupts.

At some time(s) during the game you may be given a._,

message by the game naagmpr SomeNof these will ire

relatively uLimportant such as notification of the

status of the computer system. Others, however, may

require you to make adjustments in:your research plan.

For example, a message that your research budget has

been cut night necessitate the use of smaller samples.

Such messages are intended to provide experience in

dealing with the unexpected. Message interrupts are an optional feature, to

be used at the discretion of the game manager.

-26-
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(4) IST,Units. in real life, a researcher may need extra schooling to

.
enhance his knowledge in areas relevant to hi researchherefore, he might.

opt to take courses t a nearby university. In the FEHR-PRACTICUM game, such

"cdursee are called I units. The in-service training unit consists of a

set of instructional s which provide titi)nIng in such areas as writing

format statements, criterion referenced measurement in research and the like.

The "courses" which are availat,.e are listed in the Players' Instructions.

0'
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FEHR-PRACTICUM research takes place in Fair City, U.S.A. Since the con-

.
-text'in'which a proble- 111

exists frequently has sig-

.

nificant implications for ,

Its solution, it is impor-.1111.1.

rant that you read the Fair

City booklet before coming

to the next sessior. Please

pay particular attention to

the sectibns describing

education.

Since you will use the

information provided in this

booklet in the practice

game and in any subsequent"

games you play, please have

it on hand at each game

session.

GOOD LUCK! MAY ALL YOUR PROBLEMS BE PEHR ONES!

27
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ADDENDUM:

PLAYER'S INTRODUCTION TO FEHR-PRACTICUM

This addendumappears only in the Game Manager's Manual. It pro-

vides an overview of FEHR-PRAClICUM materials, and describes the function

of each component and the interrelationships among them.

MATERIALS

The FEHR-PRACTICUM materials can be classified on two broad dimen-

sions. The first of these is the access dimension. Where is the material

physically located? How and by whom is it normally accessed? The second

dimension concerns the generality of the materials, whether it can be

in all problems (content areas) or not.

The access dimension is sub-oivided into four categories. Category 1/

contains all the Data Generator materials. These would normally be accessed

at the local computer center or a remote terminal. Category 2 contains

materials wh',ch would normally be used only by the Game Manager and/or

those planning the instructional uses of the practicum. Category 3 con-

.

tains materials which are shared among players. These would normally be

accessed in a laboratory-classroom. Category 4 would contain all the mater-

ials normally provided to each player-trainee.

The generality dimension contains two categories. Category 1 (common)

contains all materials which can be used with all eight problems, while

category (unique) contains materials which change from problem to problem.

The entire set of FEHR-PRACTICUM materials, categorized by access

and generality, appears in Table 1.' In the discussion below, there is

additional descriptive information for every component except the Game

Manager's Manual which has been described in context.

Common Materials

The Main Data Generator (main computer program) consists of a of

-29-
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TABLP1: FEHR-PRACTICUM MATERIALS CATEGORIZED BY

ACCESS AND GENERALITY

. ACCESS

DIMENSION

1. COMPUTER

CENTER

GENERALITY DIMENSION

1. COMMON TO ALL PROBLEMS 2. UNIQUE CONTENTS FOR EACL PROBLEM

a. Main Data Generator.

(Main computer pro-

gram.)

a. Data Generator Problem Packet:

unique program parameters for

each problem (Eight separate_

packets.)

. GAME

MANAGER

a. Game Manager's Manual a. Game Manager's Manual:

Sections I & II Sections III & IV

3. LABORATORY

OR CLASS-

ROOM

a. FEHR-PRACTICUM IST

Units.(Five sepa-

rately-bound units.)

Note: Some Game

Managers may wish to

supply a copy of this

material to each

player,

ib. References.(Supplied

locally.)

a. Information Bank: material sep-

arately bound for each problem.

(Eight separate Information

Banks.)

4. PLAYER a. Player's Introduction

MATERIALS to the/FEHR-PRACTICUM

Game r/

b. Fair City, U.S.A.

c. Player's Instrucions

for FEHR-PRACTICUM.

a. RFP (Request For Proposals)

Document: a soecific description

of the particular problem to be

investigated, separately bound

for each problem. (Eight sepa-

rate RFP documents.)

- 30 -
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punch cards (or a computer tape) containing the rORTRAN IV source prograni.

However, the main program cannot produce simulated data unless it is com-

bined with one of the data generator problem pockets (see below).

The FEHR-PRACTICUM IST (In Service Training) Uhits consist of separate-

ly-bound, semi-programmed materials which provide detaled instructions for

accomplishing specific tasks encountered in the practicum. The five units

available are:

I. Assessing Success For Complex Objectives.

II. Criteria-Referenced or Mastery Testing.

Computer Format Statements for FEHR Data.

IV. Sampling The Subjects To Be Studied.

V. Using The FEHR Secretary.

The references to be supplied locally consist of any research-Oriented

materials which will assist the player-trainees. A list of suggested titles

appears in a subsequent section.

There are three player's materials which are common to all problems.

All three of these materials appear in this manual. The first, Player's

Introduction To The FEHR-PRACTICUM Game, was contained in the first twelve

pages of Section II, which you have just read. The second and third booklets,

Fair City,_ USA, and Player's Instructions For FEHR-PRACTICUM constitute the

second and third chapters of Section II. Wherever necessary, the original

materials printed herein have been supplemented by notes and addenda addressed

to the Game Manager.

Unique Materials

The total FEHR-PRACTICUM system provides a choice among eight major

problem*dealing w h eight different content areas and involving students

at different educational levels. Each problem has its own unique Data

Generator Problem Packet, Information Bank, and RFP (Request For Proposals)

document. Although the specific contents differ, the format of each of

these components is the same for all problems.

The Data Generator Frogram Packet combines with the Main Data Generator

(above) to form the complete computer program-necessary to operate a specific

prJDlem. When the first order is received from a new user, an intact deck

31

* Problem 5 has been deleted from these materials tecause of intractable

problems in simulating data at discrete time periods.
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containing both the Main Data Generator and the Data Generator Packet

for the standard REMAR (Remedial Arithmetic) problem is shipped. When you

are familiar with this problem new ones may be ordered one at a time.

Since the main sections of the program are common across problems, we routine-

ly ship only the Data Generator Problem Packets to users who already have

one or more FEHR problems operational.

The Information Bank contains a brief summary for a number of real-

life articles related to the content area of the problem, plus descriptive

information for each of the standaradized tests available in the problem.

These are printed on loose-leaf sheets, one article per page, and arranged

alphabetically by author. This format was adopted to permit users tc up-

date the information as new relevant research becomes available.

The RFP document for each problem has the same general form. Page 1

identifies the content area and the educational agency which is sponsoring

the research. Page 2 provides a general narrative description of the problem

and refers the reader to an appendix from which more specific details may

be obtained. Pages 3 to 6 contain the checklist of Tasks to be Performed:

a detailed listing of all the tasks involved in a complete practicum. The

Game Manager-chooses those tasks best suited to the local needs.

The detailed content of each RFP is contained in a set of appendices.

These are usually five or six appendices containing the informatio6 described

below:

Appendix I - Information Bank Material. This is a list (or index) of

all the abstracted articles which come along with the simulation.

Going through these articles will give the player an overview of the

research in the area. If a player is especially interested in the

substantive area to be investigated, we suggest that the Information

Bank be used to determine which articles should be read in full. In

addition, the Information Bank provides normative data (means, stan-

dard deviations, reliabilities, etc.) and a description of the test

content for all standardized tests listed ft.* that problem. In addi-

tion, for many tests a critique is also available in the Information

Bank.

Appendix II - Research Population. Appendix II contains a complete

list of all subjects available in the problem and explains how to

32
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interpret the student ID.

Appendix III Catalog of Treatments. Appendix III is a list of the

treatments which can be admini,stered in the problem,, a list of costs

of each treatment, and a definition of the time sequences used in

the problem.

Appendix IV - Catalog Of Variables. Appendix IV lists all the vari-

ables available in the problem, the costs of each variable score, and

the conditions ynder which the variable scores (test scores) may (and

may not) be obtained.

Appendix V - Committee Report. In nearly all problems there is some

preliminary information,available such as why particular treatments

were chosen and what previous research the school system has done

in the area. A concise summary of this information appears in Appendix

VI.

OVERVIEW OF AVAILABLE PROBLEMS

A total of eight problems are available in the FEHR-PRACTICUM system.

Once the Game Manager and research consultants have become thoroughly fam-

iliar with the FEHR-PRACTICUM system, it is possible to conduct a practicum

in which several problems (indeed, all eight) are being operated simultaneous-

ly. This has the advantage of permitting player-trainees to choose the

area close: t to their own substantive interests. Although the problem-solving

procedures are similar from problem to problem, we have found that the choice

of content area an make a tremendous difference to a trainee's motivation.

However, managing FEHR-PRACTICUM is a complex task. We strongly recommend

that new users not operate multiple problems until they have had at least

two or three sessions practice with a single problem.

During our field validation studies, we tried training Game Manager's

on several different problems. It was on' experience that prospective Game

Managers who were supervising problems based in a content area with which

they were unfamiliar had great difficulty concentrating on the management

tasks per se, and consequently learned much more slowly than those supervis-

ing problems with which they were familiar. Since it was also found that

ylumerous demonstration file searches, surveys, and field experiments facilitated

3 3 -
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lesarning, it was decided to develop training materials based on one standard

problem and featuring many practical examples. The REMAR problem was chosen

for this purpose because remedial' arithmetic is the one content area with

which most educator have had some experience. Section III of this manual

contains programmed directions and a number of practical examples for each

task in the REMAR problem. After completing this section, most people will

have no difficulty administering a full-fledged practicum session using

the REMAR problem. the extension to other problems ie then just a matter

of becoming familiar with the content area by going' through a complete prac-

tcum following the Player's InstructiOns step by step.

The eight available problems are'described below, beginning with the

standard REMAR problem. For your Convenience, the instructional strength

and limitations of each problem are listed under the heading Special

Characteristics. For sessions in which the specific content of a problem

is of substantive'interest, we strongly recommend that copies of the primary

references listed with the problem be made available.

Project REMAR Remedial Arithmetic. (RFP002). This is the standard problem

Used for the first implementation at a new site. The RFP is issued by the

Fair Cita School Board, who are concerned at the growing number of grade

seven students who cannot do arithmetic computation well enough to succeed

in the regular grade seven curriculum. You are asked to conduct field

tests to evaluate the effectiveness of three proposed new remedial arithmetic

programs as compared to the current practice. At the conclusion of the

project, each team must decide on the basis of their experiment which of

the new program (if any) are to be implemented. (Note: it is entirely

possible to recommend different programs for students of differing character-

istics.)

Particulars: Variables = 78, Treatments = 4, Total Research Popula-

tion = 1906 seventh grade students from seven junior highs, each

with several classes.

Special Characteristics: This problem permits direct experimental

comparisons. It is fairly heavily orientated toward criterion-

referenced tests or sequential mastery tests. Sampling, selection of

- 3 4 -
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variables, and design all are involved and can be accomplished fairly

easily. Because of the necessity to select only the poor students,

this problem provides a rich opportunity to study the effects of-

statistical regression. In addition, there are some conceptual dif-

ficulties with respect to the precise definition of success in terms

of variable scores, and sou sticky statistical questions centering

around the analysis of mastery-test data. Nevertheless, this is

perhaps the easiest, most straightforward problem, since the objectives'

are fairly clearly defined in unambiguous terms.

A unique feature of this problem the emphasis on the cost-

effecti'Veness aspect of the decision among programs which is intro-

duced by a wide disparity in program costs and a positive correlation

between cost and learning.

Primary References (None)

Project PEP: Perceptual Education Problem, RFP001. The term "perceptually

handicapped" has been used in recent times to :identify a large number of

children who have normal intelligence but because of a "perceptual problem"

have great trouble in school, particularly in reading and writing. In this

problem the players are requested to aid the Board of Education and a com-

mittee of teachers in deciding such questions as: Does Fair City need a.

Perceptual Education Program: Are psychological and socio-economic variables

relevant? Which treatment should be recommended?

Particulars: This problem has 161 variables, three treatments (2 ex-

perimental, 1 control), and a total research population of 426

students in four grades of one school.

Special Characteristics: Thi; problem permits a direct experimental

comparison of the two proposed programs with present practice (the

control). It features the usual sampling, variables selection, and

design difficulties, with emphasis on the last two. One of the major

difficulties in PEP is problem definition. The School Board sees

the problem as a lack of achievement. How does that relate to "per-

ceptual handicaps''? What is a perceptually handicapped child?

What variable scores signify a handicap? The conflict between end-

result variables (achievement) and intermediate results (changes in

- 35 -
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variables which are hypothesized as pre-reqUisiteto Successful

achievement) make this problem particularly useful for practicing

problem conceptualization skills. An additional feature is the

"bOilt-in" experience with regression toward the mean which is caused

by stringent selection criteria.

Primary References:

Frostig, Marianne. "Visual Perception in Brain-Injured Children."

American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1963, 33 (4), 665-671.

Johnson, J. & Myklebust, H. R. Learning Disabilities: Educational

-Principles and Practices, Grime & Stratton, New York, 196/.

Kephart, Newell C. (U. of Purdue, Lafayette) "Perceptual-Motor

Aspects of Learning Disabilities." Exceptional Children, 1964,

31 (4), 201-206.

McCarthy, J. J. & McCarthy, J. F. Learning Disabilities, Allyn & Bacon

Boston, 1969.

Pro4eCt HEADSTART: Early Childhood Education. (RFP004). The Fair City

School District believes that there are a growing number of children who

are entering first grade ill eqUipped to perform at normal levels. In

this problem the players must aid the Board of Education in deciding if a

Headstart program should be introduced and which particular program best

meets the ntsds of the Fair City children who require extra attention.

The players should not only decide if there is a need but also if the

gains made in Headstart are retained after the child has entered the regular

public schools.

Particulars: Variables . 78, Treatments = 7, Research Population =

1822 or all three-year-olds in the city.

Special Characteristics: Although direct empirical comparisons among

the 7 treatments are possible, this is too complicated to-permit in

practice. An additional complication is the fact that not many

measures are availab)e for pre-school kids, let alone many reliable

ones, particularly those which may change as a result_of some program.

In addition, the problem requires long-term (longitudinal) assess-

ment of changes, and most available tests -- even though they have

the same name -- have different norms for different age groups.

- 36.-
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Primary References:

Weikert, D. "The Perry Preschool Project in Ypsilanti, Michigan,"
1969, 0E-37035.

Project READ: Reading Assessment Problem (RFP005). The teachers of the

primary grades have become dissatisfied with their present reading program

because of the increasing number of students who are falling behind their

.peers in the development of reading skills. In this problem the players

are to aid the teachers and principals of the elementary schools to determine

if a new reading program should be instituted in Fair City. One_of the

questions they will answer in this, problem is whether there is one curriculum

which can best meet the needs of all Fair City children.

Particulars: Variables = 170,. Treatments = 3 (2 experimental, 1

control),. Research Population = 2000.

Special Characteristics: This problem permits direct experimental

comparison. The major emphasis here is assessment in terms of mul-

tiple behavioral objectives. About naif the variables in this problem

are criterion-referenced. Consequently, variable selection is an

ilaportant element in this problem. But perhaps the major feature is

the data interpretation task. The multiple successes and failures

of students in various programs must somehow be summarized in a

conceptL..Ily meaningful way to permit program-to-program comparisons,

and a subsequent decision among programs.

Primary References:

(Not used in development, but very similar and helpful)

Duffy, G. G. & Sherman, G. B., Systematic Reading Instruction,

Harper & Row, 1972.

ProjeITTQUEST: Validation of a Teacher Questionnaire (RFP006). The pur-

pose of this project is to validate a questionnaire which "evaluates" teacner

performance at the college level. The questionnaires are to be administerEd

to students presently enrolled in college classes. The players are to assist

the administration in this project by comparing the effects of feeding back

information from various sub-scales on the new questionnaire. A second

questionnaire and several achievement scores are also available to be used

in the validation task.
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Particulars: Variables = 60, Treatments = 4 (3 types of feedback,

1 no feedback), Research Population = 512 university students from

20 different classes.

Special Characteristics: This problem contains two questionnaires.

0) the old questionnaire, and (2) a new one designed to provide

more information. It opens up quite a can of worms -- how does one

validate such a thing as a student evaluatio9(of teachers? In this

problem, the path suggested is to see how effective the questionnaire

is _in changing professors-L-teaching 1-4s-rneasirret-by -the questionnaire.

The variables (questionnaire items) are all 5 option attitude items.

Individual item responses may then be combined to form various scales

which relate to the developers' (i.e., the University Committees)

concept of teaching effectiveness. Feeding back to a professor his

"scores" on one or more of these scales from last semester should

influence his score (on the scale(s) concerned) this semester. Thus

it is possible to collect evidence of the construct validity of the

questionnaire.

It is important to note that, while we give Questionnaires to stu-

dents, the unit of observation is a teacher (i.e., the class). This

introduces a variety of interesting statistical questions which are

an important-aspect of this problem.

Primary References:

Cronback, L. J:- Essentials of Psychological Testing, Chapter 5,

"Test Validation', Third Edition, Harper & Row, 1970.

Project RMA: Remedial Math for Adults (RFP007). The open enrollemnt pol-

icy and the wide variety of people who attend community colleges necessitates

the provision of additional support services for students and citizens.

In this problem the players are requested to evaluate the remedial math

course at the Fair City Community College. This course is intended to pro-

vide the students taking it with the skills to do college level work. The

players will be asked to answer such questions as: Does a remedial program

work for adults? For what kind of person is this prograr. least useful?

How can the program be made more effective and efficient? Should the course

be continued?

- 38 -
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Particulars: Variables = 26, Treatments = 1, Research Population

= 251.

'Special Characteristics: This problem is strictly a post-hoc evaluation

task, with evaluation made solely on the basis of evidence collected

during the semester. The trickiest part of this problem is. an

1 operational definition of success. Since VIP students come from a

--wicle-Na-rtetyOf-batkgrounds, and have very *different goals, the

meaning of success varies from group to group. The selection of

relevant variables tan also get immensely complex, since there are

several varieties of attitude, aptitude, and achievement measures

which the teams might be used in any combination.

Primary References:

Dalke, Richard M. A Case Study of an Individualized Course in Oith-

- metic at a COmmunity College. Dissertation, University* of

Michigan, 1971r

Project BUS: Busing to Achieve Integration (RFP008). In response to re-
.

cent Supreme Court rulings, he Fair City Board of Education has decided-

to integrate the city's schools through busing. As in mast cities, the
o

people of Fair City have very strong views about busing and there are

many complications to consider. In this problem the players are requested

to evaluate the effects of basing in the city's. elementary schools to deter-

minemine ts advantages and disadvantages and what are the sources of the

problems that exist.

'Particulars. Variables = 52, Treatments = 1, Research Population =

3,633 pupils in grades 1 and 4 of 21 different schools.

Special Characteristics: This problem is strictly a post-hoc evalua-

tion. Teams are call-i in after the busing decision is made. Al-

though on j the first and fourth graders are available to the players,

there is nevertheless a large number of subjects fromsa wide variety

of so o-ethnic neighborhoods. Since computer costs prohibit an

exh ustive survey, this problem offers a rich environ nt for practiic-

inging sampling skills. There is the fact that any resul may-be

attributable'tthe new organization'in the eleme-tary schools rather

than the busing plan itself. There is also extensive direct measure-

ment experience, since it may place more weight on attitude measures

- 39
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as criteria. The relatively low reliability and validity of such

measures and the categorical nature will necessitate the construction

of broader construct-variables through various combinations of ques-

tionnaire responses.

Primary References:

Sullivan, Neil U. and Steward, Evelyn A. "Now is the Time: Integra -

-t on in the Berkeley-Schools," ,Indiana Universiki Press,
Bloomington, 1969 (ERIC).

Project EXTSY: Extended School Year (RFP003), Whatqre the benefits L. an

Extended School Year? Fair City, like many other areas, believes there would

be economieif not educational "benefits from having the school schedule re-

organized so that the schools are in operation all year arouna. The players

are to investigate the situation and determine which, if any, schedule has

the most advantages for Fatr City.

Particulars: Variables = 56, Treatments = 3 (2 experimental, 1 con-

trol), Research Population-=12,393 students from 21 elementary

schools.,

Special Characteristics: This problem ,permits some,expertmental com-

parison, but notice that an entire school must 4e assigned to any one

treatment. This introduces some interesting questions with respect

to the appropriate unit of observation and the generalizability of

results. EXTSY involves extensive sampling, variable selection, and

design problems. One of the difficulties in this problem it the fact

that since treatments must be administered to intact schools\ no true'

experimental design is possible. Attitude variables may be more val-

uable here, but reliability and-validity problems, as well as the nom-

inal nature of such data, are problematic. The fundamental question

is ",which is more important:' achievement, cost, or popularity?" Sev-

eral unique aspeCts of this problem are introduced by its longitudinal

nature (3.years).

Primary References:

Department'of Education, New York. "The Impact of a Rescheduled

School Year." A special report prepared for the Governor and the
Legislature of the State of New York. The University of the State

of New York, the State Eaucation DepartMent, Albany, New York,
March, 1970, 158 pages.

.
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The
Friendly
City

This book is a gift to you from the Chamber of Commerce of Fair

City, U.S.A. If you now live, work, or transact business4in our

city, or intend to do so in the future, this book should prove

both useful and int 'esting to you. It contains information

about our people, quarters, government, municipal services,

commerce and industry, health and welfare, theater and the

educational system.

Friendship is the foundation of Fair City's vitality and streng0.

Wherever this spirit appears in the pages to follow, something (4

benefit to the whole community has been accomplished. Whenever

the spirit of friendship appears in the future, we will accomp sh

more. In Fair City, "the friendly city", we have struggled u and

by friendly co-operative effort, and if we are to move forw

will be by the same means.

,41117- 14H

it

'111111111/

Air41101111411 Fair City
C-amber of

`MOO, NIIMIWOOF Commerce
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FACTS & FIGURES
POPULATION: Fair. Ci-y - 122,594

AREA: City - 31 square miles

TEMPERATURE MEANS:

- 37.3°

Maximum - 60.8°
Mean - 45.1°

PRECIPITATION:

v

Rain - 33.7 inches per year
Snow - 40.6 inches per year

GOLF COURSES: Three 18 hole courses

NORX FORCE: 53,849, including 17,000
in manufacturing industries

'PAY RATES: April 1970 average
manufacturing pay - $3.03 per hour

($119.99 /week'

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES: 112

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS: 747

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT: 23,883 (last Fall)

PER CAPITA INCOME: $2,348 (1970)

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME: $6,943 (1970)
(national average: $4,650)

RLFAIL SALES: $192,967,000 for Burns

County, including $150,185,000 for

Fair City(1970)

NEW HOUSING VALUE: $6,896,942 (19701

BUILDING PERMITS VALUE: $19,957,709

(1970)

SPITALS: 1- Teal bed capacity 545

NO TEL AND MOTEL ROOMS: 600

(air conditioned)

BROADCAST FACILITUS: Four radio
stations, two TV stations and cable

TV

NEWSPAPERS: Star-Gazette (daily
circulation of 50,000), Burns County
Reporter (weekly distribution of 1400)

RAILROADS: Erie-Lackawanna, Central

BUS LINES: Four intercity and one
county line

TRUCK LINES: 35 carriers to all

principal cities

AIRPORT: Burns County Airport

SHOPPING AREAS: 5 principal ones

TOURIST SIGHTS AND HISTORIC ATTRACTIONS:

Early American Brewery
Hardine,s Summer Home
Fegens Art Gallery
Cervenka Gallery - Utopia State

Burns County Historical Center
Mohawk Battlefield Reservation

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX RATE (1970):

(per $10,000 unit of full Value)
Ranges from ;205.15 in less populated

areas to $467,95 for full service areas
4

CHURCHES: Over 100 churches representing
24 denominaX ions, all major faiths

SCHOOLS:

Public - 21 elementary schools
7 junior high schools
3 senior high schools

Parochial - 5 elementary schools
1 senior high school

44
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City Guide
Fair City, U.S.A.. is a modern

.American city of today--and tnott ua

pilth its combination of the bet as-

pects of city living and ready access

-to -the beautiful Burns County countryside, Fair City is the place for YOU to

live!

The city itself is crossed by two rivers: the North River flows through

the heart of the industrial district and the

South River lends graceful charm. to the muni-

cipal area as it wds its way through the id P.historic site of the city..

Both rivers flow toward the city from the

surrounding countryside. The North River flows

through the scenic valley northwest of the

city; the parks and picnic sites in this area

attract many of the citizens of Fair City dur-

ng their leisure INDUSTRIAL AREA

hours and vacation days.

The South River runs through the rural area

southwest of the city past the many picturesque

farms that dot the landscape.

East of the city, the rivers converge near

the new shopping,mall that has provided the Fair

City residents with year-round, climate-controlled

hopping, banking, eating and entertainment.

1111100 I

MUNIC7PAL AREA
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University
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GovernmentFair City's municipal govern

ment is a general purpose government

operating under a charter adopted

in 1908. The governing officials are the

mayor and a seven-member CiV Council; the'

are elected at-large in November of even-
., numbered years.

The city has been alternately governed

by Republicans and Democrats for the last

tweny years. The first black to km elected to

the City Council was John Newton, in the last

election.
The incumbent mayor, Frank Friendly, is

a Democrat. He prides himself on the city's

progressive attitude toward contemporary urban problems and the extent of

citizen participation in community affairs. His current term of office expires

in two years.
Membership on the present City Council is as follows:

NAME PARTY STATUS

Lewis Left

A.M. Biguous

Stanley Staunch

A.H. Lucre

John Newton

Harvey HalfWay

Reginald Right

Democratic

Democratic

Republican

Democratic

Democratic

Republican

Republican

Appointed, 1960; Reelected thrite times

Elected last year

Appointed, 1968; Reelected twice

Elected, 1966; Reelected once

Elected last election

Appointed, 1966; Reelected twice

elected, 1966; Reelected once

The Fair City
Council meets at least
weekly and often more
frequently. Disagree-

ment and debate are
common in Council meet-

ings. Citizen groups
are often heard. Council
members are not reluc-
tant to take public
positions on issues
and air them at Council
meetings or in the
press.

I
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THE QUARTERS

The residents of Fair City represent a wide variety of ethnic groups.

Currently, the population is 62% white an 38% non-white; the non-white

population has been increasing slowly over the past 20 years (Appendix-Table 11).

Fair City, like all large cities, has citizens belonging to many

socio-economiciravels and this fact is reflected in housing. The homes in

the city range from the modern high-rise apartmen't complexes near the new

shopping mall, to the lovely old homes found in the center of the city, to

the more modest middle-income dwellings in most of the city, to the large

but dilapidated homes on the south side of the city.

Recently, some attempts at urban renewal have been made in this last

area; notable among them h-s been the construction of several hundred units

of low-income housing near the'South River.

-r

1

1,

4111111.0

AM014+

r.

MODERN HIGH-RISE APARTMENT COMPLEXES

NEAR THE NEW SHOPPING MALL
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Franklin Park, a quiet neighborhood near the center of town, consists

of charming old homes on spacious lots. The residents of this predominantly

white, upper-middle class area, tend to be engaged in professional, managerial

and technical occupations.

Fair Valley, although close to the industrial area, is a. pleasant section,

with Alan homes and apartments. The majority of residents are white, of lower-

iddle class status, and are generally employed as clerical or skilled workers.

Bakersfield, named for one of Fair City's leading industrialists, was

origininTaiTiT5Ped by Mr. Baker's company for his factory employees. The

modest but neat houses are still inhabited by factory employees, both skilled

and semi-skilled. This lower-middle, to upper-lower class section is fully

integrated.

Shady Terrace and North End both consist of very small, inexpensive houses

and apartments. Shady Terrace was a low-cost housing development, while North

End evolved independently. They are both resided in by black and other minority

persons, of upper-lower class status, who are generally employed as semi-skilled

or unskilled workers.

Washington Heights, the most exclusive section of town, is a predominantly

white, upper-class neighborhood. It consists of large, custom-designed houses

on secluded streets and modern high-rise apartments. Most of the residents

are engaged in professional and executive managerial occupations.

Iroquois Village is much like Franklin Park, with its lovely old homes

and befutiful landscaping. The middle and upper-middle class, predominantly

white residents, tend to serve as managerial, technical and professional people.

River View, a once-wealthy, 31d neighborhood now in decay, is inhabited

by black and other minority persons of lower-class status. These people are

employed as unskilled workers, although a large number are unemployed and

receiving welfare. Some of the welfare recipients occupy the urban-renewal

housing projects which were recently built in the area.

The Downtown area is the center of town, with both business and residential

areas. This integrated area'is the home of lower-middle class people, generally

employed as skilled or semi-skilled workers.

Maple Ridge, is an integrated neighborhood, including apartment buildings,

duplex homes, and single-family dwellings. Its middle-class residents are

generally engaged in managerial, sales and service occupations.

49
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THE PEOPLE
More than 50,000 residents of Fair City are employed in a variety of

occupations, ranging from the products produced by the factories along the

North River to the research enterprises associated with Utopia State Uni-

versity. Currently, more than 93 percent of the total work force is emp-

loyed, giving the city an average household income of $6,943. Below is a

mapindicating the location of the various neighborhoods comprising Fair City.

Bakersfield

Shady
Terrace

North End

!Wm,____Iormemsnow 9999

10:Vise
rarirelilell11111M

ADO
1142111111011

goon

110 Fair Valley

Franklin
Park

Washington
Heights

Iroquois
Village

Maplt.

Ridge

Downtown

- 4-- -4.

.4 "4.tt

-
4-4 4:4: 44- -4.

1-r-* 1 V.14 -1
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Education
COMMUNITY
SCHOOL OWL:ern/ES
AND PROGRAMS

The Fair City school system is typical of a system which has grown steadily

imrocent years. It has many of the characteristics of a small system in which

the community and parents are vitally concerned and interested in the operation

of the schools, and teachers are dedicated and honored cilizens of the town. Yet

with the gradual increase in the population, especially i'the black population,

the school system has had to reorient itself.

SCHOOL POPULATION: In 1970, the school system population contained 23,883

pupils of which-36A were black (Appendix-Tables 4 and 5). The lower class areas

contained predominantly black pupils while the upper middle class areas contained

few, if any, black pupils. This can be seen by comparing the map on the opposita

page with the map on page 8. Recently, this trend toward separation of the races ,

has been quickly reversed in the lower middle class areas, but some work is

needed tc ai'-viate the possibility of problems, in ether parts of town. Several

plans have b..ai considered by Fair City to help solve' this racial imbalance, but

'one has not been proposed which satisfies the varioui factions within the city.

\ ADMINISTRATION: The new superintendent, Mr. A. Luenus was a raduate of

theNschool system here. he attended the largest and oldest elementary school,

Jackandjill Elementary, as well as Gordon Junior High and Ives High School.

Mr. LUsinus uas brought in from an urban school system se that he could deal with

situations such as racial imbalance in the Fair City schools. Fair City considers

herself 'fortunate to have a superintendent who has feeling for the town and ex-

pertise in his area. His staff consists of several assistant superintendents and

other special assistants aid in the task of organizing and directing the grow-

ing school population ( Appendix-Table 16).

TEACHERS: The teachers in Fair City are extremely well qualified and rank

aboveTEF7iTiona2 statistics in their educational attainment level and in salary

(Appendix-Table 9). This has been largely due to the strong teacher's union,

which has atv-acted able and dedicated teachers. These teachers tend to be

creative and innovative because of the recent policy initiated by the union and

accepted by the school board that gives wide latitude to the teachers in their

approach to subject matter and their management of the classroom ez...t. The

teachers wield much influence for the good of the children. Their latest struggle

has been to decrease the pupil-teacher ratio from an average of 28 to 1 to 23 to 1,

but as yet the cost is too great for such a change.

SCHOOLS: The school system has grown by, almost 72% since 1950 and now

contains 21 grade schools, 7 junior high schools and 3 senior high schools

(Appendix-Tables 3 and 11). The school year is 39 weeks long, beginning in

September and ending the middle of June. There has been some discussion of

instituting an extended school year but this plan is only in a preliminary

51
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MAP INDICATING THE LOCATION OF SCHOOLS IN FAIR CITY

Utopia State

University

i

Fair City
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A
Rural
Area

NOTE: FOR SCHOOL NAMES

SEE APPENDIX
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research stage now, and there are some groups stronQICoppo:ed to the pldn.

. 'Elementary schools have self-contained classrooms in which the teacher
is in charge of all students. A few specialists are employed for the schools,
but mostly for remedial work with slow learners. Recently, teachers have
been encouraged to vary their programs to meet ipdividual and group needs.
ieveral "semi-open" classrooms were tried in the schools last year, which

seemed to work success-
& fully for some of the

teachers.

The junior and se-
nior high schools are
departmentalized and
children are grouped by
academic achievement
and ability in most
areas of study,. In the

junior and senior high
program, there are 3
groups of students: -(1)

college preparatory
-- superior,, (2) college

scirik" preparatory regular and

(3) occupational prepa-

ratory. Students are chosen for the superior class on the basis of (a) grades,

(b) initiative and (c) teacher recommendations. Pupils elect whether they

are in college preparatory regular or occupational preparatory, but counsel-

ing is available at every level to guide
pupils in making their choice. Approxi-

mately % of all Fair City pupils are
classified'as college preparatory su-
perior; another 40% are regular college

preparatory. The occupational prepara-
tory contains 4S% of Cie pupils and
serves them well in preparing them for
occupations immediately upon high school

graduation. There has been some pres- .

sure to make the preparation for jobs
more relevant to Fair City. At the

present time, negotiations are taking
place with various companies in Fair
City to place high school students in
internship programs for a Small portion
of the high school occupational program.
This would mean a great change in the
educational framework, since students

will leave the school, and is therefore

being given careful consideration.

57 -
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SPECIAL PRik;RAMS: In the last ten years, Cit ha-. instituted

special' classrooms in some of the elementary, junior high .end high schools

for children with vailous physical'or mental disabilitie,, 'There are prog-

rams.fcr the'physically handicapped, the mentally retarded and the 'motional -

lv disturbed. There has been'a small movement to end suk.h classrooms because:

of the stigma attached to the label, but the Fair City Sch-ol Board is com-

mitted to their usefullness.

A smallsirogram Headstart began two years ago in Fair City in the black

area of town. Since it wan a small program a:.d an experimental one, no for -

mal wete compiled by the administrators of the program. Kindergarten

teacher4-did report' that children who attended Headstart
seemed to adjust to

school more ea_sily. hair City hopes to,have a larger, more comprehensive

Headstart Program in the future, which could stem the rising concern over the

pdor achievement and IQ scores in the pborer sections of the town.

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Fair City has a long tradition of

cOmmunify`involvement and support of the school system. Inloast years, they

have supported, land ana millage issues overwhelmingly. Recently, there has

been a decline in support of millage and bond issues, and last year, the

millage renewal was voted down. The city schools now feel that they must form

a closer relationship with the parents, especially since the school costs and

complexities have grown rapidly in the recent years. Mr. Lumnus has begun a

concerted=effort to encourage parents to visit the schools and. talk to the

,teachers and principals. He has urged the P.T.A. to actively recruit mem-

bers and to make each member a vital part of the school. This has been mo-

derately successful in the middle class areas, but the lower class areas have

shown little interest in participating) iri any organized group.

In order to further good relations, the school board has set up a vehicle

for community and parent complaints about the schools. All complaints receiv-

ed are considered seriously, and those that are legitimate are acted upOn

Immediately. Ihis vehicle is a committee which works directly with the parents

and the school board with a minimum of bureaucratic delay invo:ved.

Another project which has prover, extremely
benefi:ial for the-school and

the parents is the use of mothers as teachers' aids in situations wher9 he

teachers are overburdened by the number or kind of children in a Classroom.

These teachers' aids are extremely effective in giving individual or group

remedial help to children, while the classroom teacher is engaged in teach-

ing the other children. It hoped that this program could be expanded to

include all the schools in Fair City. As it stands now, only half the .pools

are served by these teachers' arids.

A poll taken by the university showed that 89 percent of parents of

children in Fair City schools felt their child's teacher was doing an

average or better job; 91 percent felt the teacher was qualified. Findings

toward principals and other administrators were similar.

Certain groups of parents,
espeCially those,in black or low income areas,

showed a higher degree if dissatisfaction.
For instance, 39 percent of the

Fair City parenis felt the school was not doing an adequate job in preparing

their children rc,r a job or'for college; while in the black end low income

areas, 52% of the people felt dissatisfaction with the preparation the ,dild-

ren were receiving in the schools.

-58 -54
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UTOPIA STATE UNIVERSI11: The fair pity ,:Aoyus-m. utopia State Universit

was built in 1950 as second largest and one of the 'lost beautiful -ollege

campuses in the state. It is situated among the rollin,4 hills to the edge of

the city,.in view of the winding North River. It is a .o-educational institu-

tion with approximately 15,000 full -time students. In recent years, more thilo

a dozen new and striking buildings have been added to the 32 acre campus. The

UTOPIA STATE UNIVERSITY

school prides itself on its high arAidemic standards. Neaily half the faculty

has doctorates and the student-faculty ratio is IS to 1.

U.S.U. initiated a new curriculum in 1967 with emphasis on independent

study and study initiative. A variety of special programs is offered to meet

the needs of the students with different abilities and interests. Among these

progrfts is the junior year abroad, semester in Washington, D.C., and other

,special -programs which also allow residents of Fair City to enroll in courses

of their choice for little tuition.

FAIR CITY COMMUNITY COLLEGE: Fair City Community College was built in

1968 t meet the needs of the industrious and striving citizens of the town

who wanted further education to supplement their skills in their present jobs

or to prepare themselves for future jobs. Already, there are 2,500 part-time

students aid 250 full-time students at the college. The teachers are promi-

nent citizens of Fair City who wish to impart their knowledge to others. The

student-teacher ratio is 20 to 1 and in many cases teacher aids are recruited

from the groOp of former students so that each student can get individual

attention when he needs it. There are no prerequisites for entering Fail City

Community College, excek.: the desire to learn.

The ccllege offers associate degrees in chemical, mechanical and indus-

trial technology; business, finance and remedial courses; and two-year courses

in liberal arts and sciences transfer programs. This kind of educational

facil'ty is greatly benefited the economic prosperity of -he community. Its

new presioent, Mr. U. Tilitarian, has a close relationsh; tta community

and its needs, and is in constant touch with the inner workings of the school

and its usefullness to the community.

55
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HEALTH & WELFARE
The Fair City Health i.epartlacht

is goi,eined by th, Bo, . Health. the

department provides a variety ut services to the it tt ionducts immuni:a-

tion programs for children, gathers vital st.'tisti:, re,,,ulAtes sanitation,

food proc:ssing and insect control standard,-;
rograms in health

education; and operates several clinics in the city which provide medical,

dental and laboratory services.

The County Welfare Oepa. ment a. l . i.artets ot ,iti-ens who are in need

of ,sistance. Under various government programs, the department helps the

blind, disabled, dependent children, the aged and the unemployed. It aids

others in finding Joiss, in gaining legal services and in finding adequate

housing. The,depa treat 15 especially concerned witn the school children and

provides assitance 1-3 those who are needy by offering free lunches a:-1 tree

medical care administered through the schools.

The health care of its people has always been a prime concern in Fair

City. The Good Samaritan Hospital has been a symbol of this concern. It was

built in 1910 as one of the first hospitals in the state. From that time on,

it has continu'd to be a leader in innovative techniques and in attracting

qualified staff. Utopia State University has a fine nursing program, which

has been long cc Inected with Good Samaritan.

At the present time, the county has ,entatively
approved the building cf

a children's
hospital in Fair City, which would add further to the good health

care here. Care for the poor is also provided by Good Samaritan at a cost

commensurate with their income. The Welfare Office in Fair City keeps ac,:u-

rate rolls ')F People in need.

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL

-6056
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GOOD TI ES
The residents of Fair City enjoy all of the cltural and recreational

benefits of metropolitan living. The Fair City Symphony provides the finest

it musical entertainment and the city's many parks and playgrounds offer

space for relaxing for young and old alike.

'AC

\
tr

111,11h.

McTRIMBLETOE AUDITORIUM

PARK NORTHWEST OF FAIR CITY
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TABLE 4

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOLS. LAST YEAR

TOTAL NON-WHITE PERCENT WHITE PERCENT

HIGH SCHOOLS

Bridge 1554 758 48,8% 796 51.2%

Ives 2756 280 10.2% 2476 89.8%

Banbury 1461 974 66.7% 487 33.3%

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Margery paw 928 477 51.4% 451 48.6%

Mira. Gordon 621 375 60.4% 246 39.6%

Elsie Marley 1034 249 24.1% 785 75.9%

Polly Flinders 34 97 10.4% 837 89.6%

William McTrieibletoe 723 14 1.9% 709 98.1%

Robert Barnes 687 451 65.6% 236 34.4%

John Watts 792 558 70.5% 234 29.5%

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

L. J. Horner 367 358 97.5% 9 2.5%

P. P. Pumpkineater 808 433 53.6% 375 46.4%

Knsveofhearts 630 365 57.926 265 42.1%

Jackandjill 786 595 75.7% 191 24.3%

H. D. Dock 67: 309 47.5% 342 52.5%

M. Goose 660 5 .8% 655 99.2%

Lamb 719 39 5.4% 680 94.6%

L. M. NUffet 455 5 1.1% 450 98.9%

J. Sprat 457 10 2.2% 447 97.8%

Calicocat 772 60 7.8% 712 92.2%

T. Blindmice 666 6 .9% 660 99.1%

N. D. Diddle 621 221 35.6% 400 64.4%

0. K. Cole 762 265 34.8% 497 65.2%

Shaft** 766 36 4.7% 730 95.3%

M. N. Contrary 339 0 0% 339 100%

Inashoe 662 150 22.7% 512 77.3%

S. Simon 616 347 56.3% 269 43.7%

Hubard 554 337' 60.8% 217 39.2%

Sixpence 420 420 0 0%

B. B. B. Sheep 441 441. , .30% a 0%

L. B. Blue 241 0 0% 241 100%

r

6:3
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FAIR CITY: Page 22

TABLE 5

PUBLIC SCHOOL 4;1ROLLMENT BY LEVEL AND RACE, LAST YEARS

lementary
(K-o)

unior High
(7-9)

Senior High
(10-12)

otal

TOTAL NON-
WHITE

PERCENT WHITE PERCENT

12,393 4,402 35.5% 7,991 64.5%

5,719 2,221 38.8% 3,498 61.2%

5,771 2,012 34.7% 3,759 65.3%

23,883 8,635 36.2% 15,248 63.8%

TABLE 6

PERCENT OP SCHOOL AGE POPULATION ENROLLED

IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS: LAST YEAR

TOTAL NON- WHITE

WHITE

Elementary 90.4 96.0% 87.3%

Junior High 89.5 94.6% 81.5%

Senior High 87.8 90.1% 86.5%

Total 89.5 94.2% 86.9%

. TABLE 7

HIGH SCHOOL AREA K-6 7-9 10-12 TOTAL

Bridge 3,902 1,549 1,554 7,005

Ives 5,798 2,691 2,756 11,245

Banbury 2,693 1,479 1,461 5,633

12,393 5,719 5,771 23,883

1
,HOOL TYPE

TABLE 8

STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Total

STUDENTS TEACHERS RATIO

12,393 413 30

5,719 204 28

5,771 222 26

23,883 839 28.5



FAIR CITY: Page 23 TABLE 9

STATISTICS ON CLASSROOM TE4CHERS

NUMBER PERCENT NATIONAL AVERAGE

Wual-Time Classroon Teachers 839

.

Level of Preparation

No Degree 143 17.0% 7.0

B. A. 571 68.0% 69.6

M. A. 117 14.0% 21.9

M. A. + 30
1,,,,,,, .,..,,,, 1.3

Doctorate 8 3.0% .1

Teacher Turnover S Class

Resignations 112 13.4% 7.7%

Other (Death, Promotion, 43 5.1% 3.0%

Retirement)

Total 155 18.5% 10.7%

***Included with M.A.'s

TABLE 10

SCHOOL SYSTEM STAFF

ofessional Staff 969

Superintendent 1

Assistant Superintendents 3

Administrative Assistants 2

Directors 4

Principals 31

Assistant Principals 27

Teachers 839

Elementary Teachers (413)
Jr. High Teachers (204)

Sr. High Teachers (222)

Librarians 12

Counselors 35

Psychological Staff 9

Other 6

0 -Professional Staff 89

Teacher Aids 47

Other 42

otal Staff
1058

65
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FAIR CITY: Page 24

TABU. 11

POPULATION DISIAI8UTION BY RACE: 1950-1970

YEAR TOTAL NON-WHITE PERCENT WHITE PERCENT

"1970 122,594 46,55b 38.0% 76,036 62.0%

1960 112,237 35,018 31.2% 77,219 68.8%

1950 71,100 14,431 20.3% 56,669 79.7%

TABLE 12

ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION: 1970

Total Personal Income $287,775,576

Per Capita Personal Income 2,348

Per Capita Effective Buying Income 2 008

Household Income (Average) 6,943

Household Effective Buying Income 5,775

Per Capita Total Local Taxes 143

Per Capita Taxes as Percent of 6.1%
Per Capita Income

Percent of Unemployment 6,5%

TABLE 13

POPULATION MOBILITY: 1960 TO 1970

TOTAL PERCENT NON- TERCENT WHITE PERCENT

WHITE

ersons 5 yds.
& older 108,585 (100) 42,777 (100) 65,808 (100)

eside in same
ouse since 56,463 52% 18,822 44% 40,143 61%

1960

oved since
1960 32,122 48% 23,955 56% 25,665 39%

oved within
city 39,091 36% 14,972 35% 17,768 27%

from

to city
from outsiae 13,031 12% 8,983 21% 7,897 12%
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1;
GAME MANkia'S NOTES FOR PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS! PREFACE.

This preface does not appar_in the Players' Instructions booklet

used by the teams. In addition, because of the complex nature of some of

the instructions, it was necessary to interleave explanatory notes to the

Game Manager throughout the booklet. To clearly differentiate the notes
from instructions, they are placed on facing pages. Beginning overleaf,

a page froWthe Players' Instructions bobklet will appear on each right-hand

page and the corresponding Game Manager's notes on the left-hand facing page.

For additional clarity, appropriate titles are placed at the top of each

page

Preparing for a Session

The players' instructions provide step-bkstep directions for completing'

'the work assigned in the practicum. At each step, various optional tasks.

(assignments) of varying difficulty and ..omplexity are prOvided. The Game

Manager's major prepare ion task is to choose the set of tasks to be Assigned

for the session at hand. In the Game Manager's notes we will point out the

options and provide some general guidelines for choosing among them.. However,

the Game Manager must decide which options best suit his/her particular coma

bination of/instructional objectives, trainee entry skills-, and available

local reso1rces.

It is essential that the Game Manager become thoroughly familiar with

the players' tasks at each step of the practicum before attempting to choose

among the optional assignments. Since both the conceptual difficulty and

the time required for the various tasks changes radically from problem to

problem, the only safe procedure is for the Game Manager to walk-through the

entire practicum step-ky-step with each problem (RFP document) which-is to

be used. It is highly desirable, but perhaps not essential, that all con-

sultants have direct experience with the particular problem or problems

being used. Section III provides specific_directions for a walk-through

orientation to the standard REMAR problem. Section IV provdes suggestions

for adapting the orientation to the other seven problems.

There are, of course, a number of preparatory activities related to t

the cnoice of researcn consultants, arrangements for suitable physical fac-

ilities, and acquiring ample FEHR materials and auxiliary references. A de-

tailed discussion of these matters appears in section III.

The First Meeting

The Players' Instructions begin with the assumption that each prospec;-

tive player (trainee) has read the introductory materials presented in Sec-

tions I and II of this manual. It is suggested that these materials be

passed (or mailed) to each player, at least one day prior to the first for-

mal practicum meeting, as a formal reading assignment. At the first formal

meeting, it is suggested that the Game Manager might proceed as follows:

(1) Proiide a brief overview of the goals of ,the practicum session

and a general description of the activities in which players

will participate

6S
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GAM, MANAGER'S NOTES FOR PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS. PREFACE

(2) Briefly review the nature of FEHR-PRACTICUM using the chart on
page 4 of the Players' Introduction to FEHR-PRACTICUM (Section I
of the manual) as a guide.

(3) Pass out the RFP document to be used during the session.

(4) Read the first two pages of the RFP aloud to the class.

(5) Point out the list of tasks on pages 2-5, that these will

be discuss fully next day.

(6) Discuss briefly the contents anaIse of each appendix. It is

suggested that you:

(a) Display the Information Bank and explain how to use it.

(b) Illustrate the use of the Research Population in Appendix II.

(c) Briefly discuss Appendix III pointing out the various treat-
ment costs, emphasizing the nature of the time units, and the

bottom of triz, page without 0r:tailed explanation. Explain how

to read the catalog charts.

(d) Discuss the Catalog of Variables in some detail. Read aloud

the dotes on page 1, and point out the costs listed at the
bottom of the page without detailed explanation. explain how

to read the catalog charts.

(e) kead aloud those sectons of the remeoling appendices which
you judge to be relevant to the completion of the Orientation

Questionnaire.

(f; Pass out the Players Iostructions booklet and assign Task 1,

next page. The remainaer of these notes are synchronized with
the instrictions and the corresponding items on the Checklist
of Tasks to be Performed from pages 3-6 of the RFP document.

-7263



GAME MANAGER'S 3IFIS FOR PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS: PAGE 1

TASK,1 Orientatic, 0_3tionnaire. Much of the advantage of the FEHR system

del...Ives from the personaT-WaViinent of each player in "solving" the problem..

It is important to establish this involvement very ear y in a session. \Con-

sequentty, we recommend that each individual player b required to complete

an Orientation Questionnaire prior to the formation teams. For this

reason item one on the Checklists of Tasks (see p 3 of the RFP domant

for 0.3 problem concerned) is irked with an asterisk.

It is suggested that the Game Manager:

(1) Reaa aloud the instructions fr- Task 1.

(2) Briefly discuss the contents of the Orientation Questionnaire.

(3) Require each player to complete the Orientation Questionnaire

independently. We suggest that players be supplied with an extra

copy of the questionnaire rather than completing- the one in

their Instructions booklet. (Extra copies an 40 ordered se04-

arately.)
1

(4) Try to encourage players to answer all items thoughtfully and

completely without making the task appear prohibitiOely difficult.

It is neither necessary nor desirable for players to "bone up"

on the literature (Information Bank) or research methodology

before answering the questionnaire -- its sole purpose is to

motivate careful analytical reflection at the player's present

level of expertise.

(5) The questionnaire might be finished during the first melting,

if time permits, or assigned as 'homework". In either case,

remember to allow time for reading the questionnaires before

forming teams.

(6) Before dismissing the first meeting, it is a good idea to pre-

view the contents of task 2 so that players will know what to

expect. In fact, players should be encouraged to read through

all the instructions.

TASK 2 0 anization and Assi nments. This task would normally be cmpleted

during the second meeting. wo tins mast be a :omplished. (1) the players

must be organized into teams, and (2) the tasks to be completed during this

particular session must be assigned. The\assigned tasks should be checked off

in each players checklist (page 3-5 of the\RFP). This may be done at the

second meeting, or, to save time, each list can be checked off prior to being

distributed. Use the Game Manager's notes associated with each of the tasks

to help you decide whether or not to assignthe task and to decide.among options

within each task.

The options within task 2 involve salary and costs, the method of re-

questing information from the data generator, and a log of activities. Some

comments and suggestions:

(continued on nacre 75)
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PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE 1

INSTRUCTIONS

The intent of this package is to provide detailed instructions on how to
fulfill the tasks Which have been assigned to your team. At this point you
should r)e fam:liar with the background information contained in the Player's
Introduction to FEHR-P.RACTICUM, and Fair City, U.S.A., and have read the first
two pages of your Request for Proposjand scanned the Appendices. These in-
structions correspond to the list of tasks (pages 3-6) in the RFP. It might be
helpful to remember that these tasks are somewhat progressive so that you may
find that the later ,asks are mere elaborations and extensions of some of the
earlier tasks.

Task 1: Orientation Questionnaire

This questionnaire, which appears on the followingpage, is intended to
guide you to those aspects of the game which you should be considering. The
responses which you give will not be used to evaluate you, although the game
manager may usethem to form effective teams. Please make your responses as
concise and specific as possible; the length of each should be determined by
the space allotted to it on the questionnaire form. Your game manager will
tell jou whether you are to use the copy in this booklet, cr if he/she will
provide an extra copy for you to use.

Task 2: Organization and Assignments

At this time the game manager will give directions on forming teams. He
will also inform you what the team salary is for your particular research, and
will exolai. $,DW the simulated costs will be handled. Further, he will give in-
stractions on how to use the computer.

The tangible work which you or your team must produce is determined by
the specific tasks which the game manager has chosen and these should be checked
off on the list of tasks contained in the droblem description. These tasks will
be described more fully as is appropriate. However, the game manager should give
you a fairly clear schedule of events at this time.

One of the tasks you may be asked to perform is to keep a log. Research
in education, like an experiment in chemistry, must be carefully recorded in
order to account as well ,as possible for all influences on the experiment or
research. Consequently, it is useful to the researcher and interested parties
to keep a log containing every relevant detail of procedure and process as a
precise history of the research. It is likely that in the latter stages of your
research you will wonder why you took various courses of action. Therefore,
even if a lag is not a requirement, it is a highly recommended Course to follow.

E.itries into the log should be brief and need not be made for every work
session. The type of information which you might include in the log would be:
determination of a research strategy, and any changes in this strategy; use of
the computer for generation of FEHR data and for data analys.s; and use of FEHR
resources (consultants, I.S.T. units, refer.nces, and Information dank).

747- f



GiME MANAGER'S NOTES FOR PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS: PAGE 1

(1) Team salary i:.'applicable whenever costs are used. It has

proven to be a very useful device to motivate teams to Nan
their activities and budget their time thoughtfully. However.

the salary item must be a significant portion of the total bud-
get to be effective, the,efore different salaries should be used

with each problem. Suggested levels for each problem are given

in Appendix I. Hig-r rates than those suggested may be usi.d
if it seems desirable to increase the emphasis on completing
tasks as scheduled. Emphasize that salary is paid on real

time and not on simulated FEHR time. Note, too, that the iame

salary is used for all teams even though they are of different

sizes.

(2) In our 'ield to -.ts, costs have proven very useful in creating a

"real-life" atmosphere. We recommend that they be used if time

permits. However, if there is insufficient time to calculate
research budgets, costs may be ignored.

(3) The normal method of paying for FEHR costs is by checks (option

b). However, if your computer installation has sufficient disk

space available, it rrrr be possible to adapt the FEHR automatic

accounting program ui at Michigan to your system. However,

this program necessarily depends on a variety c.; system routines

which differ from installation tc installation. You would re-

quir a systems programmer at your installation to do the actual

adaetation. Further information is available from the authors

on request.

(4) Keeping a log is a relatively easy task which supplies a great

.,eel of useful ew.luative information. If individual perform-

ance is to be assessed, each player should keep a log. Other-

wise, one log may be kept for each team.

- 75 -



PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE 2

ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

. What observed problem prompted the sponsor to put out a rew.est for proposals?

2. What would convince the sponsor the problem has been solved?

3. What modification of the sponsors' view, if any, would you mike? What argument

would you use to convince the sponsors to alter their views?

4. Considering all the views above, define the research problem as you see it.

5. In making an experimental comparison, what classes of variab'es would you use to

measure the effectiveness of the various treatments (programs) available in this

problem, i.e., IQ, achievement, perceptual, personality, etc.?

6. Assuming you could not use more than a total of 100 subjects in the treatments, how

would you go about selecting this group from the total available research popula:', .n?

7. Briefly dest,rih r... how you would divide this group of 100 into the available treatments.

8. Briefly describe the possible techniques you might use to analyze the data collected

after the treatments nave been administered.

9. How does this voblem's content area relate to your educational interests?

10. Briefly describe what past experience's you have had with research.

7
,5'
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GAME MANAGER'S NOTES FOR PLAYaRS' INSTRUCTIONS: PAGE 3

TASK 3 Operationalizingtne Problem. On first reading, part A of this task

may appear deceptively simple. Since each player was required to define the

problem informally in the Orientation Questionnaire, it appears that a brief

discussion is all that is required to produce consensus. It is our experience,

however, that substantive differences in team members' views almost always

appear when the team begins to select the specific dependent variables to

be used ane set the criterion levels which indicate successful achievement.

Such conflicts provide a powerful motivation for a cr: _al review of

the research and an intensive study of measurement theory as it relates to

the particular tests available. In sessions emlipasizing problem-definition

skills, we recommend "seeding" the teams tc ensure a variety of viewpoints.

For example, each team might contain an administrator, a researcher, and a

__teacher-educator (hopefully of clinical orientation).

The Checklist of tasks provides optional assignments with respect to

both the amount of background reading (review of the literature) and the

problem definition EL se. Comments and suggestions:

(1) If the players have a substantive interest in the content area

of the problem, they should probably be asked to review the ori-

ginal articles in their entirety rather than just the Information

Bank summaries. In this case the Bank summaries provide a ;e-

ft] role in determining which studies might safely be ignored.

It has been our experience that team members interested in the

area frequently do fairly extensive library searches even when

they are not assigned. The "Information Bank only" option would

normally be. assigned if the content area of the problem was not

of direct interest to the players.

(2) If there are stringent time constraints or if the session is to J

be devoted to research design/data analysis, it may be desirable

for the Game Manager to provide an operational statement of the

problem. It is our expel-7E1;re, however, that most clients are

extremely weak in problem-definition skills. We recommerJ studeat

p-ticipation in proble7 definitiftn wherever possiLle.

(3) The problem definition form is intended to push players beyond

the simplistic immediate problem stated in the RFP to the basic

problem (or root problem) which the programs being evaluated are

attempting to address. Specific rotes are provided for each

problem area in Section IV.

- 77 -
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PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE

Task 3: Operationalizing the Problem

After you have formed Int.) teams, you shoal: work toward conceptualizing

the problem. Remember that the preliminary parts of research involve a con-
tinuing process of clarification, re-evaluation, and integration of new facts.

The following items are intended to help you clarify your thinking about

this problem:

A. When your team first gets together, compare and contrast your in-
dividual problem definitions, based upon the Orientation Questionnaire.
You should try to reach a problem definition you can all agree upon.

Review the literature on the content area and reconsider the problem
definition as seems appropriate.

C. Formal problem definition: based on your collective views and the
literature, you are to arrive at a definition of the problem. The

process by which you may arrive at this definition is illustrated

by the chart on the next page. The following instructions will assist

you in completing each section of the sheet. Your game manager will

[
indicate whether you are to use the form in the booklet or obtain

another copy from him.

1. A problem may be defined by the discrepancy between what should

be and what is ha'nening.

(a) What should be happening, but is not? This may be stated in

terms of the sponsor's objectives and your own.

(b) What is happening that should not?

2. Do you believe your views are different from the sponsor's views?

If so, how? how will you handle this difference if there is one? _f

3. Consider the available treatments carefully. This section of the

chart is intended to help you delineate the differences between

the treatments. Is there any discrepancy between the problem
definition you nave and the kindof things these treatments are
intended to do? If so, re-evaluate.

4. What kind of information would you like to have about your subjects?

Two of the majo, categories of variables are independent and dependent

variables. Dependent variables are those which can be influenced by

treatments. Independent variables are those which influence toe

effects of a treatdrNlt. Independent variables can be broken down

into two types: manipulable and nonmanipulable. The nonmanipulable

variables are those wh: h the researcher can not change; for example,

sex. Manipulable variables are those external factors such as the
kind of school which tne researcher can have some effect upon. It

is possible that one variable can be both dependent and independent.

For example, if you select a student on the bass of IQ, you can
also measure the effect of the treatment by determining how much

the IQ scores have changed. You should determine what are the in-

dependent and dependent variables which you would like to use.
s
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PROBLEM DEFINITION FORM

1. (a) What should be happening? (o) What is happening?

2. Difference in Views

3. Treatments Desirable Consequences Undesirable Consequences

4. Independent Variables Uependent Variables

Manipulable Non-Manipulable Change

7
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TASK 4 Uetermining,the Extent and Severity of the Problem, If there are

severe time constraints in a session, 'Iasi 4 may be skipped in its entirety.
In that case, the Game Manager would normally supply the teams with both a
problem definition (Task 3) and the proportions of subjects affected at var-
ious levels of severity (according to the definition) in 'each unit and sub-
units (e.g., schools and classrooms) to be used. If this procedure is
adoped, the Game Manager must obtain the required information by running
survey using his problem definition prior to the precticum session.

A useful Alternative_ to -su 1 in -the-extent aad severity information
is to gather the information co ec ively with all teams completing task 4
as a single group._ This has the additional advantage of familiarizing
players with the procedures for requesting information from the data genera-
tor. However, if time permits,' we recommend that each team be required to
design and run its own file searches and/or surveys. If a practical demon-
stration of a file search/survey seems desirable, a sample request using a
few randomly selected subjects and a variety of (perhaps irrelevant) vari-
ables.' The validation request listed in Appendix I, (or a modification
thereof) may be used for this purpose.

The comments and suggestions for each sub-task are listed below:

Sub-task 4.1 Submit a Request for a Planning Grant.

(1) If time is constrained, the budget aspects of task 4 may be ig-
nored. (However, see comment 3, below).

(2) The suggested maximum grant for each problem appears in Appen-
dix I.

(3) We have found that the needs of the teams varies so greatly that
a maximum grant-is of limited value in determining the level which

should he alloted to any one team -- many teams can and should
get far less-than the maximum. Welicommend that awards be neg-
otiated at a meeting of the team and the Game Manager (or his

designate). The team should be prepared to justify each item

on the budget. Most teams in our filled studies have considered
this negotiation experience invaluable.
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5. Next, go to the Catalog of Variables and select the variables

which you think important. You will notice there is often a

duplication of tests measuring toe same thing. Look at the

prices listed and the descriptions presented in the Information

Bank. To help you choose among tests compare the prices,,'
reliabilities, and test validity stores. You might also dis-

cover that some variables which you think are important are not

available; consequently, you might have to alter youp problem

definition somewhat.

If at this point you or your team remains,confused about what is

involveu in defining the problem, you should hire a consultant.

If you have any questions concerning tne use of FEHR resources,
or other technical details, consult your game manager.

Task 4: Determining the Extent and Severity of the Problem

The information 'ou have been working with so far is based on research

reported in the literature and your own logical analysis of ti)e pftblem. At

this stage you may wish to obtain more precise information about the status of

the particular research subjects available in your problem by ootaining the

scores of a-representative sample of subjects on the variables (tests) which

were identified in Task,3. Th's can be accomplished by running a File earch or

Survey or ooth.

There are three main sub tasks within Task 4. These are descriued below

as Tasks 4.1 to 4.3.

Task 4.1: Request fora Planning Grant

If you are responsible for budgeting funds, it will be

necessary to obtain a planning grant before proceeding

witn your file search and/or survey. Tne first step in

this process is to fill out a *quest for a Planning.

Grant form. A copy of the request'form appears on the

following page. Your Game Manager wi'l tell you whether

you are to use the copy in this book, or if he /she will

provide an extra copy for you to 'use.

The first five Items on the form can be filled out

uy summarizing in a fem succinct sentences the information

from your Problem Definition Form (Task 3). The IST Unit

on,sampling'may be of help in completing item 5.

Item 6 requests a plan for analyzing your data if

your team consists entirely of research novices. You

may have to uo some independent study*befOre completing

this item. Your Game Manager will provide a list of the

independent study materials which are available to you.

Item 7 requests a brief itemized budget. All the

information necessary for preparing the budget is given

in Appendix IV of your RFP, the Catalog of Variables.

Pay particular attention to the general costs given on

page 1 of this appendix. The overhead cost for initiating

-82 -
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Sub-task 4.2 Running a file search or survey.

(1) Make sure the players understand the difference oetween file

searches and surveys (see page 10, Players' Introduction) and

the cost of each (see instructions pages 5 and 7j.

(2) The maximum number of variables-which can be printed by the com-

puter on any one file search, surveyed or treatment is 20.

(3) The use of restrictions on both subjects and variables is en-

couraged. In most problems about 120 subjects will give ample

statistical power, and their selection will provi4 trainees

with vital experience in sampling. In no case should a student

be allowed to survey the whole population -- it is too expensive

in terms of romputer time as well as being experimentally in-

efficient. In the case of variable-restrictions there are two

considerations. First, a team ought to be aware that several

tests must be used to measure the degree to which objectives

are being met. Second, no team should be permitted to define

the problem in too-simplistic terms. They should be encouraged

to use designs which stretch their technological expertise.

(4) Aaditional comments appear opposite pages 14-18 of the instruc-

tions which describe the proce are for preparing a request to

the data generator.

Sub-task 4.3 Analyze the Data from Step 4.2.

(1) Describe the facilities available at your local computer center

and the procedures for using them.

(2) The general assignment of files or punch cards in Task 2 should

be made on the basis of the facilities availahle.

(3)', Time and budget allotments must allow for local turn around time.

(4) ;The complexity of research design may be limited by the analytic

programs available locally. (However, see IST units I and II).

(5) Most canned data analysis programs require tne preparation of a

format card. Instructions in preparing format cards for FEHR

data are given in IST unit ITT.

Sub -tasa 4.4 Formal Problem Description (first draft).

(1) It is a good idea to require a written problem description when-

ever a proposal has been assigned.

(2) In our experience, the critiquing of each team's problem des-

- 83 -
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FEHR-PRACTICUM

RtQUEST FOR A PLANNING GRANT
TO SUPPORT A FILE SEARCH AND/OR SURVEY

Team Date Amount Approved by
Requested (Game Manager)

1. State' the problem in operational terms.

2. briefly explain how you plan to use the requested funds and what you hope to find.

-3. List the variables (tests) which you are going to measure.

4. How did you choose the particular variables listed above?

5. How many resezrch subjects do you plan to use, and how will they be selected?

6. How do you plan to analyze the Jata?

7. Itemize the FEHR-PRACTICUM costs of this planning project.

- 84 -
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cription by the total group usually suits in numerous construc-

tive criticisms of each team's work. We recommend this proceaure

wherever possible.

(3) Although a consensus definition is not a necessary good of the
critique meeting, it is a frequent result. When consensus oc-

curs, it may be desirable to conserve computer funds by complet-

ing task 5 as a cooperative large-group ende,lorj If a compari-

son of experimental quality is to be ms 1 in task 7, it is de-

sirable to get agreement on the depende..t variables to be used
and-the -relative importance,of each (see IST unit I).

(4) For sessions concentrating on problem description this is the

final task. In this case it may be desirable to expand the con-

tents of the description to include more details about the sur-
vey and its results. .-

TASK 5 Identifying a Pool of Research Subjects for Treatments

(1) If all subjects "eligible" for the treatment have similar char -

'acteristics, it is convenient to use the FEHR secretary. See

IST unit V for instructions.

(2) The secretary is not an efficient way to do stratified random
sampling. It is better to,run a survey to obtain the score val-

ues for all subjects on the stratifying variable(s), then sort

the subject-cards (or file lines) using the system services sup-

.
plied at your computer installation..

.

. IIf(3) Tf task is assigned, great care must be taken to ensure that
the sele Lion criteria are not too stringent to provide ample

researc'. subject.;. When the FEHR secretary is to be used, it is N
a good practice to insist that'a tealU must be able to demon-

strate from survey results that they will get the required num-
ber of subjects before allowing them to proceed. If an ordinary

survey is used, the selection criteria can be modified after the

fact without engendering acditional computer costs.

(4) It is usually advisable to suggest that the surveys be conducted

on intact units or sub-units (chosen-either systematically or

raudomly) -- surveying the entire research populati..,a is almost

always prohibitively expensive.

Empirical Evaluation of the Educational Treatments. Comments

and suggestions are grouped within sub-tasks.

I.
TASK 6

Sub-task 6.1 Proposal ,

(1) If task 4.4 (Formal problem description) was assigned, point out

that the proposal is just an expansion of that material.'

(2) The proposed maximum budget is given in Appendix I.

(3) Again it is recommended Oat different-levels of funding be a-
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a file search or survey 15, intended to simulate the cost of setting
up. A change is made for each separate computer run.

The overhead for entering a unit or a sub-unit is intended to
simulate costs of interrupting an educational unit (e.g., school) or
sub-unit (e.g., class). This charge is made for each separate inter-
ruption. If, for example, you chose 10 students from class 1, then
10 students from class 2, then an additional 5 students from class 1,
you would be charged three sub-unit overhead costs: two for class 1

and one for class 2.

The cost of -,ariables are given on a per score basis. The price

of file search information is always five rents per score. However,

the cost of each survey score depends upon which test is used: these

costs are listed on the Zatalog of Variables.

Include a salary item based on your best estimate of the length
of time it will take to complete the task.

Task 4.2: Running a File Search or Survey

To obtain your file search or survey data, you must prepare a request
for tire FEHR data generator. Complete instructions are given in Ap-

pendix III of these instructions.

Task 4.3: Analyzing Your Data

Once the data from Task 4.2 are obtained, you may proceed with the
analysis. Your Game Manager will explain the local facilities.

Task 4.4: Prepare a Formal Problem Description. (first draft).

A formal problem description is always contained in a research propos-

al. The contents expected here are describe., in sections B, C, and D

undo* the proposal (Task 6.1). Be prepared to present your Descrip-
tion for critical discussion by members of the other teams at the time

indicated on your Checklist (page 4). If the criticisms warrant it,

revise your description before proceeding.

Taks 5: Identifying a Pool o' Research Subjects for Treatments

In some problems it is advantageous to run a second s-cvey and/or file
sea ch to identify a set of subjects who are "eligible" for the educational treat-

ments to be evaluated. For example, a remedial program would probably be aimed at

a small sub-set of students who were having specific problems. Complete this task

by following the steps outlined for Task 4.

Task 6: Em irical Evaluation of the Educational Treatment(s)

Task 6 is the major activity of FEHR-PRACTICUM. it consists of four se-

quential tasks, with each task in itself constituting a complex process. The four

tasks are described below as Tasks 6.1 to 6.4.

Task 6.1: proposal

Submit a research proposal on the date indicated and negotiate the lev-

el of fundir:; with the Game Manager. The proposal title and the authors

names should appear on the firs*. page. A table of contents should fol-

low the abstract for longer proposals. For more detailed instructions,

see th,! recommended references on page 10.

- 86
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GAME MANAGER'S NOTES FOR PLAvERS' INSTRUCTIONS: PAGE G

warded to each team. The team should be reqii.: to justify

each item in their budget.

(4) Underbudgeting is, in our experience, a more frequent error than

overbudgeting.

(5) The choice of writing style should be made on the basis of the

time available and the needs a the players. When time is con-

strained, we recommend a brief outline proposal rather than re

quiring no proposal for two masons: first, we have found that

the quality of plannini
significantly when the plans

must be specified in written form, and, second, the proposal

provides a written record of a team's accomplishment. (The

same arguments would, 0 course_ apply to.the final report.)

Sub-task 6.2 Running the experiment in the FEHR data generator.

(1) See the comments opposite the instructions for running a treat-

ment in the data generator (pages 18 & la).

(2) The choice of data output depends on your laical computer in-

stallation. The "printed copy only* option would be uses if

statistical analysis was to be done by hand. The type of copy

is controlled the first control vird in a request to the data

floaerator, see the Game Manager's notes oppostie page 14 of the

Instmtions.
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A. Abstract--This snould be an objective, accurate, clear
summary of the essential information contained in the
proposal, including objectives or nature of the project,
a practical justification for this research, and pro-
cedures to be used.

B. Introduction and Overview of the Problem--This should in-
clue.; a statement of the problem or purposes in terms of
background information pertaining both to this school
system and other research in this field.

C. Review of Related Literature--Some indication should be
given of how the proposed research will extend, refine
or revise existing knowledge. A uriefly annotated bib-
liography should be included.

D. Statement of the Problem in Operational Terms--This should
be in the form of a hypothesis concerning the relevant
variables, the relationship between them, and the target
population.

E. Procedures- -This section should describe the steps to ne
used in testing the hypothesis, including sampli1ig methods,
research design and rationale, treatments to be administered,
variables to be considered, data collection, and data
analysis ,w.ocedures.

F. Schedule of Activities--Th J should indicate the steps by
which you will progress through the above procedures, as
well as the use of the Information Bank, IST units, and
any other research which you plan to do. A flow chart
may be usec

G. Budget- -Your budget should state exactly how much money
you are requesting, and specify how these funds are to be
spent. Tnese costs should agree with the procedures whicri

you outlined above, although yci should allow for unplanned
expenses. The areas which should be included are: ter-
(time), salary of team, consultant fees, file searcn ano
survey costs, and contingency funds. This must be carefully
itemized.

Task 6.2: collect the Uata

After dividing your total .3.impie into treatment groups, run
your experiment via the FEHR Data Generator. See Appendix
III and/or your Game Manager for instructions on how to
enter your request and obtain your results.

"Research may be one path t, many destinations or
many paths to one destination"--FPS

- 88
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Sub-task 6.3 Analyze and interpret the data (from 6.2)

-(1) See comments for sub-task 4.3.

Sub-task 6.4 Submit a final report

(1) Teams will probably need help in deciding on the report fcrm c --

especially tabular material. A good reference should be avail-

able. (For suggestions see the comments opposite-the list of
references on pages 10 - 13 of the Instructions).

TASK 7 Attend a Consolidation Session

(1) The moeti4 should be attended by all teams participating in

the consultants. If more than one problem (RFP) was used, a
separate consolidation session should be scheduled for each problem

area.

(2) It is advantageous to have copies of the reports distributed in

advance of the meeting. A less desirable alternative is to have

each team make a verbal report at the meeting. The latter, of

course, requires much more time.

(3) The effectiveness of ea h decision should be assessed b, running

the FEHR Decision su!--..routine. Instructions for running tuis pro-

gram appear on page of this manual.

(4) Each team's report should be critiqued by the Game Manager and/or

the consultants -- preferably in writing. Wherever possible,

the criticisms should be related to the Decision outcomes above.

(5) At the critique session, each team report and the associated

critique should be presented, followed by a general discussion

of Us merits and de-erits of the various reports.

- 89 -
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Task 6.3: Analyze ':he Data

Your Game Marager can inform you about the facilities,

canned programs, data manipulation procedures, and types

of output available to you. You should In able to di -

tinguish between the statistical conclusions of your
analysis and the educational implicati3ns of those findings,

and are urged to keep these conclusions LAirely separate.

Task 6.4: Prepare a Final Report

The final report should contain your proposal and all items

checked off on the list of tasks. It is in this report that

your team describes what you discovered and what you think

it means and draw Jour conclusi-'is. This is in effect,

where you put all your work tog :her, where it culminates,

so make the best of it.

Task 7: Attend the Consolidation Session

At this meeting you will obtain feedback on the results of using your

recommi.nded decision for an entire year, and have an opportunity to discuss the

results. In addition, you will be given constructive criticism on your final.

report.
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Wesaarch Consultants

(1) The persons clu.sen as research
consultants can have a crucial

effect on the amount learned by the player-trainees. "n a re-

search-training instit.,tion we recommend the use of acs :Ted

students for consultive'purposes. The advanced students can

then consult with a single expert (the professor) for especially

difficult problems. In many settings institutional credit can

be Arranged as (real life) "payment" for the consultants. In

our experience the consultive role has proved to, be a rich and

rewardlog learning experience for the consultants themselves.

This procedure has the additional advantage of pr 'ding a high

level of individualized in;truction V player-trainees at a low

cost.

(2) We have had some negative experiences with the requirement that

consultants be included in each team's FEHR budget. Teams were

loathe to spend money_Leven FEHR money) on student consultants.

To.auoid this difficulty, we regularly awarded a special FEHR

grant (via the Message Genlrator) which could be spent ma to

hire consultants.

(3) For your convenience, a special from for obtaining Vita informa-

tion of FEHR research consultants is provided in the back of

this manual. Copies of the vita information would normally be

presented to each team we:" the problem (RFP) packages.

I.S.1. Units and References

(1)' The materials included under the reference title on page 10

are available in paperback, individually bound versions. In our

field trails, these were used as I.S.T. units)rith considerable

success: Player-trainees found the booklets on the proposal,

the report and simplifies' designs expecially helpful. However,

they are listed separately because they are not part of the FEHR

projet.t per se.

(2) We recommen6 that a wide variety of research refercnces be made

available to the player-trainees during the sevion. Tne ref-

erences listed on pages 12 and 13 of the Player% Instructions,

would be suitable for 1ST purposes.

(3) In our initial FEHR writings, Information Bank materials and

IST units were budgeted items with per-item costs attached.

This was abandoned when a per diem (real time) team salary was

adopted. The rationale was that any time spent using these ma-

terials would now be charged through the (real-time) salary.
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APPEND1A

FEHR RESOURCES

RESEARCH CONSULTANTS

PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE 10

The research consultants in the FEHR-PRACTICUM game er.e the same function

as they would in real-11;e research. You may hire a consu'zant to advise you

whenever you are uncertain about some aspect ol ,your research methodology.

Each zonseltant's fee and schedule are located in the upper right-hand corner

of his vita. To hire a research consultant, you must enter your request on the
"Consultant Waiting List" through the game manager. Since a number of teams may

be playing a FEHR game at the same time, consultants will be made available to each

team on a first-come-first-serve basis.

I.S.T. UNITS

In real life, a researcher may need extra training to enhance his knowledge

in areas relevant to nis research. Tnerefore, he might opt to take courses at a

nearby university. In the FEHR-PRAClICUM game, such 'courses" are called IST 4rits.

The In-Service Training unit consists of instructional materials which provide

training in research skills especially relevant to FEHR-PRACTICUM. The particular

"courses" which are available in any one game are listed below. To obtain an 1ST

unit, please submit a verbal request to the game manager.

Number Title of Unit

I Assessing Success for Complei Objectives

II Criterion-Referenced or Mastery Testing

III Computer Format Statements for FEHR Data

IV Sampling the Subjects to be Studied
Usirg the FEHR Secretary

REFERENCES

In addition to the topics covered by the FEHR-PRACTICUM I.S.T. Units listea

above, there may be other research skills with which you need assistance. The

following set of programmed instructional iaterials is recommended as a means by

which you may achieve a greater degree cr' .ompetency in those skills. These

materials were developed by the Southwesl. Regional Laboratory for Educational

search-and Development, and are available from the American Book Company.

Educational Criterion Measures by W. James Popham

(C7858-000-5)

Selecting Variables for Educational Research/by Paul E. Resta

1136ert L. Baker

(C7864-000-8)

Components of the Educational Research Proposal by Pau' E. Resta,

Robert L. Baker
(C7865-000-3)

Classifying and Interpreting Educational Research Stut.es by Howard J.

SUTTIVan

(C7863-000-2)

(
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Simplified Destans for School Rese-rch by W. James Popham

(C7867-000-417

Choosing an Appropriate Sta.istical Procedure by Richard M. Wolf

(C7868-000-1),

The Use of Librar Com uter Pro rams for Statistical Analyses by Richard M.

Wo
(C7869-000-5)

The Research Report Ly Paul E. Resta
(C7870-000-0

1
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APPENDIA II

AUXILIARY REFERENCES

1. Blalock, Hubert M., Jr. Causal Inferences in Nonex erimental Research.
Chapel Hill, North Cii-Tiiiiii7Dniversify of North Carolina Press, 1964.

2. Blalock, Hubert M., Jr. and Ann B. Blalock. Methodology in cial Research.

McGraw-Hill, 1968.

3. Blank, Stanley S. Descriptive Statistics. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,

1968.

4. Best, John W. Research in Education (2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970.

5. Campbell, Donald T. and Julian C. Stanley. Experimental and Quasi-Experimental

Designs for Research. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1-963.

6. Uressel, Paul L. and Associates. Evalueion in Higher Education. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Compan 1961.

7. Edwards, Allen L. Experimental Design in,Psychological Research (3rd ed.).
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc-, 1968.

8. Edwards, Allen L. Statistical Analysis-(3rd ed.). Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1969.

9. Engelhart, Max D. Methods of Educational Research. Chicago: Rand McNally

and Company, 1972.
ti

10. Ferguson, George A. Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education (2nd ed.).

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966. ,

11. Games, Paul A. and George R. Kla)re. Elementary Statistics--Data Analysis for

the Behavioral Sciences. McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1967.

12. Harman, Harry H. Modern Factor Analysis (2nd ed. rev.). Chicago: Tne

University of Chicago Press, 1967.

13. Heermann, Emil F. and Larry A. Braskamo (editqrs). Readin,gs in Statiss T-Dr

the Behavioral Sciences. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-hiil,

Inc., 1970.

14. Kearney, Patric Programmed Review or Fundamental Mathematics for Elerlic-

tory Statistics Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, InC771-9/D.

15. Kelly, Francis J., Donald L. Beggs and Keith A. McNeil with Tony Licr,elUerger

and Judy Lyon. Research Design in the Behavioral .ciences--Multi le
regression Approach. Southern Illinois UOversity Press, 19 .

16. Kerlinger, Fred N. Foundations of Behavioral Research. Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, Inc., 196,T.

O. Lerner, Daniel (ed.). Cause and Effect (TheHayden Colloquium on Scientific
Method and Concept.): New York: The Free Press, 1965.
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18. McFarland, Susan J. and Larl F Hurefo,.: (e(itors). tats, tics and Mea,,ur-

ment in the Classroom ([nu ed.). A Psycnolocal Foundations of
education Ser7-i-s. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown r,umpany Publishers, i71.

19. Meehan, Eugene J. Explanation In Social Science -A System Paradigm. Homewood,

Illinois: The Dorsey Press, -1-9W

20. Meehan, Eugene J. Value Judgment and Social Science--Structures and Proce.)ses.
Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press:7MT

21, Minium, Edwrd W. Statistical keasoning in Psychology and Education. Joh'i

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 7'0.

22. Mouly, George J. The Science of Educational Research (2nd ed.). Van Nostrnd
Reinhold Company, 1970.

23. Phillips, Derek L. Knowled e From What? Theories and Methods in Social
Research. Chicago: an c a y an ompany, 971.

24. Press, S. James. Applied Multivariate Analysis. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1972.

25. Sax, Gil:ert. Empir4cal Foundations of Educational Research. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jev.4: Prentice-H01, Inc., 1968.

Smith, G. Milton. A Simplified Guide to Statistics (4th ed.). Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc., 1970.

27. Whitia, D.K. (ed.). Handbook of Measurement and Assessment in Behavioral

Sc:ences. Addison-Wesley PULITiEing Company, 1968.

28. Williams, Frederick. Reasoning with StatisticsSimplified Examples in Com-
munications Research. A-Olt, Rinehart and-Winston, inc., 1968.

29. Winer, B.J. -Statistical Principles in Experimental Uesiarl ( McGraw -Hill series

in Psych-J-69)T McGraw-Hill Book CompanYTInc., 19E2.

30. Young,,Robert K. and Donald ,1 'eldman. Introductoly Statistics Be-

hSvioral Sciences (2nd eu. . Holt, Rinehart and-Viiii-ton,
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APPENDIX III

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM

THE FEHR DATA GENERATOR

0

It is useful to begin with a definition of the term, used in the instructions,

especially since many of them have rather special meani.os in the FEHR-PRACTICUM.

A glossary of terms appears below.

V

File Search: A file search refers to a subject's score on a narticular

test (or variable) administered some time in the past. Therefore,' a file

search will return exactly the same score for a narticular individual each

time it is used. Since no act al testing is involved, file searches are

much cheaper than surveys. However, only those variables which have 'YES'

in the FILE column can be obtained *ia a file search.

Jurvey: A survey refers to information colletted by the administration of

a test or tests at the nresent time; that is, at time zero in the game.

(See Appendices III and Iw of your RFP package for a definition of time zero.)

Each time a survey is conducted the tesc(s) are re-administered. Individuals

will get somewhat different scores each time because of errors of measurement.

The costs of a survey score on one ,.erson is tabulated in Appendix IV of your

RF2.

Treatment: A treatment in FEHR refers to the orograrn 'ministers a

pa7TiaTir treatment. Tests can be administered at any die during a treatment

UP to the maximum time available in your problem. The meaning of time zero,w,

the size of a unit of time (e.g., wee months, years), and the maximr time

available are all specified in Appendi es III and )V of your RF'.

Treezment Group: A treatment group is a set of subjecti who receive r-a,Iv

the ame treatment and tests. Note that it may contain several "grow's'

your research design. For example, if sex and race were design factors, me es

and females of all races could be included in the same- treatment group. This

would be advantageous in cases, where it coits more to administer the treatment

to four small, groups than to a single large one.

Card: A card refers t, a singl lire of instuctiofs for the computer such

as might be printeg on a single lunch card. Sash aj instruction usually con-

tains letters, words, andfor num.er,... which must bein particular positions in

the line. Each card has only a imiced number of 'positions: the maxim

number of charactersincluding letters, numlers, and blanks (or sc--es)--cn

any one card is F. Cards-must be entered to -_a computer in a specific order

which is prescribed by the instructions whims follow.
I

Line; A line refers to a position on a nrivate comnuter file. This can be

561-ight of as successive lines on a pr.inted page. A line in a file ie an

exact counterpart of a card. 'Again, the lines ust annear in the order

specified by the instructions.

Column: A column,refers to the position from left to right on a card or

TITIF- The first positiOn is column 1, the second column 2, and so on.

Columrs are exactly equivalent to spaces on a typewriter. Each column

may contain any legal typewriter character --including a blank. .Note
that a

blank is entered with a typewriter space bar.
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GAME MANA6ER'S NOTES FOR PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS: PAGE 15

Step 1 Every request to the FE}-R Data Generator must begin with a key card.

The first seven columns (spaces) of the key card contain a series of

switches or key: which control tne operation of a ariety of optional

features built i.to the FEHR Data Generator. These keys are not des-

cribed in the Player's Instructions because their operation should be

under direct control of the Game Manager. We recommend that the card

or cards for step 1 be supplied to players by the Game Manager. Fill

out the first seven columns of the key card using the table below.

Column Ke 0 eration of ke ote.A-blank can for zero.)

0 No summary statistics are printe .

1 Means and SD's for all variables are printed at the end of each

new file search, survey, or treatment.

2 Means and SD's for all variables are printed at the end of eat 1

.sub-unit within a file search or survey. Not used for treatmtots.

-2- 0 Only the regular printer outpui (device 6) is obtained. (These

are not suitable for direct analysis because they contain many

titles slid the like.)

1 Data is output on computer file device 7 as well as on the regular

printer (device 6). Your computer center can explain how to punch

the device 7 results on cards or store them on disk.

71----0arlagsareacnevi-itw-itNin a 'file

search or survey, but as above) only once for each new treatment.

1 Variable headings are printed only at the'beginning of each new

file search.
---11-0ThlreaTosti are Accumulated and continuously CO5VirWith the maxi-

mum budget entEred by th:. team. When the charges exceed the bud-

get by 5%, the request is aborted.

1 Cost are computed as above, but there is no abort if the budget is

exceeded.

0-9 This is the number of-subject-Ws to be entered on each line.

Normally a key of 0 (zero) is used to inaicate ten IL's per line.

However, you would use a 1 here if the card outputs from a previous

survey or file search - were -to -be used to identit:the. subjects in

a subsequent run. Any other number between 2 and 9 can be used if

the local devices require it but note that blank ID' are ignored.

6 0 Variable -cores will be returned for each legalID entered.

1 Some students will drop out or move within each survay or experi-

mental treatment (but not in a file search). Different students

will drop out for each different computer run, but the proportions

will be about the same. These proportions (probabilities of at-

trition do vary from problem to problem, however,and from group

to i rou within -roblems.
The usual Dui t-in reatment e ects are in operat on.

The built-in treatment effects are each multiplied by a signed

decimal constant. This allows the Game Manager to magnify or

decrease differences among treatments. It would normally be used

only when there were strong pedagogical reasons for changing the

treatment effects. If a 1 is entered in column 7, a treatment

multiplier card must follow immediately after the key card.

STEP 1, CARP-7.
Thic' treatment multiplier caro is necessary onTy if a 1 appears in column

7 or the key card. It contains a multiplier for treatment 1 in columns

1-4,. for treatment 2 in columns 5-8, for treatment 3 in columns 9-12, and

so on up to. the total number of treatments. Each multiplier should be Al

a decimal number.



PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE 15
V

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING CARDS FOR THE FEhk DATA GENERATOR

NOTE: Instructions preceded by an asterisk(*) are optional.

NOTE: Carefully read the liOTES at the end of each step before beginning thes\ep!,

NOTE: If you are at a terminal read 'line' for 'card' in the following instructions.-

NOTE: Each step consists of one or more cards. Check to see that yt., have put infor-
mation in tne correct columns.

NOTE: Ask your'Game Manager for the input and output maximums to be used with your
computer system and enter them below:

? . The maximum number of subject ID's to be entered on one line or
.

r

,

card is

In any file search, survey or treatment, the maximum number of scores
per subject which can be printed out is . If you need more
than the maximum number of variables, enter MORE at Step 8 (for file
searches and surveys) or Step 13 (for treatments), and complete a new
request using the same ID's.

STEP COLUMN

NO. NO. DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER ENTERED

See Game Manager for the initial card or cards.

( ) 1 Enter 1 for file search, 2 f(ir survey, 3 for treatment.
(2-11) Enter player-unique number (e.g., social security) for

random number generator.
(12-12) *Enter player or team name, date, etc. (This will serve'

to Identify your output).

NOTE: Stens (3) to (8) on pages 14 and 15 are 'for file searche; and surveys only,

while stens (9) to (13)on pages 16 and 17 are for treatments only. If you

are'doing a TREATMENT, skin nanes 14 and 15 and no directly to 'cten (9), nape

16.

-
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NOTE: All cards on tilt next two pages ue for file searun ,old survey only.

NOTE: Go to page 16 if you are running a treatment.

rmuu iv

STEP COLUMN
NO. NO. DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER ENTERED

(3) (1-10) Enter budget maximum allocated for this file search or
survey. (Use'a decimal point. Do not use a 5. Do not
use any commas.)

(11-71) *Enter team's verbal title for this run. (This serve
to remind you of the nature of this run.)

NOTE: Make su:a the verbal title does not begin before column 11 It can bE any-
where in columns '.1-71.

(4) (1-3) Index of the first variable to be measured (right justified,
e.g., 003).

4 Blank
;5-7) Index of the second Variable to be measured (" u).

8 Blank
(9-11) index of the third variable to be measured (" u).

12 I Blank-
(13-15) Index of the fourth variable to be measured ( u).

Alternate blanks and threeTdigit indices.
(77 -79) Index of 20th variable to be measured.

NOTt 1: You need not enter indices for 20 variables if you reaTty want less.

NOT 2: Each variable index must appear on the card exactly as it appears in the
catalog of variables.

NOTE 3: Your game manager can tell you if your output deviee limits- ou to fewer
- than 20 variibl,..

Punch 0 (zero) here unless you know W to use the
secretary. If you do know how,- the enter the appropriate
cards. Your game manager can help you with this'convenient

' feature.

(6) (1 -2) Enter the number ofcards of subject ID's that will
follow. The game manalger can tell you how man ID's you
can enter on one card. See notes for step ,,7) before
proceeding.

4
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110 STEP COLUMN
NO. NO.

PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE 17

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER ENTERED

(7) (1-7) Enter the first ID (e.g., 0102003 is the third student in
the second sub-unit of the first unit).

8 Blank
(9-15) Enter the second ID.
16 Blank

Continue with as many ID's as can fit on one card. Each
ID should be followed by one blank.

NOTE 1: Anytime an entire sub-unit is to be in the sample, then use 000 for the
last 3 digits, e.g., 0110000 indicates that all individuals from unit 1,
sub-unit 10, are wanted. This will count as one ID.

NOTE 2: Do Not use -(dashes) in specifying the ID's.

NOTE 3: Continue doing this for a,- many cards as were indicated in step (6).

NOTE 4: To keep simulated costs down, you should complete sampling all sub-units
in one unit before moving on to another unit.

NOTE 5: To keep simulated costs down, you should complete sampling all ID's in one
sub-unit before moving on to another sub-unit.

NOTE 6: Assume that you can enter 10 ID's per:card unless the game manager says
otherwise.

(8) (1-4) Enter END if you have completed the run.
MORE if you wish to add variables to the present

study by returning to step (4)
NEW if you wish to begin another study at

step (2)

NOTE: The first character must be punched in columnl .
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NOTE: All cards below are needed only for the treatment routine.

NOTE: Fill out one set of cards or stens (9)-(13) for each treatment group you wish

to define. -

lir
COLUMN

NO. NO. DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER ENTERED

(9) (1-2) Enter the number of cards of subject ID's in this treatment

group (right justified). (The game manager can tell you

how many ID's you can enter on one card. See notes for step

(7) before proceeding.) No more than 99 cards of ID. 's can

be entered.

3 Blank

(4) Enter the number of measuring times (light justified) (e.g.,

pre and post tests require 2 measuring times; a post test

alone requires] measuring. time.) No more than 9 measuring

times can be entered.

5 Blank

(6) Enter the number of distinct treatments given to this group

(right giiiiied). (Usually 1 unless a series of treatments

is administered.) No more than 9 distinct treatments can be

entered. -,

7 Blank ,

(8-17) Enter the maximum budget allocated for this treatment group.

(Use a decimal point. Do not use a S. Do not use any
.

commas.)

(18-77) *Enter team's verbal description of tHis treatment group.
(This will serve to remind you of the nature of this treat-

ment group. Be sure you do not start this before column 18.)

P(10) (1-7) Enter the first seven digit ID of a subject or sub-unit (see

notes for step (7), page 3).

8 Blank

(9-15) Enter second ID.

T6 , Blank

(17-23) Next ID

24 Blank

.... Continue alternating ID's and blanks.

(73-79) Enter tenth ID.

80 Blank

NOTE 1: Continue entering subject ID's on cards until all subjects are entered.

NOT 2: The number of cards of subject ID's must agree with the number in columns

(1-2) of step (9).

(11.1) (1-2)' Enter the time at which the first measurements are taken

(right justified) (e.g., 01 is at time 1).

3 Blank

(4-6) Enter the index of the first variable wanted at this time (use

all three columns)

7 Blank

(8-10) Enter the index o4 the second variable wanted at this time (use

all three columns).

.... Continue alternating blanks and variable indices (maximum = 19

indices)

"NOTE 1: Your game manager can tell you if you are limited to fewer than 19 variables.

NOTE 2: All entries are right justified.

NOTE 3: Any pretest, of necessity, is given at time 00.

NOTE 4: See Catalog of Treatments for appropriate time units.

11101175: See Catalog of Variables for appropriate variable indices.
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PLAYERS' INSTRUCTIONS PAGE )9

STEP COLUMN
NO. NO. DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER ENTERED

(11.2) (1-2) Enter the time at which the second set of measurements is
given (right justifieJ).

3 Blank

(4-6) Index of first variable wanted at second measuring time.
7 Blank

nt
(8-10) Index of second variable wanted at second measuring time.
(etc.)

NOTE: Do step (11.2) only if you asked for more than 1 measuring time in column
(4 ) of step (9). .

(11.3) Complete cards as above for each measurement time.

NOTE: The number of cards for step (11) must agree with the number entered in
columns (4) of step (9).

(12.1) (1-2) Enter beginning time for the fii-st treatment this is
always 00).

3 Blank
(4-5) Enter index of the first treatment (e.g., 01).

NOTE: See Catalog of Treatments for appropriate treatment indices.

(12.2) (1-2)

3

(4-5)

Beginning time for the next treatment for this group.
When the second treatment f :' this group begins, the

first treatment will. automatically end.)
Blank
Index of second treatment.

NOTE: Do step (12.2) only if you asked for more than 1 distinct treatment in column

(6) of step (9).

(12.3) Repeat card above until all treatment changes have been'
clefjned for this treatment group.

NOTE: The number of cards for step (12) must agree with the number entered in
column (6) step (9).

(13) (1:4) Enter END if you have completed the run.
MORE if you wish to specify another treatment group.

If MORE,,then you will repeat steps (9) to (13)
for the new group.

NEW if you wish to begin again at step (2).
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SECTION III:

IMPLEMENTING THE STANDARD REMAR PROBLEM

The first task in implementing FEHR at a new site is to operationalize

the computer program for the standard REMAR problem. For all first-time

orders, we slip an intact deck of punch cards containing the FORTRAN source

code for both the main Data Generator and the REMAR problem packet. Accomparv-

ing the card deck there will be a list of instructions regarding the adaptations

(if any) which must be made to the program to accommodate it to the FORTRAN IV'

compiler in your specific computer system. Although these are few in number and
4

generally prescribe minor changes, they are site-unique and therefore cannot be

anticipated here.. It is nighty desirable to obtain the services of a systems,

programmer at your computer center during the fi'est compilation of the program

and the setting up of efficient program storage and use procedureS. Efficiency

is particularly importanvt if you plan to add more FEHR problems at a later date.,

Validating the Program. Once the program has been compiled, it should

be ready to operate. Nevertheless, it is wise to test its operability by using

input whose effects are precisely predictable. Coniequently, we supply a number

of sample requests to the Data Generator, a display of each output, and a thorough

discussion of the key characteristics of each. However, in the context of this

manual, it is both convenient and more efficient to combine program validation

with the larger task of familiarizing the users (i.e. potential game managers,

research consultants, and instructors of courses to be associated with the prac-
,

ticum) with the capacities of the FEHR Data Generator. In aiscussing the familiar-

ization requeits appearing later in this section, we shall point out the output

characteristics which indicate program malfunction.

In the remaining pages of this section we provide specific step-by-step

guidelines for planning, organizing and running a practicum session. However,

in many instances prescriptive instructions are impossible because the system

was designed to adapt to aifferent user purposes. In these cases the guidelines,

are necessarily more general. However, additional guidance is provided by three

contrasting illustrative examples of specific uses the REMAR problem which follow

immediately after the general guidelines.

The practicum session serves fundamen011y different purposes in the three

examples. In tne workshop example the practicum is a self-contained workshop

intended to upgrade the progrmn-evaluation skills of new researchers at an

educational research and development laboratory. In tite module example,
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on the other hand, the practicum serves as the core experience fbr a
ti

oroblem-based training module designed to provide the basic research com-

petency prerequisite'to the Ph.D. degree in Education. finally, An the

laboratory example, the practicum is used to provide "realistic" laboratory

exercises which require the application of specific skills from a course in

analysis of variance techniques.

The remainder of this section is organized under five main headings.

In order of presentation, these are:

I. General Guidelines (pages to )

II. The Workshop Example (pages to )

? III. The Module Example (pages to )

IV. The Laboratory Example (pages to )

V. Some Suggested Extensions (pages to

GENERAL GUIDELINES

The guidelines presented in this section are intended for the novice

user who has not had any previous experience with FEHR- PRACTICUM. However,

exactly the same procedures should be used whenever a new problem is intro-

duced, although with considerably less emphasis on 'activities designed to

familiarize one with the computer program per- se.

There are ten steps in planning a FEHR-PRACTICUM session. Although

the emphasis placed on any one step may vary with repeated uses of the

practicum, it is essential that each step receive careful attention for each

new session. In chronological order, the ten steps are:

1. Defining the goals of the proposed session.

2. Choosing the personnel to conauct the session.

3. Familiarizing personnel with the Data Generator.

4. Familiarizing personnel with the practicum process.

5. Choosing a place to meet.

6. Selecting materials for the session.

7. Choosing the practicum tasks to be completed.

8. Planning the instructional activities for the session.

9. Evaluating the practicum products of the session.

10. Evaluating the instructional of ectiveness of the practicum SeSS'Of
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1. Defining Session Goals t

The prospective FEH PRACTICUM user will have begun this manual with

some broad instructional p rposes ifi mind.. Having read this far in the manual,

he or she should have a general idea of what the practicum can (and cannot)

do for them. To facilitate planning, it is useful at this point to specify

the session goals. That is, precisely what will the.player-trainees be ex-

pected to learn by participating in the practicum. These need not be stated

as skill-by-skill behavioral objectives. Goals involving broad constellations

of skilli are more useful for instructional planning. The degree of speci-

ficity required is illustrated by the examples appearing later in this section.

2. Choosing Personnel for the Session

In previous sections we have mentioned two staff positions associated
114

with iFEHR-PRACTICUM session: the game manager and the consultant (or con-
-.

sultants). In these discussions, we have attributed to the game manager the

functions of both-instructional planner and supervisor of the practicum

actvities. However, in many institutional settings it will be more con-

venient to have these two functions performed by different people. For that

reason,we have identified three positions or functions below and listed the

requisite skills for each. UnfortUnately, the amount of time required in

each function varies so Widely from session to session (depending on purposes)

that even broad guidelines cannot be established. For guidance, see the time

allocations in the three examples.

Instruction. The instructicnal function is usualli performed by one

person. He or she must have the following characteristics:

a. Extensive training and experience in educational research.

b. Some experience in teaching research methods.

c. An intimate knowledge of the practicum process and experience
with tne problem being used.

d. Considerable experience in using all available statistical

programs.

Game Manager. In the strictest sense, the game manager is required

only to'coordinate activities, run meetings, distribute materials, facilitate

interaction with the computer, and act as the bank clearinghouse for all

monetary transactions. The last two can be time consuming activities if all

computer runs are batch-processed once a day and all checks recorded by hand.

See the examples for illustrative time allocations.
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In any case, the game manager should possess the following charac-

teristics:

a. Competent in the use of canned programs at the local camputer

center.

b. Experienced in doing each practicum task with the particular pro-

blem RFP being used.

c. Reputation for promptness and dependab$lity.

d. Capable of keeping-neat, accurate, and comprehensive records.

e. Perceived as friendly and approachable by the player-trainees.

f. Good general knowledge of research/evaluation methodology is

useful but not absolutely essential.

Consultants. Again, the number of consultAts or the amount of time

each one should be available depends on the instructional arrangements for

the session - -see the examples later in this section for guidance. In all

cases, however, each consultant should possess the following characteristics:

a. Competent in basic statistics.

b. Competent to run the (relevant) canned statistical routines

available on the local computer.

c. Considerably more training and experience in educational research/

evaluation than any of ne player-trainees.

d. A good grasp of the basic FEHR principles, and some experience with

each of the tasks involved in the particular problem being used.

e. Free to meet at times convenient for the player-trainees.

f. Perceived as friendly and approachable by player-trainees.

3. Familiarizing. Personnel with the Data Generator

The purpose of tnis section is to familiarize the potential users (game

manager, consultant, or instructor) with the operation of the pata Generator.

This is done by providing a series of sample requests designed to demonstrate

various features of the computer program. Specific example's must necessarily

come from a particular problem. For reasons given in section II, we have

chosen to base all illustrations on REMAR. However, users having several

operational problems may wish to develop similar computer-familiarization

examples based on other problem areas. It is important to note' that, while

some substantive information may be derived from the results, examples such

as these are not intended to provide information which is necessary--or even

useful--in "solving" the problem concerned.

114
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The term "request" as used here is defined as a set of hunch cards

which relate to a single research operation. That is, a file search, a sur-

vey, or an "experiment" Involving the administration of different educational

treatments. It is possid4e to include several requestt in the same computer

run. For example, a single computer run might contain'filesearches from

several teams, a couple of surveys, and one or more "experiments" which ad=

minister two or more. treatments each. In general, it is a more efficient

use of computer time (and therefore cheaper) to include as many requests as

possible,in each computer run.

These'are, however, at least two cases which require separate computer

runs. The most common of.these is sequehtial dependence among requests. For

example, teams frequently must run a survey to determine which subjects they

wish to put in an experiment. The second case occurs when the Game Manager

wishes to use a different set of optional features (defined on card 1): one

must begin a new computer run whenever a change in options is desired.

One arrangement which provides optimal computer efficiency is for re-

quests from all teams to be collected by the Game Manager,sorted into cam-

patable runs and then erun in batches'on some regular schedule. Out even if

this arrangement is used, it is both more convenient and pedagogically

desireable for each team to be required to punch the cards for their own re-
,

quests. However, this pattern would normally be used only in institutions

"where computer time is at a premium.

In most installations, it will be grossly inconvenient for the Game

Manager to collect and run the requests personally. jn this case we recom-

mend that the teams be taught to run their own requests. This was the usual

pattern used in the FEHR field evaluation studies. It was our experience

that, with minor supervision for efficient request runs, the additional ex-

pense of running programs team-by-team was minimal--on the order of a 10%

increase.

We shall present examples of five separate computer runs containing

a total of seven requests: Computer listings of the card deck are supplied

for each computer run. For each request, we shall provide verbal descriptions

0 of the information desired, the computer options illustrated, and comments

about the function of,various elements in the body of the request. BecaJse

the comments continually refer the reader to the instructions' for preparing
do po

a request for the Data Generator, we recommend that pagesto-be (temporarily)
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removed from the manual for ready reference. The first request will be dis-

cussed on a line-by-line basis; after that, only the unique aspects will be

discussed. For the reader's convenience, each computer listing and the

corresponding descript6e material have been placed on facing pages wherever

possible. to accommodate longer explanations, single spacing will be used

for all commentary materials.

Computer Run #1., (Seethe card listing on the page opposite)
.

There is only one request included in this run: a demoi,ration of'a

file search. The resulting computer printouts appear on the pages following

the listing pf the request.

Re uest 1. The information requested - consist of the scores of the

last person from each class in the seven schools on the following variables

(in order): race, sex, father's education, Stanford Binet IQ, criterion.

referenced tests of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,

and Stanford Achievement Test sub-scale scores for airthmetic computation,

arithmetic concepts, and matheMatics application. These particular variables

were chosen because they facilitate validation of the.program. Similarly,

the Test person in each class is used to check the population parameters.

Options. The options used for this run are defined on cars 1. Because

a 1 appears column 1, means and standard deviations will be printed at the

end of the file search. The second 1 causes the computer to punch (or print)

the data on file device 7, and the third 1 causes the computer to print only

one heading instead-of separate headings for each. The remaining zeroes on

the first card result in a budget abort if the actual cost exceeds the esti-

mated cost by 5%, a default value of ten subjects per line, no attrition

(effective only for treatments), and the usual treatment effects.

Comments

(1) The first number on Card 2 (col 1) calls a file search.

(2) The number 0123456789 in columns (2-11) is usually replaced with

a user's social security number (or student number). Changing

this number does not affect a file search, but will change the

obtained scores from a survey or treatment.

(3) Card 3 establiihes a maximum (FERN money) cost for this request.
If this amount is exceeded by 5%, the computer program will abort.-

The.user must then recalculate the budget. The cdst of the pro-

posed file search is calculated by summing the following: .

Cost .f initiating "'search
Cost of entering seven schools (7x20)

Cost of entering sixty-nine class.voms
(69x0)

Cost of 11 scores each on 69 people
(Oxllx.05)

Total

$ 10.00
140.00

000.00

37.45

$187.45

.
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*********************************************************************Iti********sm*****
CARDS FOR AsSUBMISSION TO THF'FEHR DATA 'GENERATOR. COVPUTFR 1W!' VHMPFR.L.."

*** ENTER THE SYSTEM CARDS TO RIM THE REM/AR PROBLEM,. Entowtn-ny THE CARPS BELOW.

CARD CONTENTS OF CARR (BEGINNING IN mumm1 )

1 111nnnn
2 10113456789 RFOUrST 11. BIIDGFTFD ;ILE SEARCH.

3 rnninnonnnj ID'S ARF LAST-PERSON IN FACH CLASS.

4 002 003 016 n53 075 07.13 077 078 niez 043 n44

5 n

6 1n6. .

7 0101028 0102026 0103027 0104029 0105028 0106029 0107029 0/08028-0109018

8 011,102(.6111C29 0112001 108001 000e000 :

9 0201030+ 02.02028 0203628 0704027 Q205029 0206034 0207031

10 0301027 0302026 0303025-0504027 0305026 0.306027 0307027 0308028 0309027

11 0311026 0312027 031302G
-

12 0401026 0402025 0405027 040,4024 005027 0406026 0407025 6401027 0409027

13 .0411075 0417.07n ,

14 0501026 0502027.n50302s 0504025 0505027 0506027 0507026 050802,8 0509027

15 0601028 0602028 0603029 03040711 060502 0606028 onnmo 0608029

16 0701029 0702029 0703021 0704030 0705031 n7nnazig 0707030 6708028 07090'29

17 END

0110029
.

0310026

0410026
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Computer Run 0

The second computer run contains requests number 2 and 3.

Request 2. This is identical to Request 1 except for columns 1-10
of card 3, the maximum cost. This amount-has been reduced to $100--a figure
below the correct budget given in Request 1. The results of the aborted
request are-displayed on the following page.

ComMents.

(1) Note also that card 17 new reads "NEW" instead of "END." The
effect of this change is to send the computer back up to step
2 of the instructions to fi.4 out what additional information
is needed.

(2) The abortion of Request 2 does not affect Request 3.

(3) Your data output should be identical to that from Request
up to the point of abortion.

Request 3. Thpinformation desired in this request is the same as
that desired for ReqUests 1 and 2, except for two things: (1) we are now
usirg a survey,-'and (2) we now desire summary statistics for each school.
For this reason we have separated the ID's by school. 'To conserve space,
only the first three Schools are used in the example. Technically, we now
have three independent surveys. However, we have labelled them as sub-sets
of one request because they are after the same information and use the
same sub-routine (§urvey) to get it.

111-

Options. Since this is on,the sam computer run a: Request 2, it
must use the same options. Card 1 for this run is identical with that in
the first computer run, as described above.

Comments

(1) The test scores returned in this survey will differ slightly
from those, returned in'a file search. Moreover, the scores for
one Individual will change from survey to survey due to (simu-
lated) testing error.

(2) It is possible to obtain the'identical scores from a survey by
using exactly'the same set of 'cards. Specifically, the number
entered in col6Mns 2-11 of card 2 must not be changed. In

addition, the order of cards in the entire run must remain the
same. For example, reversing the order of Riquests 2 and 3 in
this run would produce different test scores from Request 3.
It would not change the results of Request 2, since a file
always contains the same score regardless of when it is accessed.
Note that file scores contain measurement error too--it just
-returns the same error every time.

(3) The cost of each test score in a survey differs from test to
test,-and is considerably more expensive than the same score
obtained from a file. For example, the Staqford Binet score

-costs $12.65 per student in a survey (the cost of the test plus
the cost of an expert-spending 1 1/2 hours to give the test),
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0,0 f 44,,
CARDS FOR A sunmisSION TO TUE FEHR DATA nrlithA OR. MINIM RUP' numPER 2.

e ENTER TUE SYSTEM CARDS TO Run THE RFMAR PRDRIEM, FoLLowFD RY THE CARDS BELOW.

CARD CoNT'F:NTS OF CARD (BEGINNING IN CnI.UMPr 1 )

1

2 10123456789 REOUEST #2."FILE SEARCH. ME PS rIRST BUT BUDGET Ton SMALL.

3 lon.nnnnnn IDIS,ARE LAST PERSON IN FAcH CLASS.

4 002 003 niG 033.075 076 077 078 042 043 044

5

6 in

7 0101028 0102026 0103027 0104029 01(15028 0106029 0107029 0108028 0109028 0110029

0111028 0111029 0112001 1(18001 nnnnnnn

9 0201030 0202028 0203028 0204027 0205029 0206034 1207031

0301027 0302026 0303025 0304027 0305026 0306027 0307027 0308028 0309027 0310026

031102G 0312027 0313026- -

0403:026 0402025 04(13021 04014024 0405027 0tm026 0407025 0408027 n409027 0410026-

0411025 0412n26
0501026 0502027 0503028 osn4n25 0505027 0506027 0507026 0508028 0509027

0601020 0r02020 0603029 0604028 0605029.0106026 efr7n30 0608029

0701029 0702029 0703029 n704030 0705031 0706029-0707030.0708028 0709029

PIEtI

20123456739 REQUEST #3. SURVEY RY

187.3nnn00 SCHOOL 1 - -ID'S ARE LAST PERSoN,IN EActi-*LASS.

002 003 016 033 n75 n7G n77 070 n42 043 044

10
11
12
13
14
15
_16
17
18
19
20

21 0

22 n2
23 0101028 0102026 0103027 0104029 0105028 0106029 0107029 0108028 0109028 0110029

24. n111028 0111029 0112001 108001 0000000

25 NEu
2G 20123456789 REQUEST #3 CONTINUED.

k'
27 13n.100000 mon!. 2 - -ID'S ARE LAST.PERSDN I FAN CLASS.

28 002 003 016 033 075 076 n77 078 042 043 n44

29

30 01
31 020103n n202028 0203028 0204027 0205029 0206034 0207031

32 NE
33 20123456789 REQUEST #3 comTmEn.
34 215.900000 scunni 3- -ID'S ARE LAST PERM! IP FAN CLASS.

4
4 35 nn2 nn3 016 030 918 019 02n n21 n31 011 025.072 033 075 076 077 078 042 043 044

36 0 -

...

37 (12 ,

38 0301027 n302026 0503025 0304027 0305026 03060270307027 0308028 0309027 0310026

ill
39 0311n20 0312017 0313026
40 112,'



but it would cost only 6 cents to retrieve it from,a file
sf it had been administered previously--in this case it hid not.
Using the costs appearing in the catalog of variables (pages
15-24 of the REMAR RFP ocument), we'discover that the cost
of obtaining scores on all-11iirfables from one subject is
$14.30. (Ste table)

'Therefore, the cost of each school survey would be $10 initiation + $20

school overhead + $14.30 times the number of students surveyed. The

estimated costs on cards 19, 27, and 34 were computed in this way.

Variable Race Sex
Fath

MUG
S B

I Q

CRT
ADD

CRT
SUB

CRT
MOLT

CRT

DIV
SAT
COMP

SAT
CONC

SAY--
APPL

INDEX 002 003 016 033 075 076 077 078 042 043 044
1

COST .10 .10 .35 12.65 .05 .05 .05 .05 .30 .30 .30

NOTE: The output for Reguest 2 is opposite. The output for request 3
begins on page .
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4

t2. . )%11. 1 1k3T Ht.T olloutT T(J
.t r

,)

;'s V.c;T
$ IJJ.uJ riAS r S

75 7o 77

LACS t..41 t,RT CRT

osr= Sc( SU3 ^i,JL T

13

CRT
'JIV

42
StT

NAIH

43
SAT

ALITH

A4
SAT

!")PL

1- 1 co:: 2 2 -3C -9i -SS -S'i -9i -4 4 22 11 19
,

1 -99 99 -93 -9-1 -991- 2- 20:: c -9) 13 .21 14

1- 3- 27:: 1 2 --,4 -94 -94 -49 -49 -4/ 11 16 12

1- 4- .4: : 2 2 -:.4 -,,4 - 9 :- -49 ..1.-,c -99 2C 15 l

1- 5- 21:: 22 1 ff -2; -94 -54 -44 -4(4 -9-3 16 11 li
1- L- 29:: 1 i -44 -4) --; 9 -49 -49 -19 13 lit 4 14
1 7-, 2):: 2 2 --,1(; -94 -99 -99 -39 -4.4 .13 15 1

) -; ; 4; 9) 9:4 ---)91- )- , 3: : 1 ,_
4/. _:3 J ..t,.

1- r:- 2.1:: 1 1 - ,'-) --) ) - )9 -9) - is; -3 4 31 18 '11
1- 1J- 2 3:: 2 -=',-; -0) -49 -99 -34 -34 7 Lio

I-11- 23:: 1.- 1 - -1) '-';'7 '''r:i ..-42 .-./4 \c: 3 C

: 1 ---4(- -) i -59 - 4-4 -492- 1- Li : 1 -44 .14 28 29
2- 2- a-s: : 2 --).; -.1 - - 1 --i'l -' -44 24 2,J 21

2- i- 2 ;1: 1 1 - -;) .."31 `4; .../C -// 17 21 6

2- ,f- 27:: 2 , , .. .3 --SV -44 -44 21 4 14

2- " 2-;:: 1 2 -4/ --.'7 --47 -9; -44 25 1) 1-,

2- '.-- 34:: ,1 1 -.); -34 '-c7.4 -49 -4j- -49 12 8 8

2- 7- 31:: 2 2 -Sc '- -.)3 -9.3 -44 -9; -4) 12 17 14-

3- 1- 17:: 1 1 -;9 -94 --34 -S9 -99 -14 22 18 7

3- 2- 26:: 1 i --,4 -99 -;) -3/ -c,; -94 32 22 16

3- 3- 25::, I 2 -s , -, 4 -,c, -;', -4.1 -4) 17 12 6

3-- i- 27;,: ) i -r.4 -44 -3-4 -3.4 -3; -99 2-6 23 14

3- c.- .: ;3.: : 1 4' -,7 "''7) "."/`; ''''214 -/2' 2 '''',1 if. ..i.Z s:

3- at-,- 21:: 2 ' 1- ;4 -(), -34 -44 ' -44 -5) 2C 22 21-

3- 7- 27:: 1 2 ..; ...:44 -94 --, 4 -4,-, -4) 26 20 16

3- 1.-.. 25:: 2 -) 1. -13 -9) -43 -S; -44 -44 14 1 12

3- 4- 27:: 2 2 -; ; -.,? -k. I '''I5 ''';, -94 17 1J 1,)

3- 1J- 26:: 1 1. ); -4, -S4 -94 -39 -4) 33 29 19

3-11- 26:: 2 2 -CS -91 -' -94 -9; - 4 27 15 lt.,

3-12- 27:: 1 1 -43 -4/ -44 -44 -9; -94 15 5 IC

.3-1.3- 2E:: , i -4; -4), -4/ -44 -94 -43 e 12 10
) -3S -9) --/-) '--99 -994- 1- 2o:: 1 c -34 15 12 15

YOL 1,/F 1-):-.\T D 1.-.7.:)
71- I i ; v).....LL i'V'^'. Tr.': "CLNT THAT YuL it1...LCCAT,:J.
P-)t..(J,;9-t 1iS1 It TC..-t 11,, %.1E.3 s..;fit I' 411;:LI 11-AT.
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&puter Run #3

The third computc run contains two requests: a survey of nine intact

Ill
----tlasses,_ and a_ene,group experiment.

Request 4. In this survey the same set of variables are used as in pre-

vious surveys,'but now we are looking at all the subjects in nine entire

classes, and using the FEHR secretary to select the cases to be printed.

Opliam There are three changes on card 1. The 2 in column 1 results

in summary statistics for each class;.the zero in column 2 suppresses

punching on output device 7; and the 1 in column 4 deactivates the bud-

get abort, making it unnecessary to specify a budget on card 2.

Comments. There_ are two unique features in this request; the use of

the FEHR secretary and the use of intact groups.

(1) Any non-zero lumber in column 1 of ca-1 4 activates the secretary.

See IST Unit V in Appendix of this manual-for dfrections on using

the secretary. We have arbitrarily chosen to select from the nine

intact classes listedlater only those subjects who have IQ's

greater than 85 and a score of zero on one or more of the CRT tests.

Cards 4-8, inclusively, instruct the secretary to select these

subjects.

Note that you are charged for testing all subjects in each class

even though they are not all printed. (The tests must be given to

determine their score.)

(2) The Is entered on card 10 all end in three zeroes. This fs a signal

to the computer to retrieve all of the-subjects from the school and

class identifiedrby the first four digits.- (See note 1 of step 7.)

Request 5. Thos is the first request to the treatment subroutine (see

column 1 of card 12). We have chosen to use one intact clessrAM, 'and to

administer treatment 1 for the #irst'4 weeks; treatment 2 for weeks 5,6,7 and

8; treatment 3 for weeks D,10,11 and 12; and treatment 4 for weeks 13,14 and

15. (There is not a 16th week available in this problem- -see Appendix III,

page 14'of the REMARAFP document.) To access the effects of treatments, the

.entire test battery was administered at the beginning of the experiment and

again after survey treatment. This pattern was chosen solely to demonstrate

the possibility of a series of treatments and not because it makes educational

sense:
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(

>*****************************************************************************************
CARPS FOR A SUBMISSION To THE FEHR RATA nENERATOR. COMPUTER RUM NUMBER 3.

*** ENTER THE SYSTEM CARPS TO RUN THE RFMAR PROBLEM, FounwTo BY TILE CARPS BELOW.

CARP CONTENTS OF CARP (BEGINNING LN roLumv 1 )

1 2olfonn
2 201234567C9 REQUEST #4. INTACT CLASSES SURVEYFO. FEHR SECRETARY USED.

A
3

4

nnonnnnno ONLY SUBJECTSBJECTS WITH 185 ANn orIF nR MOR CRT TESTS OF 0 ARE PRINTED.

.61141 5 2 04 GT 085 05 FR 000

6 2 n4 GT 085 06 En non

.7 2 04 GT 085 07 EQ nnn

8 2 04 GT 085 08 En 000
9 n1

in 05n1n0n n5050n0 05c9non nnoinno nsosonn 0608000 0701000 0705000 0709000

11 NEW
12 30123456780 REQUEST #5. EXPERIMENT USING THE SAME CLASSES IN ALL TREATMENTS.

13 n1 5 4 on.nnnnnn TREATMENTS SFOUFMCEn.TWO INTACT CLASSES; MISSING 6UBJECTS OFF.

14 0505000 n7o9n00
15 .00 075
16 04 075
17 08 075
18 12r1175
19 15 075
20 nn '01

21 04 02
22 08 03

.

076
076
n76
076
076

077
077
077
077
077

078
078
078
078
078

042
042
042
042
042

043 n44 002 003 O1&
043 044
043 044
n43 .044
043 044

033

23 .12 04
24 ENo
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Options. the options chosen at the beginning of this run are still

in force.

Comments.

(1) Notice that there is no option to use the FEHR secretary during a

treatment.

(2) The independent (moderator) variables (race, sex, father's education,

and IQ) are measured only at time 00 (pretest). It is wasteful to

measure them again since (except for IQ) they cannot change. It is

however unnecessary to measure these variables even at pre-test time

if a survey has been done prior previously --simply select the appro-

priate punchcardssfrom the survey and interleave_ them with the data

from this experiment.

(3) Note that card 13 defines the number of ID cards in columns 1-2,

the number of measurement times (5) in eolumn 4, the number of dif-

ferent treatments (4) in column-6. Consequently, the ID cards must

be followed by, five measurement cards anefour treatment cards.

(4) Note that the variables measured at pretest time (card 15) are the

same as those used inthe file searches and surveys, above, but

that they are listed in a-different order. The independent variables

are listed last so that the dependent variables common to all the

measurement times will always appear in the same position on the out-

put cards. This trick greatly simplifies computer analysis of

repeated-measures data.
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(

*******************,1*********************************************4************^
CARnS FOR A SUBPIWON TO THE FEHR n'ATA GENERATOR. COMPUTER RUM PUMBFP 4:

*** ENTER THE SYSTFM CARDS TO RUN'THE RFMAR P12(1111E3,', FOLOWEn BY THE CARDS BELOW.

CARn CONTENTS _OF CA /) (BEGINNING IN mum! 1 )

1

2 ni in, 10. 10.
3 3012)456739 REQUEST #G. SAME AS REQUEST #5, BUT 10X TIIF TREATMENT EFFECT.

01 5= 4 00.000000 TREATMENTS SFQMENCEn.TWO INTACT CLASSES; MISSING SUBJECTS OFF.

5 0505000 0704000
00 075 070 077 078 042 043 044 002 003 0116 033

7 04;075 076 (177 078 042 043 044

a no 075 071; 077 078 042 n43 044

9' 1 075 076 077 078 n42 043 n14

10 15 075 07G 077 078 042 043 044

11 On 01
12 04 02
13 08 03
14 '12 04
15 Etin
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$ +44i 4E.
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-2-: s- -14: - .i-i- . --i:4 la_

i
I ; :: C 1::i Cilf 6mI
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Computer Run 04: Request 6,

The sole purpose of computer run is to demonstrate the modification

of treatments by a Game Manager. This option is involved by placing a 1,

in column 7of the first card. When this is done, a treatment card must

follow immediately. Card 2 tells the computer-to multiply every treat-

ment effect by,10. In all other respects, request #6 is identical to re-

quest 05. The results of this treatment modification can be seen by com-

paring the outputs of request 5 and 6.
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Computer Run #5.

f-The fifth computer run contains only.one reques04Mealve, that request

involves the administration of four different treatments to the same intact

class.

Request 1. The use of the same 'class (same subjects) in three differ-

experimental treatments is not, of course, possible in real life. How-

ever, the computer is capable of setting each, person back +n his pre-test

status at 'he end .0 each treatment run. This featura provides.a convenient

method for the Game Manager to discover the "real" .1.1-e of the treatment

effects. We would not recommend its use in training researchers/evaluators

-- although it .has some merit as a means of demonstrating the insidious of

fects oftesting error. .

Options. 'One unique-option used in this reques.Othe facility for at-

trition (absence of subjtcts due to moves, quittNg school etc.) over

the course of an experiment.

Comments. Note that even though the same class is used, different sub-

ject!_ are absent during different treatments. This happens because the

absences are determined randomly within each treatment. ,(See treatment

outputs displayed on the follow, g three pages.)
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IN******************+.******************M*******************It***w*************(
RDS FOR A sunmissm-To THE FEHR nATA GENERATOR. COMPUTER RU? NUMER 5.
* ENTER THE -SYSTEM CARPS TO AUt, THE RFAR PROBLEM, FOLLOWEn BY THE CARPS BELOW.

CARD CONTENTS OF CARn (BEGINNING IN roLuo,, 1 )

1 inilnin
2 30123456789 REQUEST #7. EXPERIMENT USING SAmE CLASSES IN PLL TREATMENTS.
3 n1 1 1 nn.nonnnn TREATMENT 1. ,Two ItITACT CLASSES. misstmo SUBJECTS ON.
4 nsosnnn n7nnnno

15 not no3 016 n33 n75 n76 n77 n711 042 043 044
,6 r ni

7 MORE -v
8 ni 1 1 on.nnnnoo TREATMENT 2. TWO INTACT CLASSES. MISSING SUBJECTS Oti.
9 nsnsnnn n7onnn0

in D 15 n112 nn3 nib, 033 075 n7s n77 n7R n42 043 n44
11 nn Or .
12 MORE
13 01 1 1 nnannonno TREATMENT .. Tilo INTACT CLASSES. MISS'NG SUBJECTS ON.
14 nsnsonn o7nnonn
15 15 on2 003 01G 033 n75 076 077 078 042 043 n44
16 no ni I% ,

17 MORE
18. 01 1 1 nn.nonnon TREATMENT 4. TWO imTACT CLASSES. missm, SUBJECTS ON.
19 nsnsonn n7onnno
20 15 002 nn3 016 033 075 n7s 077 078 042 043 n44
21 nn n1,
22 Et4n

13S



4, Familiarizing Personnel with the Practicum Process

Having familiarized oneself with the operation of the FEHR data

generator, the next step is to become familiar with the process of "solving"

the REMAR problem. The most effective way of doing this is for the prospective

game manager, consultants and associated instructors to complete each *ask in

the practicum as a team, using only the Player's Instructions for guidance.

Since the goal is to become familiar with all aspects of the system, we recom-

menu that every task be completed--even those which you do not (presently)

plan to use with the player-trainees. The only shortcuts which we would

recommem! are tnat only an abbreviated search of the literature be conducted

and that al+ written material be left in rough outline form.

The amount of time required for a complete practice session varies

widely with the user's training and experience in research/evaluation, and

with the level of service supplied by their lotiTcomputer particularly the

turnaround time on computer runs. But on the average, assuming that the

users are,familiar with the local computer facility and the FEHR program,

and that at least one team member has had sufficient training and experience

to teach research/evaluation methods, the problem-solving activities per se

should not take more than five or six hours. However, if computer turnaround

time is slow, it will probably be necessary to schelule for three or four

1* to 2hour meetings rather than one long meeting:

5. Choosing a Place to Meet

The most important activity during a practicum is the team meetings.

The most satisfactory arrangement is a room or rooms with enough tables-and

(movable) chairs so that each team can have its owr table. Preferably, these

should be far enough apart to permit comfortable, normal -voice discussions.

It is best if there is shelf-space for storage of the Informatidn Banks,

1ST units, and other 'Idol references. Similarly, a mom which is near

laboratory facilities such as calculators, keypunches, computer terminals,

and the like is much to be desired. Convenient access to the computer

facilities is, of course, necessary for most usages. (See the examples of

FEHR usages for illustrations of suitable facilities.

There are several occasions during the practi-um When it is dbsirable

to have all participants at a single meeting. Because of the group activities

involved, it is best if the workroom used for team meetings is large enough
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for this purpose as well. However, if such a room is not available, it is

quite satisfactory to schedule the large meetings in a regular classroom
nearby.

6. Selecting Materials for the Session

There are, of course, several printed materials which are mandatory for
any FEHR-PRACTICUM session. The title of each required material, its type
(whether it is reusable from session to session or consumable), and the number
of copies needed for each session are summarized below:

'TITLE TYPE
FEHR Materials Needed

Player's7itroduction to FEHR-PRACTICUM
Fair City USA

river's Instructions for FEHR-PRACTICUM

RFP Document (for the problem being used)*

--*Note:_If the instructions and RFP's
fiiire- been used previo6iTY,-theck

see whether the following inserts
are needed:

Replacement Forms for Instructions,
pp. 2,4,6

Replacement Checklist of Tasks for RFP,
pp. 3-6

Information Uank (for the problem being
used)

IST Unit I. Assessing Success for Com-
plex Objectives._ . .

IST Ur0 II.

Ma44ter-T40.401----0.4 A.A44e-ao .

IST Unit III. Computer Format Statements

.....I.

for FEHR Data

IST Unit IV. Sampling the Subjects to be
Studied

IST Unit V. ;;sing the FEHR Secretary

Reusable
Reusable

Partially
Consumable

Partially
Consumable

NO. COPIES

1 per player
1 per player

1 per player

1 per player

Consumable Included Above

Consumable Incluoed Above

Reusable

Reusable

f0,3

Reusable

Reusable

Reusable

Reusable

*Note: The number of copies needed
varies with the session purpose.
From 1 or 2 copies per installation
to 1 copy per team. (See examples of
FEHR applications for illustrations.)

Game Manager's Manual for FEHR-PRACTICUM Reusable
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In addition to the materials listed above, there are many ether

materials which may be uleful. These must be selected to match the needs

and resources of the local area. However, the three following types should

be considered.

(1) If the content area of the problem is of substantive interest
to the player-trainees, copies of the primary references used
in developing the problem may be desirable. Lists of the

primary references for each problem appear on pages to

of this manual.

(2) If the published tests used in the problem_are of substantive
interest, it may be desirable to obtain copies of the tests

and test manuals.

(3) A certain number of research methods references should be
available in almost all practicum settings. Fairly extensive

listings of possible references are given in Appendices I and II

of the Player's Instructions.

7. Choosing the Practicum Tasks

The first decision in the task selection process concerns the overall

structure of the problem to be assigned. That is, should each team complete

an entire practicum, only the descriptive phase (tasks 1 to 4 inclusive), or

only the comparative phase (tasks 5 to 7 inclusive)? Considering the entry °

skills of the participants, the resources available (in both material and

personnel), the amount of time available for the session activities, and

the session's overall instructional goals, which of these three structures

should be used?

Next comes a series of decisions related to the specific tasks to be

done within the general session structure. The game manager's notes in

Section II, Chapter 3 (Player's Instructions) of this manual are intended

to guide users in making choices among the various options on the checklist

of tasks. However, the set of tasks chosen for a particular session ought

to be determined by the specific purposes the session is intended to serve.

This relationship is illustrated in the workshop, module, and laboratory

examples which follow these guidelines.

8. Planning the Instructional Activities

Throughout this manual we have maintained the position that since

FEHR-PRACTICUM is not a self-contained instructional system, it is essential

that the practicum be carefully articulated with an appropriate training
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program. Depending on the circumstances, an appropriate training 'Might

consist of a set of independent stud; materials, a research/evaluation

course built around the practicum activities, a set of highly skilled con-

sultants available on a tutorial basis, or various combinations of these

three elements.

It is obvious from the above discussion that the number of possible

instructional arrangements are limitless. We can not possibly provide

guidelines which would anticipate all 'possible FEHR-PRACTICUM uses. In-

stead, we have chosen to describe a few-disparate applications in considerable

detail. The workshop, module, and laboratory examples provide practical

illus"ations of how these training arrangements can be adapted to meet specific

needs. The details of these examples appear following these guidelines.

Some Philosophical Considerations. It was stated previously that FEHR

was designed to be a flexible pedagogical tool adaptable to many instructional

purposes. To accomplish this aim; the problems were described in rather global

terms, leaving the operational specification of the problem to the users.

Thus, if an instructor/GamE Manager desired his/her trainees to practice pro-

blem definition skills he/she could require the teams themselves to operation-

alize the problem. If, on the other hand, the instructor/Game Manager wished

to concentrate on research design and analysis skills, he/she might provide

an operational definition of the problem and ask- the teams to work within it.

Additional adjustments to the scope of the players' tasks could be made by

restricting the number of treatments to Se assessed, the number of variables

to be considered, and/or the number and type of research subjects to be used.

Despite the conscious emphasis on adapting to an instructor's pur-

poses, it would be a mistake to assume that FEHR is completely non-didactic.

Like most instructional products, the FEHR-PRACTICUM system is an implicit

operational statement of the instructional philosophy of its authors. There

is a pervasive bias which tends to nuture a particular view of the research

process and to encourage the use of some instructional practices while dis-

couraging others. We believe that the optimal results can be achieved only

if FEHR is used in a manner consistent with its basic structure. Consequently,

the remainder of this section is devoted to an explicadon of the more'impor-

tant beliefs and principles upon which FEHR-PRACTICUM is based.
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a. We believe that the empirical evaluation of educational ro-

grams is inherently a multidimensional process requiring the

interrelation and synthesis of frequently conflicting information

from a variety of sources. In our view, a single measure can

almost never pro4ide adequate assessment of educational effective-

ness arse. In addition, the practical realities dictate that

many factors other than a program's effectiveness in meeting an

objective be considered. For example, the cost of a program and

its-degree of support among teachers, parents, and students must

be taken into account. To complicate the process still further,

there is always a host of irrelevant variables to divert the

researcher/evaluator's attentton from the important issues. In

an attempt to capture some of this multidimensionality, each

FEHR problem contains a variety of variables (tests) in each of

several domains (attitude, achievement, etc.), and several sub-

groups of subjects.

b. We are firmly convinced of the validity of the Bush and McConnell

(1966) findings that we best leain research skills by doing re-

search. In the area of, evaluation and decision-oriented research,

we would put the case even more strongly. One can learn to handle

ambiguity and complexity only by working with ambiguous problems

in a complex environment. Each FEHR problem is designed to provide

this kind of experience. The problem definition supplied in the

RFP is purposely broad and somewhat ambiguous, and there are

always several treatments, many dependent variables (variables

which change as a result of a treatment), and many moderator

variables (variables which do not themselves change as a result

of a treatment, but which change the effect of the treatment on

one or more dependent variables).

c. We recognize that for novice trainees it mawbe pedagogically

desirable to begin on a simplified problem. However, we con-

sciously opted not to provide simple problem descriptions providing

only two or three treatments and a single dependent variable.

However, the Game Manager or the players themselves may delimit

the problem to provide an equivalent simplifying effect. It is
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our belief that a problem which is consciously delimited in

the presence of complexity provides a more valid view of re-

search and develops skills which are more likely to generalize

to field research than would result from presenting only the

delimited problem without the surrounding details.

d. The above view of the research /evaluation process suggests that

there is no universal research method which can be learned in a

relatively simple context (e.g., a laboratory), and later applied

directly to practical problems in a variety of settings. Rather

there are a variety of methods and techniques which must be com-

bined, adapted, and synthesized to meet the idiosyncracies of a

given practical problem. Since these combinations and adaptations

frequently result in methods which differ in substantive ways

from the originals, we call the resultant strategy an idiosyncratic

research method.

The FEHR system provides for training in the development of

idiosyncratic research strategies in two ways. First, the eight

problems require vastly different research approaches. Second,

within each problem it is possible to define the research objec-

tives in several different ways, with each definition requiring

a different research approach.

e. The need for idiosyncratic methods demands that programs to train

researchers/evaluators emphas4le the process by which a research

strategy is developed rather than the strategy arse. For this

reason the entire FEHR system is designed to create the desire

to know and to provide an opportunity to discover.

One can best illustrate the discovery approach by examining

its alternative. It is possible to use FEHR didactically. For

example, a particular research strategy could be taught by "solving"

a FEHR problem in class, and then asking trainees to practice that

solution method using a different sample of subjects (e.g., a

different school). While this sort of practice is undoubtedly

useful, we do not believe that it takes full advant?ge of 0,1444

system's power. Nor dOes it facilitate learning how to ad pt a

theoretical method to a practical need.
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A less didactic procedure which is more consistent with

the training needs would proceed as follows: Firstnrainees

are allowed to struggle with a problem until they develop a

need, or the method to be taught (but not long enough to become ,

overly frustrated). Second, the research method is taught utilizing

an example different from the problem with which trainees are work-

ing. Third, trainees adapt the method to their own problem needs.

We are convinced that this ''discovery" approach will result in a

greater depth of understanding and longer retention than more

didactic procedures.

f. The discovery approach outlined above requires that a great deal

of individualized instruction be available during the practicun.

The FEHR consultants are intended to provide this service. In

our experience, intensive team-by-team consultation provides far

greater increments in learning than a comparable effort expended

in large-class session--even though the latter method covers (at

least superficially) far more material. To supplement the con-

sultants, some users may wish to make a variety of programmed

materials on research methods available to the players. Several

,examples of suitable materials are listed in the appendices of

the Player's Instructions. In any case, we believe it is a serious

mistake to use the FEHR system to supplement an existing research/

evaluation course without adopting appropriate instructional

techniques.

g. The foregoing emphasis on multidimensionality and complexity en-

courages teams to devise studies involving data sets which are

considerably larger than those found in the usual laboratory

exercise. The opportunity to develop skills in this'area is a

feature of FEHR which ought to be 'exploited whenever possible.

h. Despite FEHR's admitted bias towards large data sets, the sheer

size of the research populations, the number of available vari-

ables, and the redundancy of information (e.g., some problems

have seven or eight intelligence tests) encourages the use of

sampling for both subjects and variables. In most s9ttings we

would urge the game manager to p-ovide further motivation in this
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direction by placing reasonable limits on budgets, number of

subjects, and number of variables.

i. The budgeting aspects of FEHR are considered an important and

integral part of the practicum. More than any other element,

costs motivate the players to plan their activities. Budgeting

financial resources generalizes to budgeting of time and (non

financial) resources. In fact, it has been our experience that

the various costs attached to treatments cause trainees to change

their behavior even when they have been told to ignore costs.

For example, most trainees refused to use the Stanford-Binet IQ

test when they noticed its price ($12.65) even though they were

not being charged for it.

In respect to costs, it is important for the game manager

to realize that there is an intricate non-linear relationship

among test cost, reliability and total experimental cost. The

experimental costs can only be compared by holding statistical

power constant. To get an intuitive feel for this relationship,

assume a matched experimental design in which there is a perfect

correlation between the true scores of the matched elements. In

this case, all the experimental error is attributable to test un-

reliability. Thus, given test A with a reliability of .91 for

$3 and test B with a reliability of .84 for $2. Using test B the

error variance would be 0177
A

or 4/3 times the error using test A.

To maintain statistical pager equivalent to that obtained with

test A, we must use 4
2
/3

2
or 1.77 times as many people in the

experiment. Thus'using test B we would actually spend $2 X 1.78

$3.45 for each $3 using test A.

j. Finally, we believe that the team approach provides an added

dimension of great value to the FEHR-PRACTICUM experience. The

value is of two sorts. First, our experience shows that there is

a tremendous amount of intra team teaching and learning during a

FEHR project. Second, evaluative research in the practical world

tends to be a team project. Consequently, any group-process skills

learned during the practicum will have a direct and positive carry-

over. We urge instructors/game managers to use teams,wherever
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possible. Our experience shows that the team size should not

be smaller than three nor greater than five. Larger teams tend

to break into subunits with one set of trainees doing m6st of

the work. Smaller teams tend to have less verbal interaction and

hence less opportunity to learn.

k. Throughout the practicum, every attempt is made to keep the player

so busy finding an educational answer that he or she has no time

to worq about the(iiiiiPyf learning the analytic skills

apeed440to obtain that answer. This is .the reason, for example,

fei-riquiring that each player complete, e orientation question-

naire at the very first meeting. In our experience, this has

proven to be the most powerful feature of the model--particularly

when FEHR is used with research novices who are fearful of taking

a statistics course. In a field evaluation stuctOttiviterta-the

modale-etemple-(iestgr- -1001,--seetten, literally dozens

of students told'theauthor tha they got so involved with the

problem they forgot to be tened of statistics.
for,;

Instructional Options. A n r of FEHR's optional features have direct

instructional value. These options are of two kinds: those provided by the

computer program, and those external to the program. At this stage in planning,

the instructor/game manager ought to specify which features will be used

during the session. A listing of the features provided and a grief illustra-

tion of the instructional purposes each might serve is provided below:

a. Program options. In addition to the design and sampling options

available to the teams themselves, a number of options are provided

on card 1 of each request which are of great instructional value.

Since the functions of the various parameters on card 1 are not

described in the Player's instructions, these options are under

the direct control of the game manager. We strongly recommend

that each team be provided with punched cards for all system

commands and card 1. Whenever the treatment multiplier option is

used, the multiplier car: should be provided as well. The effect .
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\
of each option on the program output is describedin the game

manager's notes pa . The instructional function of each is

illustrated below.
,

I. Summa statistics are especially useful for classroom

demonstratio s in which the patterns of survey or,

treatment di etences ere to be illustrated. However,

these purposel i do not proVide srufffaet accuracx for

precise sigliifi ance tests. The.ttandard deviations pro-

vided are. Wisp estimate's calculated using N degrees .

of freedom rathe than 'N -1_.

ii. Punchcard output i .of course very useful whenever the
.,.

output is'to-be analyzed by a canned computer program.

It also has the add tional advantage in that card out- 1

puts can be used to dentify. subjects 'IA (subsequent)

requests to the data enerator. For example, suppose

a survey was run and ..) output punched on cards. ,These

cards couldthen be_us d for the random selection of

treatment groups, savin the bother of repunching the

1U's on cards. However if this feature is used the

subject parameter (card 1 column 5) must be 1.

iii. Budget abort. The budget abort parameter allows the

game manager to de-emphasi e the importance of costs.

. iv. Attrition. The attrition p rameter permits the game

manager to control the comp exity of statistical analysis.

For example, zero attrition ight be used when analytis

of variance was first introdU0d, but turned on when

unequal At designs were studie .

v. Treatment multiplier. The opt on to change both the

absolute and relative sizes of reatment effects is

very useful when one wishes to emonitrate concepts of

statistical power.
1

b. Non-program options. Several features of reat instructional sig-

nificance are offered outside the computer rogram. The most impor-

tant of these are the message generator, the negotiation of plan-

tning grants or porposal "contracts"direct \eam - computer inter-

actions, and budget administration policies.
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i. Message Generator. "rhe.term message generator is perhaps

a misnomer for the feature as it presently exists in FEHR.

Originally we had planned to store a large n.' r of messages

which could be randomly selected during. play (or - selected)..

so as to simulate the influence of external."Ac of God"

such as a hurricane which closes the schoas for WO weeks,
. j

or a teacher's strike with the same result. An example of

such a pre-selected series of messages appeari.in Appendix

at the end of this manual. Game Managers are invited to

develop adaptations to meet their am local needs.

He ever, cur experience during the field trials.was that

the most useful messages were those that were sent with a

specific didactic purpose in mind. For example,'in one

REMAR session the players were universally opposed to using

"error rpone teaCher-made tests", consequently making all

selections and decisions on the basis of dardized norm-

referenced tests and ignoring the criterion referenced tests.

The following message was sent to each participating team.

To searc

From: A. Rummus, Superintendent

Subject: Supplemental report

I have recently received a supplemental report from the committee of ,

math teachers. This statement indicates that pupil-performance on the

teacher -made tests they have developed is of major importance. Standardized

tests are useful; but the teacher test is a mastery test and gets most spec-
-

ifkally at what students should know. We believe that every grade 7 student

should be capable of obtaining a perfect score (ID) on all four of these

tests. Helpipg students achieve thisgoal is the primary objective of any

remedial program.

In another case, the staff became concerned that teams were

spending too much time in discussions without coming to grips

with the specific tasks to be done. The .following message

was sent.
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to: ,
REMAR Research Team'

From: 'A. Lumnus, Supefintendent of Schools

Subject: Status Report from Research Team

The Fair City Board of Education will meet this week 44, according

to their:Chairman, Mr. Ontop, one of the items tm their agenda will be the

research proposed to remedy-computational, deficiencies in the city's

sevehth graders. He-expressed some concern about the amount of time spent

on experimentation. Some members of the community are impatient for action.

He's quite sure that these persons will be in attendance at the board meeting

and would like to be prepared to answer their questions.

For this reason I must ask you to submit a report summarizing exactly

,what"has been accomplished to date. Please direct this report to me

through the game manager.

A final example concerns the use of the message generator

idea to control a potentially explosive interpersonal problem.

In one session a number of black students became concerned that

another team was "out to prove Lhe superiority of Fair City

whites". The game manager seized this opportunity to send

.
the "life like" memo displayed below. It is suggested that

similar memos can be developed by each game manager on- c
the-spot to handle incipent problems or provide didactic

direction.

To: REMAR research teams
.4

From: A. Lumnum Superintendent

.Subject: Protecting civil rights

A number of parents have recently complained that. many of our programs

are sexually biased (e.g., home economics). 'There also appears to be a

gOod deal of public sympathy for the notion that some of our programs are

racially biased. Consequently, the Board passed a esolu',:on stating that

no tudent can be excluded from a program nor compelled to attend a (com-

'p lsory) program on the basis of sex or 'race.

In the interests of good public relations I have directed that in all

'research projects
presently under way the sex and. race variables are to be

ignored. No comparisons by sex or race are to be made, and there shall be

no identification of sex or race in any research reports. Questionsinvoliiing
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identification by sex or race are to be omitted from all future file

secches, surveys, or experimental treatments.

ii. Negotiation of funds. Rather than having a fixed maximum

budget.for pluming grants or research proposals, it is

passible to acccmmodate differences in needs and Interests

by negotiating the budgets with each team individually.

This procedure has 'een very popular with both students

and instructors/ game managers-. It provides an ideal

opportunity for checking design validity, sampling efficiency,

logical sequencing of tasks. Some arrangements which have

been successful include team negotiation with the game

manager (instructor) in a single sess.:n, peer revio% of

proposals by one or more (other) research teams prior

to a negotiation meeting with the game manager, and tne

use of the consultants in a session as a formal review

panel. In all cases teams have reacted positively to the

opportunity to "make their case".

iii. Budget administration. The standari procedure for budget

administration requires the game manager to act as a "Bask",

and keep track of each teams account. Teams expend moneys

by making out a check. Copies of the game manager's record

form and a team's FEHR checkbook appear in Appendix at

the end of this manual.

If there is a great deal of work for the gale manager

in a particular session, an alternative to ignoring the

budget entirely is to ask teams to provide their own itemized

record. An illustration of this approach is provided in the

laboratory example example 3) presented later in this

section.

iv. Compdter-team interactions. There are two ways in which teams

are required to interact with the computer. The first is the

submission of a request to the FEHR data generator. In the

usual case, a team will need to prepare a irajmum of three or

four separate runs during an entire seston. These could

easily be handled without requiring the players to do ch;jthin

more than punch a few reauest cards.
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The second type of interaction with the computer comes

about when a team analyzes the FEHR output with a canned

computer program. The number of encounters involved in this

process is abviously highly dependent on the local Computer

sys+em, since no analytic programs are included in the FEHR

package. However, it has been our experience that the com-

puter exposure involved in using the data generator -- mini-

mal as it is -- has a positive impact on student's perceptions

of the computer, and their willingness to learn tow to use it.

We strongly rc:ommend that instruction in the use of canned

programs at your local computer center be coordinated with

the practicum. In this respect, IST unit number III,"Com-

outer Format Statements fu, FEHR data" should prove useful.

9. Evaluating the Practicum Products

There are five team products described in the checklist of tasks to

be accomplished: (1) daily log, (2) request for a planning grant, (3) formal

problem description, (4) proposal, (5) final report. (Another produc6, the

orientation questionnaire, might be used as a pre-test or benchmark, but should

not be evaluated as a session cask.)

These products--especially the last three--provide definitive evidence

of what the team has done, and by inference, what the teams can do. However,

the extreme flexibility in the form and content of the products preclude a \

meaningful discussion of evaluation methods at this point. Rather, we have N\N

chosen to provide specific examples of evaluation in sessions with differing

purposes. These are included in the descriptions of tilt workshop, module and

laboratory examples which follow these general guidelines. The item is in-

cluded here to emphasize the need for some product evaluation to be included

in every session plan.

10. Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Practicum

The final step in organizing a practicum session is to plan some means

for assessing the instructional effectiveness of the *Mal session.. These
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will hopefully include both the perceptions of those involved and some ob-

jective evidence of learning. Again, the flexibility in usage precludes a

meaningful descriptiod' p.f evaluation methods at this point. This item was

included in these guidellses to emphasize the necessity for doing evaluation.

However, some specific suggestions for evaluation are included in the examples

which follow.

EXAMPLE 1. THE IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP

Mr. X was an admi Bator for a regional laboratory for educational re-

...arch and developmen He had just received funding for a large new project

which requirdd the development of a series of prupcsals for evaluating program

components. He was presently interviewing applicants for approximately twenty

new staff positions. Although most of the applicants had a good grasp of the

basic principles of research design and statistical analysis, they were all

quite weak in what he called the applied skill areas: problem conceptualization,

quasi-experimental design, budgeting, determining cost effectiveness criteria,

and so on.

1. Defining Session Goals

After reading Sections I and II of this manual, Mr. X decided to hold an

intensive two-week FEHR-PRACTICUM session which would be compulsory for all

new personnel, and voluntary for present staff (excluding project directors).

However, to encourage attendance of the 'resent staff he had let it be known

that three new project directors would be chosen largely on the basis of work-

shop performance. Ten of the present staff voluntarily enrolled, providing a

total of 30 player-trainees for the session.

Mr. X specified his end-of-session goals as folloWs:

(a) Every participant should be able to:

(i) State a problem in terms of relationships among\variables.

(ii) Prepare a budget which accurately summarizes the costs of a
proposed project in an acceptable form.

(iii) Develop a (quasi-experimental?) design which controls for errors
introduced by factors such as tie required use of intact groups
or differential attrition among treatment groups.

(iv) Develop and defend a criterion of success for determining the
degree to which a given objective has been met.

(v) Function smoothly in a team research effort.
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(b) In addition to the above, the session should permit selected par-

ticipants to be judged with respect to their ability to:

(i) Select personnel.

(ii) Plan and organize an efficient team effort to meet a given goal.

(iii) Synthesize the ideas of several group members.

(iv) Respond calmly and effectively to unexpected administration
requests to justify a decision, or to modify an ongoing project.

2. Choosing Personnel for the Session

Mr. X decided that he would delegate the actual supervision of the session

to Mr. Smith, his administrative assistant. Smith was not a particularly strong

researcher, but he was a goad organizer, a meticulous bookkeeper, and had had

extensive experience with the local computer. Accordingly, Smith was appointed

Game Manager, with the understanding that Mr. X was to be consulted in all in-

structional de6sions.

The choice of consultants for the session was 'particularly important,

since Mr. X could find no ready-made courses as independent study materials

well-suited to his training purposes. However, there were three highly skilled

project directors available. These people were appointed as research consul-

tants for the session. To ensure maximum usage, it was decided that consultation

would be free and scheduled rather than the paid service described in the

FEHR-PRACTICUM descriptions.

3. Familiarizing Personnel with the Data Generator

Since they were using FEHR for the first time, Mr. X, Mr. Smith, and the

three consultants ran through each of the familiarization requests just as

they appear in the general guidelines.

4. Familiarizing Personnel with the Practicum Process

Mr. X and his staff worked as a team to go through the entire Practicum.

They completed every task except #7, the consoli sn session, which they

did not complete since they planned using only the tasks up to and including

the proposal (but excluding running the experiment or completing a final report).

5. Choosing the Place to Meet.

Mr. X decided that their regular staff meeting room could be used for
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---the large-group sessions. Thrteams

as they did to their day-to-day work.

library were available'in the office

Lo a remote computer shared with the

was considered entirely satisfactory

could meet in individual offices much

Since two key-punches and a small

com;lex, as was a card reader connected

local school district, this arrangement

-6. Selecting Materials for the Sessio:

`The regular FEHR materials listed on page (3-21) of this manual were

ordered, with three. copies of all materials marked with (double asterisk.

Copies of most of the reference materials listed in appendix I of the Players

Instructions were already available in the existing library, along with a

few standard statistics refer.n:es. These were considered adequate for the

purposes of the proposed practicum.

7. Choosing the Practicum Tasks

It was observes' that the session goals put heavy emphasis on problem

definition, operationalizing relationships, budgeting, and designing, but

little emphasis on statistical analysis and interpretation. The latter

were areas in which most personnel were fairly skilled already. Because

of the time constraints, Mr. X decided to assign only tasks 1 to 6.1.

The specific assignments appear on the checklist pages to

8. Planning the Instructional Activities for the Session

At the beginning of the session the Orientation Questionnaire will

be expanded to include (on the back of the Questionnaire) a brief narrative

description of the player's view of the problem and his/her proposed research

strategy. These will be ranked in order of quality by the three research

consultants. The players having the tor ten questionnaires will then become

team leaders. The leaders will be responsible for recruiting two other

players to serve as teammates.

The major instructionr7 activity during the session will be scheduled

(free) conWtation. Throughout the practicum each team will receive two

full hours (two one-hour periods) of direct tutorial consultation each day.

Consultants are rotated to give each team equal exposure with each. Mr. X

will meet with the game manager and the three consultants and for a one-hour

brown-bag lunci.aon each day. At these sessions the progress of each team

and-of each individual is to be reviewed in detail, and various instructional

strategies suggested and discussed. Mr. X will keep annotated records on

the progress of each individual. Occasionally he will ask consultants to

make specific observations for a few individuals for whom the evidence is

inconclusive.
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9. Evaluating the Practicum Products

Mr. X and his associate director (Smith) have both evaluated large

numbers of proposals for the U.-S. Office of Education. They plan to evaluate

both the problem definition (task 4.4) and the proposal (taA6.1) using

USOE standards. After each evaluation one or the other of them plans to

hold a half-hOur session with each team discussing the strengths and weak-

ness of the product evaluated.

10. Evaluating the Instructional Effectiveness of the Session

The main evaluation of individual learning will occur through evaluation

of the team products and the observat .dal records kept by Mr. X. The new

project diredtors will be chosen on the basis of this information. The

aggregate amount of observed change in per'ormance by all players will be

one method of evaluating the session as a whole. In addition, each player

will be asked to complete a detailec. Jestionnaire rating the value of the

session experience. But the most crucial information is the subsequent on-

the-job performance of the participants. Mr. X plans to keep detailed

records which will allow him to compare the performance of FEHR participants

with that of non-participants who were previously on staff. If the evidence

is supportive, he plans to have a subsequent FEHR - practicum concentrating

on the comparative phase and emphasizing statistical analyses.

EXAMPLE 2. THE RESEARCH TRAINING MODULE

Mr. Y was a professor of educational research who taught a three-course

series in research design and data analysis which was a pre-dissertation re-

quirement for most Ph.o. students in Education at his institution. He had

noticed that many students who did quite well in his courses were completely

unable to formulate an acceptable dissertation proposal or conduct the subse-

quent analyses and interpretations without extensive individual consultations

of a tutorial nature. What was needed, he felt, was more direct instruction

in the application ,f the principles developec, in class to a practical problem.

At this point Mr. Y went on to steps 2,3, and 4. The detailed goals for

the session were actually written after he had become thoroughly familiar

with the practicum groups. For reading convenience both broad and detailed

goals are listed here.

1. Defining Session Goals

Mr. Y believes he might best train for application by using a FEHR

problem as a core experience and reorganizing the content of h:s previous
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EXAMPLE 1. THE IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP
CHECKLIST OF TASKS TO BE PERFORMED

3

Since the work to be accomplished' under this RFP varies from'loca-tion to location, your Game Madager has placed a ( ) before theparticular items for which your team is responsible in the PRACTICUM.(If no items are checked, see your Game Manager before proceeding.)A detailed explanation of how to accomplish each task appears in theInstructions section on the page indicated at right. Tasks markedwith an asterisk (*) are mandatory in every PRACTICUM. Before be-ginning, each player should study, interrelate, and synthesize ,.heinformation contained in the RFP, its various appendices, and therelevant parts of the air City Booklet.

Assigned
InstructionsTasks Description of Task : Page

(1) Each player should submit an Orientation
Questionnaire to the Game Manager. The
specific question to be answsred are in
the INSTRUCTIONS.

1

(2) Form teams-as direCted by the Game Manager. 1The following assignments and requirements
apply throughout this PRACTICUM:
Team salary: $ bny, per day.
Costs are to be paid as indicated below:

(a) ignore all costs
74Z(b) pay costs by check

(c) pay costs with computer receipts
Requests for file yearches, survey and treat-

, ments should be:
(a) entered by the team via PROMPTS

W(b) entered by the team via punch cards
(c) written on the appropriate form and

submitted to the Game Manager
A Log of research activities:

(a) to be kept by each player
z(b) to be kept by each team

(c) no long necessary

(3) Operationalize the problem observing the fol- 3-5lowing restrictions:

Literature: no review necessary
Information Bank only

_Information Bank and regular
-Alibrary

Definition: troblem definition provided

complete

Game Manager
..2Lcomplete problem definition

form
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ip Assigned
Tasks Description of Task

4

Instructions
Paje

(4) Determining Extent and Severity of the
Problem

44.1 Submit a Request for a Planning
Grant on the form provided

Due Date: End D.sAj
Maximum Grant $

X4.2 Run File Search and/or Survey

5-7

Maximum samWe sized /ht-pe )-C.:0S,Ses
Maximum number of variables /4)

( independent; Ai_dependent)

Analyze the data from 4.2 using
appropriate statistical procedures

44.4 Formal Problem Description (first

draft) . To be presented for cri-
tiquing by the other teams on
(date)

_1,4__ (5) Funds are available for identifying a Pool 7

of Research Subjects for Treatments

Yes; ANo PCia Wili (9,-f sekaeb) ,

cohrecttve/ti,pumchect......

ic (6) Empirical Evetution of the EdUcationLit 7-9

Treatments
h CafTIS.

4.6.1 Submit a Research Proposal to the

Game Manager. The proposal mue
meet these restrictions and re-

quirements:

Maximum number of variables per ob-

servatior

Dependent, 4, ; Independent 4.
Total, /0
Maximum number of observation
times
Maximum number of research subjects

_thr,
Date proposal must be submitted bizb 9
The maximum project budget is: $.-.4.
The proposal should cL tain each item

checked below:

I(a) abstract of the proposal
(b) introduction and overview of

problem
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Assigned Instructions
Tasks Description of Task page

e'rNd .

47(c) a review of the related
literature from:

the'Information Bank only
both the Information Bank
and library

1(d) a formal statement of the problem
(e) a description of the procedurei

to be used
(f) a schedule of activities
(g) an itemized budget

The writing style for the proposal is
checked below:

(a) brief outline
(b) detailed outline

__(c) formal narrative

6.2 Using an appropriate method, divide
your sample into treatment groups,
observing the restrictions given in
Task 3. Run the experiment on the
FEHR Data Generator. Data will be
output on:

(a) printed copy only
(b) printed copy and punch cards
(c) printed copy and the team's

computer file

6.3 Analyze ant interpret the data from
Step 6.2 using appropriate statisti-
cal procedures. 'record restrictions>
(to be announcer: by the Game Manager)
below:

6.4 Submit a final report to the Game Mana-
ger. The report should contain the
proposal items checked in 6.1 plus the
items checked below:

(h) the results of the field test
(i) II summary of the statistical

findings
(j) a discussion of results culmi-

nating in an educational decision
(k) a discussion of the limitations

of the project
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Assigned
Instructions

Tasks Description of Task Page

(l) recommendations for future
research

(m) an appendix containing the

log(s) of activities

The writing style of the final re-

port shouted be:

(a) brief outline
(b) detailed outline
(c) formal narrative

Final report due date:

(7) Attend a Consolidation Session (at a time 9

to be announced by the Game Manager) to els-

cuss the strengths and weaknsises of the
strategies employed by your team, and any

other teams which are, attacking the same

:iroblem

0



research classes around the practicum tasks., He decided to tryout fits Idea

by using the REMAR problem as the core experience for the content-previously

covered by the first course in the sequence. The old course had covered

the basic scientific principles-underlying the research process and introduced

research dssign and analysis technizues up to an including a simple analysis

of variance. Because he was convinced that his proposed shift in emphasis

demanded careful analytic thought, Mr. Y spent a good deal of tir..7 explicating

his purposes. He defined his goals for the session as itemized below:

(a) The primary end-of-session goal is that each student can apply
the research ideas taught19 class to a practical problem. In

operational terms this was stated as follows. Given an example

14,1

of each FEHR-PRACTICUM task, based on carefully-chosen demonstrati
variables, each student will, during the course of the session,
demonstrate his/her ability to apply the principles and procedures
involved by successfully completing the same task using the unique
set of variables assigned to him/her. Each product produced in the
above prbcess should meet or exceed the standards of research
quality commonly used in judging dissertations. In particular,
each student should produce a research proposal and final report which
together demonstrate the follawfng characteristics:

(i) Non-imbiguous, operational definitions.

(ii) A critical assessment of the meaning of studies reported in
the literature as opposed to an acritical-acceptance of their
conclusions.

(iii) Efficient scheduling of activities.

(iv) Careful budgeting of time and money.

(v) Sampling procedures which ensure generalizability.

(vi) Use of efficient and valid research designs.

(vii) Descriptions of procedurei which are precise enough to permit
replication.

(viii) A systematic assessment of error in making inferences - par-
ticularly when there are multiple comparisons or when post-
hoc analyses are usee.

(ix) Educational conclusions (decisions) logically derived from the
evidence.

(x) The use of a style and format consistent with accepted scientific
standards (e.g., APA Publication Manual).

(b) Although most of the knowledge and skills assessed in the former course
are prerequisite to the performance of goal (a) above, it is specifi:.
cally stated that each student will be able to:

.(i) Identify and describe the steps in the research/evaluation
process.

(ii) Distinguish between external and internal validity.

(iii) Describe and critically assess the following procedures for
controlling common threats to validity: use of a control
group, randomization, matching, randomized blocking, repeated"
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measures (subjects used as their own control).

(iv) Construct alternative hypotheses from a given pr4blem des-

cription.

(v) Construct a null hypothesis for a given research ipositive) .

hypothesis and describe its use.

(vi)' Classify variables in given experiment as manipulable (treat-

ment), dependent moderator control, or intervening;variables,
and describe the characteristics of each variable type.

(vii) Construct operational definitions of given varfab14.

(viii) Construct criterion of success for a given educatio41 objective.

(ix) Construct predicted outcome patterns for experimental com-
e

parisons which are consistent with a given hypothesi .

(x) Describe and critically assess the following procedu es for

controlling threats to validity:

(a) delineation of the research population

(b) method of removal

(c) method 'of constancy

(d) use of a control group

(e) randomization

(f) matched pairs

(g) matched groups

(h) randomized blocks

(i) using subjects as their own controls

(j) method of counterbalancing

(xi) Distinguish. ong pre-experimental, quasi-experimental and true

experimenta designs based on their adequacy for handling

threats t alidity.

(xii) ons ct true experimwital designs (up to simple f.itOtal)

0 meet the needs of a given experimental situation.

(xiij) Describe a given study using the Campbell Stanley notation.

(xi v) Identify, describe, and critically access-the utility of

each of the following measurement device or concepts: -

(a) test reliability (3 types)

(b) test validity,(4 types)

(c) scale of measurement (of a set of scores)

(d) grade-equivalent (or age-equivalent) scores

(e) ranks

C) percentiles

(g) standard scores (several types)

(h) common research scales (e.g., Liken, Semantic differential,

rating scales, Thurstone scales).
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(xv) Compute, for an appropriate set of supplied data,, each of
the following quantities using a canned computer program or
a calculator (at the student's option):

(a)' descriptive statistics including reliability, validity,

medium mean, and standard deviation for scores on any
one test plus Pearsons rand Spearmans rhq,to describe
relationships between different variables.

(b) score transformations'including ranks, percentile ranks,
and standard scores.

'ONO Using canned computer programs,- compute and interpret the fol-
lowing

(i) correlption c fficient (greater than o ?)

(b) two correlation coefficients

(c) t test for a difference in endent means

(d) t test fora difference.in pai -score means

(e) chi-square test for independent romps

(f) one-way analysii of variance

2. Chasing Personnel for the Session
7710

Mr. Y was fortunate in thakhe hid a teaching assistant assigned to help

him with the laboratory section of his (old) source. The assistant, he

'decided, could act as game manager (superviger). In addition,,he decided

to assign the course asstttant the role of research consultant. However,

research consultation was to be free and on'a scheduled basis rather than

a voluntary budget item. Mr. Y himself would assume full responsibility

for all instructional functions.

3. 1Familiarizing Personnel with the Data Generator

Mr. Y had his assistant prepare the cards for each of the five computer

. runac4ive0 in the general guidelines and submit the runs to the computer.

At first there were a few problems in getting the program to respond, but

with the help of a systems programmer at the computing center thit was quickly

corrected. Mr. Y and his assistant'then went over each request together,

comparing their resLtlts with those shown in the manual. They has one or two

questions about the use of the card 1 options which were not satisfactorily

covered in the manual, but these they were able to answer for themselves

by running the same request several times using a.different card 1. option

each time.

. /
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4. Familiarizing Personnel with the practicum Process

Mr. Y'and-his assistant conferred together 0 define the REMAR problem

and outline the general research strategy. The assistant was then delegated

the responsibility for completing the first six tasks on the checklist using

a brief outline style for all w 'tten materials. He was askod to keep a

concise log which they could later use for scheduling assignments. When the

six tasks were complete,Mr. Y-and his assistant met to determine how they

might best use the decision subroine of the da4 generator. (This sub-

routine is not available to player-trainees.) By this time, Mr. Y had decided

that, for pedagogical reasons,'he was going to restrict all teams to experimental

---cohtrasts using standardized tests only - even though he believed that the
, =

attaininent-cf-perfect scores on all four of the CRT tests (addition, subtraction;

multiplication, and division) was the crucial criterion'of success. -There-

fore he decided to "use the Decision subroutine to compare each student's

decision with the best possible decisions he/she could have made using only

standardized bes- inforMation. The entire process is described here to)

provide guidance in using the Decision feature.

The first step in uOng the Dedision #ubrootine is to define the population

to be used in assessing treatments. This target population for the session,

they decided, would consist of REMAR subjects who had a score of zero

on one or more of the CRT tests. Since compOter time was relatively expen-

sive at their installation, a random sample of200 of these students was used

in the decision routine rather than the entire population.

The second step was to define the set of dependent variables to be used,

and the relative importance of each variable. It was-decidedto use allevem

standardized tests of mathematics achievement, with quadruple weight on the,

one test measuring computations directly and unit weight on the other six

tests. The weights f6r variables 042, 043, 044; 059, 060, 062 and 063 are

and .1 respectively.-
,

The third step was to determine for each variable the minimum and maximum

cut-off points corresponding to "absolutely no successjn,meeting this, objective"

and "complete success in meeting this objective" respectively. Since the

CRT tests were accepted as definitions of success /no success; the first step

in this process wasjo find operational (standardized test) definitions of

m . 1 6 4
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the point at which all CRT tests equal zero and 11 CRT tests equal 10.

Because the items on eaca CRT test are considered to be redundant, measures of

exactly thesatlicskill, Mr./Oined the success point on each standardild

test as'tthe mean of the scores of those subjects whose "41 score on the

four CRT test is above 30 and less than 40 (i.e., they night of the

point of complete skill but not yet ovutiogttiltultoimum ucc-ss)
AA04

point. on eashitsjialaefined asiitnivmean score of all those
C

Itnelaliur CRT tests. theres:licingipiairmmsOnrawbrAhmenveigiohelle.-

01,10andmaximumsfromdetiFtwthrmettrerriltflifiPseere) are gtan fr. the

table - below.

Variable Index 042 043 059 060 062 063

WA nun

Maximum

The fourth and last step is to enter the information into the computer

according to the instructions given on page . The card deck for this

decision run appears on the opposite page.

S. Choosing a Place to Meet

The classroom used for the old course was quite near the statistics

laboratory containing three computer terMinali and a number of calculators.

A small library/wor.Jhop was also available in the laboratory complex. .iese

facilities were considered quite adequate. The scheduled meetings are described

later. ,

6. Selecttlg Materials forLthe Session

The regular FEHR.materials were to be made available according to the

list given on p. (3-27) of'this handbook. Five copies of each 1ST unit and

five copies of the REMAR InformatiOn Bank were ordered on the basis of one

for each five students expected in the laboratory sessions. (Fifty students

were expected to enroll, but these we7e to be split into two laboratory

classes of about twenty five each.)

The library in the laboratory containing a good set of statistics references

and a good sample of educational research texts. However, it was decided

to obtain five sets of the independent-study materials developed by Southwest

Regionalllaboratory as well. These materials are listed under references

In Appendix I of the Player's Instructions (see page of this manual).
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7 Choosing the Practicum Tasks

On'tLe basis of the time his assi!41nt took to complete the six practicum

taskt, Mr. Y decided that his class coul( cover all the tasks only if the

number of alternatives were sharply reduced. These restrictions appear in

the completed Checklist of Tasks on pages to .

8. Planning the Instructional Activities of the Session

The old course had been scheauled for two class-sessions per week

each of two hours duration. In adition, each Student was expected to

spend from two to four hours in the laboratory each week. It was decided

that all the students in the new course would meet for a two-hour "lecture"

each Monday then split into two groups of about 25 persons-each for two

separate laboratory sessions, with group 1 meeting on Wednesday and group

2 on Thursday. In the Monday session Mr. Y will 'present the basic content

of the course, with material presented in order of its occurrence in the tasks

to be done. Each task will be illustrated using a set of demonstration

variables.

On Wednesday and 11.:rsday the students' apply the same ideas to their

REMAR.problem. As indicated previously, each student will have a unique

sample of subjects and a unique set of variables to study. Everyone will

study two dependent variables (the SAT computation sub-te and'one other

test chosen from the six standarized test:, in mathematics), and one independent

(control) variable, under three treatment di\fferent treatment conditions. The

elements to be studied will be combined so as to form unique experiments

for each student.

ThroGghout the laboratory periods students will be encouraged to work

in three-member teams to discuss process, but complete each task on their

own. Thus, there will be approximately six "tea s" in each lab session.

Mr. Y plans to spend 15 minutes in consultation With each team each lab period.

The game manager. (teaching assistant) will be on Call during each lab period

and available fot additional individual help by appointment for an additional

four hours each week.

Mr. Y feels that although he is adding two additional contact hours

each week, he will actually spend no more time on the total course than usual.
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EXAMPLE 2. THE RESEARCH TRAINING MODULE

\\\\ CHECKLIST OF TASKS TO BE PERFORMED

3

Since the work to be accomplished under this RFP varies from loca-
tion to location, your Game Manager has- placed a ( ) before the
particylar items for which your team is responsible in the PRACTICUM.
(If no i.tems are checked, see your Game Manager before proceeding.)
A detailed explanation of how to accomplish each task appears in the
Instructions section on the page indicated at right. Tasks marked
with an asterisk (*) are mandatory in every PRACTICUM. Before be-
ginning, each player should study, interrelate, and synthesize the
information contained in the RFP, its various appendices,, and the
relevant parts of the Fair City Booklet.

Assigned
Tasks Description of Task

Instructions
Page

(1) Each player should submit an Orientation
Cuestionnaire to the Game Manager. The
specific question to be answered are in
the INSTRUCTIONS.

1

(2) Form teams as directed by the Game Manager. 1

The following assignments and requirements
apply throughout this PRACTICUM:

%rof Team salary: $(00 per day.
Costs are to be paid as indicated below:

(a) ignore all costs
__(b) pay costs by check

(c) pay r.oszL with computer receipts

Requests for file searches. survey and treat-
ments should Ixt:

(a) entered by the team via PROMPTS
A.(b) entered by the team via punch cards

(c) written on the appropriate form and
submitted to the Game Manager

A Log of research activities:,
.4(a) to be kept lay each player

(b) to be kept by each team
(c) no long necessary

111

(3) Operationalize the problem obserVing the fol-* 3-5

lowing restrictions:
F

Literature: no review necessary
_Information Bank es4landone,
_,__Information Bank and regular

library
Definition: Problem definition provided

by Game Manager
,complete problem definition

form
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Assigned
Tasks

Instructions
Description of Task Page

(4) Determining Extent and Severity of the
Problem
1,.4_4.1 Submit a Request for a Planning

Grant on the form provided

Due Date:
Maximum Grant $ tea/

4.2 Run Pile Search and/or Survey

Maximum sample size: (nit.t'etC)*5.5e5
Maximum number of variables ?mr-

(3 independent; _Eclependent)As5(ined

Analyze the data from 4.2 using
appropriate statistical procedures

X4.4 Formal Problem Description (first
draft). To be presented for cri-
tiquiqg by the other teams on
(date) ikli:It.ttort/kl,c4eiti Oc/' /Si COM;CMSVS

eJeCinititir) 140 eeve/opecl of flied /sleet
)( (5) Funds are available for identifying a of 7

of Research Subjects for Treatments

Yes; &No Ft's,/ / be. .5 up,p/ jecl

X (6) Empirical Evaluation of the Education 7-9
Treatments

46.1 Submit a Research Proposal to the
Game Manager. The proposal must
meet these restrictions and re-
quirements:

Maximum number of variables per ob-
servation:

Dependent Q. ; Independent /

Total

Maximur number of observation
times /

Maximum number of research subjects

-1-20
Date proposal must be submitted I appte00,0140e/p
The maximum project Ludget is: $
The proposal should contain each it
checked below:

(a) abstract of the proposal
:R;(b) introduction and overview of

problem

5-7
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5

Assigned
Tasks

Instructions
Description of Task Page

,A_(c) a review of the related
literature from:

the Information Bank only
both the Information Bank
and 1449rerrr O 6 Ivry voy

(d) a formal statement of the problem
(c) a description of the procedures

to be used
ii(f) a schedule of activities
(g) an itemized budget

The writing style for the proposal is
checked below:

(a) brief outline
DC(b) detailed outline
__(c) formal narrative

.4.6.2 Using an appropriate method, divide

your sample into treatment groups,
observing the restrictions given in

Task 3. Run the experiment on the

FEHR Data Generator. Data will be

output on:

(a) printed copy only
(b) printed copy and punch cards

:(c) printed copy and the team's
computer file

J(...6.3 Analyze nd interpret the data from

Step 6.2 using appropriate statisti-
cal procedures. Recozd restrictions
(to be announced by the Game Manager)

below:
Used CcD4n1:20) ptcyriatbSCO&

.X_6.4 Submit a\ final report to the Game Mana-

ger. The report should contain the
proposal items checked in 6.1 plus the

items checked below:

X (h) the results of the field test
:2[(i) a summary of the statistical

findings
_4(j) a discussion of results culmi-

nating in an educational decision

(k) a discussion of the limitations
of the project

tr
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6

Assigned
InstructionsTasks Description of Task

Page

(l) recommendations for future
research

m) an appendix containing the
log(s) of activities

The writing style of the final re-
port should be:

(a) brief ou-line
:37c(b) detailed outline

(c) formal narrative

Final report due date:
ge

(7) Attend a,Consolidatiou Session (at a time 9to be announcId by the Game Manager) to dis-
cuss the strengths and weaknesses of the
strategies employed by your team, and any
other teams which are attads,'.ng the sameproblem

roAefoude/y Z'ec.
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In the old course he spent several hours eachWeek checking on the mathematical

accuracy of students' statistical problems. The new emphasis permits

him to check ally the accuracy of the entry into the computer - he bel%ves

that he and hiassistant can do most of this during the lab. sessions. The

additional emphasis on problem definitien, measurement, design, and general

research methods which are to-be substituted for the calculator computations

in the old course will be checked and reinforced during the consultation

sessions, as well. The instructional power of:of the whole system depends

on regular feedback.

9. Evaluating the Practicum Products

The two main products (the proposal and the final report) will be

subjected to both peer review and instructor review. Peer review will

be done on an assigned round robin basis (Sing a checklist supplied,by they .

instructor. The instructor wiT1 then rate both the product and the checklist

for accuracy and completeness. Any incomplete or inaccurate elements must,

of course, be corrected. Before the end If the course each student must have

products, which are acceptable in all respects.
J

10. Evaluating the Instructional Effectiveness of the Practicun

The immediate instructional
effectiveness of the practicum will be

assessed in four ways. First, a brief achievement test will be given every

three weeks. The applied statistics items from these tests will be taken

directly from statistics tests of previous years. Performance on thete items

can be compared with previous years.

Second, both the instructor and the teaching assistant will keep a checklist

of skills. Each student will be observed regularly during the lab; whenever

he is observed demonstrating one of the listed skills (e.g., running a parti-

cular planned program successfully), the skill. will be checked off on the list.

Third, the products of the sessions are considered to be direct evidence

of students' ability to apply research ideas. In addition to the marking pro-

cedure expleied above, other faculty members will be invited to examine these

products and coax-:'it upon their adequacy.

Fourth, a questionnaire will be,administered at the end of the session.

It will include a series of items Asking students to assess their learning

during the session.
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tkinPLL 3. APPLI6 STATISTICS LABORATORY

Ms. Z was also a professor of educational research, but she taught
only one senior course featuring the analysis of variance and covariance.
Students.Wad frequently complained that the course was both too theoretical

and too difficult and that the examples used (in the textbook) were ir-
relevant to,education. Like Mr. X, she too had noticed that students
had difficulty applyin classroom.cOncepts to practical problems.

1. Defining the Ses ion Goals
1.

.Ms. 2 decided to use the comparative phase of the REMAR problem
(tasks 6 and 7) to provide practice in the application of the ideas presented
in class. It was her hope that a problem-solving approach to the data
would also spark student curiosity thus making,the entire course more mean-
ingful and perhaps even less difficult. Procedurally, she began with a

rough statement of goals which were refined and elaborated after she com-
pleted steps (2) and (3) which follow. For the reader's convenience these

goals are stated here in their final form. The session goals were:
a. Given a specific target population and a set of-research hypotheses

which relate changes in a dependent variable to various combinations

of treatments modifier, and control variables, each student will

be able to design a study which provides a valid test of (the null

'form of) each hypothesis, collect experimental data from the FEHR
data generator, analyze the data using an appropriate statistical

technique, Interpret the educational implications4of the results,

and, on the basis of that interpretai4on, recommend the treatments

to be used with various members of the target population.
b. Student will achieve as well or better than students from previous

class on the written examinations used last term.

c. Student complaints of irrelevant, overtheoretical, and over-

difficult content will be reduced.

2. Choosing Personnel for the Session,

Unlike the instructors in the two previous examples, Ms-2 did not

have access to either a course assistant or laboratory supervisors. After

a careful examination of al) the supervisory tasks entailed, she decided

that she could perform all three functions -,instructional, game manager,
and consultant - herself. In fact, except for the bookkeeping involved
in recording grants and check payments, the administration of a FEHR - PRAC-
TICUM appeared very similar to the supervision of the regular laboratory
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problems she PW used previously.

3. Familiarizing Personnel with the Data Generator

Ms. Z completed each sample run provided in the general guidelines,

and then re-ran several examples trying various combinations of the Card

1 parameters.

,4. Familiarizing Personnel with the Practicum Process

Ms. Z completed an entire practicum herself, followiny the Player's

Instructions assiduously. After running through the practicum, she devised

a series of increasingly complex factorial experiments always using treat-

ment as one of the factors and various moderator variables (e.g., sex, socio-

economic status, IQ, initial math ability, etc.) as additional factors. She

also experimented with a variety of sampling procedures to eliminate, equate,

or balance out the effects. a variables she arbitrarily designated as'control

variables (e.g., sex, race, fathers education, etc.). At the end of this

procedure, she was confident that FEHR-PRACTICUM would serve her purposes.

At this point she returned to the session goals (step 2) and revised them to

their present form.

5. Choosing a Place to Meet

The classroom in which Ms. Z's regular class had been held was suitable

for both large -group meetings and for team work sessions.

6. Selecting Materials for the Session

The regular FEHR materials listed on page of this manual were ordered,

with three copies of all materials markedoth a double asterisk. Copies

of the suggested references and many of the auxiliary references were avail-

able at the University Library.

7. Choosing the.Practicum Tasks

It was obvious from the list of goals that a complete FEHR-PRACTICUM

was unnecessary. Ms. Z decided that she would supply an operational definition

of the problem, a listing of the target population of computationally dis-

advantaged students and complete summary statistics (means and standard devia-

tions foe various subgroups of the population (e.g., grouped by sex, grouped

by socio-economic status, and the like). In additiod, ohm:, team was to be
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supplied with a punchcard copy of the survey data on each member of the

target population. These cards could `then be physically sorted into various

treatment groups and used to run the experiment in the data generator. (When

this is done, card 1 of each computer rUn must contain a 1 in column S.)

Thus the same subjects (cards) can be sampled in various ways to test sets

of hypotheses implying different research designs. Two examples will suffice:

a. Hypothesis. When the treatment groups are of equal intelligence,

the AUTOMATH program will produce larg'r scores on the SAT computa-

tion subtest than the regular class.

Implied design. A one way randomized block (or possibly matched

groups) design as implied, with groups blocked by intelligence.

o. Hypothesis. Other things being equal, subjects will, on the av-

erage, gain mo on he SAT computation test with the AUROMATH pro-

9.3111S than in the re ular class. However, this difference will

be much more pronoked for subjects of low intelligence than for

those of average or high intelligence.

Implied Design. A three-way factorial randomized groups design

is simplified (treatment by intelligence by time), with repeated

measures (pre and post) on.the time factor. Randomization is the

only method of equating groups on all "other things".

The complete listing of assigned practicum tasks appear on pagei to

. The general assignments given to the teams reflect the fact tha only

Ms. Z will be available to players. Thus, students are required to budget

their requests and to keep track of their expenditures, but they do not

have to pay for requests with checks. (Nor does Ms. Z have to keep track of

them.)

8. Planning the Instructional Activities for the.Session

As in example 2, each student (player) will be expected to finish a

series of experiments defined by hypotheses supplied by Ms: Z. The hypotheses

will be designed to lead students through progressively more complex designs.

In each case the theory will be supplied in a class lecture before the as-

signment is given.

Although individual proposals and eports will be assigned, students will

be encouraged to work in groups to develop processes. The individualized nature

of their assigned subjects and variables permits close consultation on process
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CHECKLIST OF TASKS TO BE PERFORMED

O

Since the work 0 be accomplished under this RFP varies frOm loca-
tion to locatioho your Game Manager has placed a ( ) before the
particular items for which your team is responsible in the PRACTICUM.
(If no items are checked,_see your Game Manager before proceeding.)
A-detailed explanation of how to accomplish each task appears in the
Instrtictions section on the page indicated at right. Tasks marked
with an asterisk (*) are mandatory in 'every PRACTICUM. Before be-
ginning, each player should study, interrelate, and synthesize the

information contained in the RFP,,its various appendices, and the
relevant pagts..of the Fair City Booklet.

Assigned
Tasks Description of Task

Instructions
Page

(1) Each player should, submit an Orientation 1

Questionnaire to the Game Manager. The
specific question to-be answered are in
the INSTRUCTIONS.

* (2) Form teams as directed by the Game Manager. 1

The following assignments and requirements
apply throughout this- PRACTICUM;

Team salary: $ pe; day.
Costs are to. be paid as indicated below:

(a) ignore all costs
_(b) pay costs by check

(c) pay -costs with computer receipts

Requests for file searches, survey and treat-
ments should be:
_(a) entered by the team via'PROMPTS

..(b) entered by the team via punch cards
(c) written on the appropriate foilk and

submitted to the Game Manage'r

A Log of research activities:
(a) to be kept by each player
(D) to be kept by each team
(c) no long necessary

(3) Operationalize the problem observin the fol- 3-5

lowing restrictions:

Literature: no review necessary
Information Bank only
Information Bank and regular
library

Definition: ProbleM definition provided
---by Game Manager
,,_complete problem definition

form
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lip Assigned
Instructions

Tasks Description of Task Page.

(4) Determining Extent and Severity of the

Problem

'4.1 Submit a Request for a Planning
Grant on the form provided

Due Date:
Maximum Grant $

5-7

4.2 Run File Search and/or Survey

Maximum sample size:
Maximum number of,variables

( independent; dependent)

4.3 Analyze the data, from 4.2 using
appropriate statistical procedures

4.4 Formal Problem Description (first
draf`). To be presented for cri-
tiquing by the other teams on
(date)

(5) Funds are available for identifying a Pool 4 .7 ,

of Research Subjects fort Treatments

Yes; No

(6), Empirical Evaluation of the Education

Treatments

6.1 Submit a Research Proposal to the

Game Manager. The voposal must
meet these restrictions and re-

quirements:

Maximum number of variable:

servation:

Dependent ; Indeiondent
Total

Maximum number of observation L.

times
MakCimum number of research subjects

Date proposal must be submitted
The maximum project budget is: $

The proposal should contain each item

checked below:

(a) abstract of the proposal
(b) introduction and overview of

problem
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Assigned
Tasks Descri

. .

ptLon of Task
Instructions

Page

__lc) a review of the related
literature from:

the Information Bank only
both the Information Bank

(d) a formal statement of the-problem

7......(e) a description of the procedures
to be used

(f) a schedule of activities
(g) an itemized budget

The writing style for the proposal is

checked below:

(a) brief outline
(b) detailed outline
(c) formal narrative

6.2 Using an appropriate method, divide
your sample into `treatment groups,
observing the restrictions given in

Task 3. Rug the experiment on the

FEHR Data GkInerator. Data will be
output on:

_(a) printed copy only
(b) printed copy and punch cards
(c) printed copy and the team's

Computer file

6.3 Analyze and interpret the data from
Step,6.2 using appropriate statisti-

cal procedures. Record restrictions
(to be announced by the Game Manager)

below:

6.4 Submit a final report to the Game Mana-
ger. The report should contain the
proposal items checked in 6,.1 plus the-----1

items checked below:

(h) the results of the field test
(i) a summary of the statistical

findings
(j) a discussion of res ler ulmi-

nating in an educe onal decision
(k) a discussion of the limi ations

of the project

O
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Assigned
Tasxs

/Instructions'

Description of 1 sk Page

l) recommendations for future
research

(m). an appendix 1n4aining the

teaog(s), of activities

The writing style of the final re-
port should be:

(a) brief outline
(b) detailed outline
(c) .formal narrative

Final report due date:

(7) Attend-a-Consolidation Session (at a time
9

to be announced by the Game Manager) to,dis-

CUSS the strengths and weaknesses of the
strategies employed by your team,- and-any

other teams which are attacking the same

probler

O



while still requiring an individual application. The sets of variables to .

be used correspond closely to those described in experiment 2.

9. Evaluating the Practicum Products

Each of the practicum products will be marked by Ms. Z as a regular

laboratory assignment. It is planned to base a fairly large portion of the

course grade (e.g., 75%?) on these products. Brief proposals and reports

are expected for hyptheses"defining each of the following designs.

a. vie way randomized groups

b.*- one way randomized blocks

c. three way factorial

d. factorial with repeated measures

e. simple la.in square

f. one way analysis of covariance

g. factorial analysis of covariance

10. Evaluating the Instructional Effectiveness of the Practicum

Ms. Z plans to evaluate the effectivaness of the practicum in three

ways:

a. Tests used in previous years will be administered to practicum

students and their scores compared with those of previous classes.

b. Students at the end of the course will be asked to fill out a

questionnaire which invites critical issdssment of the practicum

projects.

c. A record will be kept to compare the kinds of help required by

students doing dissertations this year (no FEHR) and next (FEHR

experience).

S
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